LIVE THE UCF CREED

**INTEGRITY**
I will practice and defend academic and personal honesty.

**SCHOLARSHIP**
I will cherish and honor learning as a fundamental purpose of my membership in the UCF community.

**COMMUNITY**
I will promote an open and supportive campus environment by respecting the rights and contributions of every individual.

**CREATIVITY**
I will use my talents to enrich the human experience.

**EXCELLENCE**
I will strive toward the highest standards of performance in any endeavor I undertake.
About the University of Central Florida

The University of Central Florida is a bold, preeminent research institution widely recognized as America’s Leading Partnership University. With more than 69,500 students, UCF is one of the largest universities in the United States and is ranked as one of the best educational values in the nation by Forbes and Kiplinger’s. The university benefits from a diverse faculty and staff who create a welcoming environment and opportunities for all students to grow, learn, and succeed.

A Foundation for Success

UCF and its 13 colleges offer more than 220 degrees at UCF’s main campus, hospitality campus, health sciences campus, 11 Connect Center locations, and online program. The 1,415-acre main campus is 13 miles east of downtown Orlando and adjacent to one of the top research parks in the nation. Other campuses are located throughout Central Florida and include a fully accredited College of Medicine at Lake Nona. UCF’s online-only programs include bachelor’s degrees, graduate degrees, and graduate certificates.

By the Numbers

UCF offers 101 bachelor’s, 88 master’s, 29 research doctorates, three professional doctorates, and three specialist degree programs, and it leads all public universities in Florida and the nation by conferring more than 16,000 degrees a year. In fall 2019, the freshman class had an average SAT two-score of 1332, The Burnett Honors College enrolled 2,260 students, and the number of incoming National Merit Scholars ranked UCF among the top 26 colleges and universities in the nation.

Top-Ranked College Education

UCF is an academic, partnership, and research leader in various fields, such as optics and lasers, modeling and simulation, engineering and computer science, business administration, education, hospitality management, health care, and video game design. In fact, UCF’s Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy is ranked as the nation’s number five game design graduate school by The Princeton Review.

Knight Life

Home to Spectrum Stadium and the Addition Financial Arena, UCF hosts various concerts and shows, plus cultural events and NCAA sports. Student housing is abundant, as are on-campus events and activities. UCF offers an array of student services, hundreds of student clubs and organizations, and dedicated academic resources to help students succeed in school and as alumni. The UCF Downtown campus, which opened in fall 2019, provides innovative urban education for high-demand fields such as digital media and health informatics.
Dear Graduates,

On behalf of UCF — congratulations, Class of 2019! You now join an alumni base that continues to grow in size, excellence and impact.

Today is about recognizing the investment you have made in your future and celebrating all the hard work you’ve put into it. As you leave UCF, or continue your education here, we hope you’ll use your knowledge, talent and degree to make a positive mark on the world, and remember the friends, family and faculty members who helped you along your path.

I am honored to have been a part of your time here. Congratulations again, and best wishes. Never stop reaching for the stars!

Go Knights! Charge On!

Thad Seymour, Jr.
Interim President
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* Applause is the most appropriate method of conveying congratulations as your graduate’s name is called. Other methods may keep your neighbors from hearing their graduate’s name.

As a courtesy to the graduates and families being recognized today, we ask that you remain in your seat until all graduates have crossed the platform.

The ceremony will last approximately two hours.

Thank you for joining the faculty, staff, administration, and student body in honoring our graduates.
College of Community Innovation and Education
College of Health Professions and Sciences
December 13, 2019 – 9:00 a.m.
Platform Party

Grand Marshal ................................................................................................................................. Dr. Deborah Carroll
Commencement Speaker ................................................................................................... The Honorable John Sprouls
Interim President .......................................................................................................................... Dr. Thad Seymour, Jr.
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs ................................................................. Dr. Elizabeth A. Dooley
Vice President for Student Development and Enrollment Services ....................................... Dr. Maribeth Ehasz
Vice President for Research and Dean, College of Graduate Studies ...................................... Dr. Elizabeth Klonoff
Associate Dean, The Burnett Honors College ................................................................................. Dr. Ronnie Korosec
Dean, College of Community Innovation and Education ........................................................ Dr. Pamela S. Carroll
Dean, College of Health Professions and Sciences .................................................................. Dr. Christopher Ingersoll
Alumni Representative ............................................................................................................ Mr. Alberto Sarabasa, Jr.
Student Government Association President ............................................................................................ Mr. Kyler Gray
University Faculty Representative ........................................................................................................... Dr. Suha Saleh
Staff Council Representative .......................................................................................................... Ms. Joanne McCully

Commencement Speaker

Mr. Sprouls is Executive Vice President and Chief Administrative Officer for Universal Parks & Resorts, the division of NBC Universal responsible for all worldwide theme park resort and development activities. He oversees Human Resources, Legal, Business Affairs, Global Merchandise, Risk Management, EHS, Information Technology, Real Estate, Corporate Communications, External Affairs and Community Relations for the Group. Mr. Sprouls also serves as Chief Executive Officer of Universal Orlando Resort.

Mr. Sprouls joined Universal Orlando in 1996 as Vice President of Human Resources, after having spent 15 years in various senior roles for The Seagram Company, Ltd. He also spent several years as an attorney in private practice in New York and New Jersey.

He was appointed Senior Vice President — Administration for Universal Orlando in 1997. He has also served as Executive Vice President — Human Resources for the Universal Parks & Resorts Group, and Executive Vice President — HR, Legal and Business Affairs for the Group.

Mr. Sprouls is the Chairman of the U.S. Commerce Department’s Tourism and Travel Advisory Board, a member of the U.S. Travel Association CEO Roundtable, and a former member of USTA’s Board of Directors. Mr. Sprouls is President of the Universal Orlando Foundation and Chairman Emeritus of the Board of Directors for City Year Orlando. He is also a member of the Board of Trustees for the University of Central Florida, and a former board member of the University of Central Florida Foundation, the Central Florida Coalition for the Homeless and the Orlando Repertory Theatre.

Mr. Sprouls holds both a BA (History) and a J.D. from Seton Hall University.
Commencement Speaker

Forough B. Hosseini is the Executive Vice President of Information Systems for ICI Homes, a company founded by her and her husband, Mori. ICI Homes, the recipient of countless prestigious awards for design and innovation, is continually ranked among the nation’s Top 100 Builders.

Forough serves on many local and national boards and participates in and contributes to numerous local and national charities. As a strategic philanthropist, Forough concentrates her efforts on issues related to education and child hunger & homelessness.

In 2019, she was appointed by Governor DeSantis to the Florida Children and Youth Cabinet because of her tireless efforts in eradicating child hunger & homelessness. She served as a Board Member and Chair of Board of Trustees at Daytona State College, appointed by Governors Bush, Crist and Scott.

To combat child hunger and poverty, she founded Food Brings Hope in 2007. This year, the organization is serving over 1,700 homeless or economically disadvantaged students.

Forough was awarded the Ellis Island Medal of Honor in 2009; the highest honor for a civilian. She was recognized as one of the Most Influential People in East Central Florida and was selected as the 2013 Influential Women in Business by Volusia/Flagler Business Report. Forough has been recognized with Proclamations from County of Volusia, and cities of Daytona Beach and Ormond Beach.

Forough earned her Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science from Embry Riddle Aeronautical University and her MBA from UCF.
College of Business Administration, College of Engineering and Computer Science and College of Optics and Photonics
December 14, 2019 – 9:00 a.m.
Platform Party

Grand Marshal .......................................................................................................................... Dr. Charles Hughes
Commencement Speaker ........................................................................................................ Mr. Jason Eichenholz
Interim President .................................................................................................................... Dr. Thad Seymour, Jr.
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs ................................................................. Dr. Elizabeth A. Dooley
Vice President for Student Development and Enrollment Services .................................... Dr. Maribeth Ehasz
Vice President for Research and Dean, College of Graduate Studies ................................ Dr. Elizabeth Klonoff
Associate Dean, The Burnett Honors College ........................................................................ Dr. Ronnie Korosec
Dean, College of Business Administration ........................................................................ Dr. Paul Jarley
Dean, College of Engineering and Computer Science ......................................................... Dr. Michael Georgiopoulos
Dean, College of Optics and Photonics ................................................................................ Dr. Bahaa A. Saleh
Alumni Representative ......................................................................................................... Mr. Ronald D. Abate
Student Government Association President ........................................................................... Mr. Kyler Gray
University Faculty Representative ....................................................................................... Dr. Carole Ann Creque
Staff Council Representative ............................................................................................... Ms. Jamie LaMoreaux

Commencement Speaker

Jason Eichenholz is a serial entrepreneur, executive and recognized pioneer in laser and optics enabled innovation, product development and commercialization. Over the past two decades he has started several companies and led the development of hundreds of millions of dollars of revolutionary products and holds more than forty U.S. patents. These products have enabled a variety of applications from battlefield explosives detection, early cancer detection, and environmental studies from the depths of the oceans to the top of Mt. Everest and even on the Moon and Mars.

Eichenholz is a proud Knight having earned his M.S. and Ph.D in Optical Science and Engineering from UCF. In 2012, he received the first Professional Achievement Award from the College of Optics and Photonics. He enjoys giving back to UCF by mentoring students and lecturing on campus while also serving as a courtesy faculty member at CREOL and on the CECS Dean’s and CREOL undergraduate advisory boards.

In his free time, he likes to give back to his community as an advocate for autism awareness and has served for 24 years as a Reserve Lieutenant and EMT with Orange County Fire Rescue.
Commencement Speaker

Dr. Daniel Holsenbeck has served UCF and the Central Florida community as a key leader, advisor and strategist.

Since joining UCF in 1985, Holsenbeck has reported to every UCF president except its first. He has fostered deep relationships with elected officials who have helped propel the university’s rise in quality and status, securing support for increased state funding, the College of Medicine, UCF Downtown and more.

Holsenbeck holds a B.S. in mathematics (with honors) from Auburn University, a M.Ed. from the Johns Hopkins University, and a Ph.D. in higher education management systems from the Florida State University. He has written, spoken, published and taught extensively on all aspects of public relations, governmental relations, teaching and testing in postsecondary education. In his career, he has managed every aspect of university advancement and development.

In his previous role as vice president of university relations and director of governmental relations, he supervised UCF’s state legislative, local government and congressional liaison. He also served the presidents of UCF in numerous public relations and advisory capacities, and managed University Economic Development and Defense Transition Services.

He has been active in several local and national civic and professional organizations, including the Central Florida Partnership, the Economic Development Commission of Mid-Florida, Visit Orlando (board of directors), the Orange County R & D Authority (chairman, 1999–2000) and the Council for Advancement and Support of Education.

Holsenbeck is a captain (retired) in the U.S. Naval Reserve.

Daniel Holsenbeck
Candidates for Doctoral Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

CAMILA ALVAREZ  
Texts and Technology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Martha Catherine Brenickle

CLAYTON JOHN BENJAMIN  
Texts and Technology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Barry J. Mauer

ROBERT LYON CLARKE  
Texts and Technology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jonathan Beever

DELIA MARIA GARCIA  
Texts and Technology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Angela Rae Rounsaville

College of Community Innovation and Education

JAIME LEE BEST  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Eleazar Vasquez

BONNIE LORRAINE BITTMAN  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. William B. Russell III

FREDRICK SCOTT FLOWERS  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Suzanne M. Martin

LUCILLE ELIZABETH GILLAM  
Curriculum and Instruction  
Major Advisor: Dr. Martha Lue Stewart

ANALEXIS PADRON KENNEDY  
Curriculum and Instruction  
Major Advisor: Dr. Vicky Zygouis-Coe

BRIANNA ASHLEY KURTZ  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Erhan Selcuk Haciomeroglu  
Major Advisor: Dr. Sarah Bush

NAGHAM JAAFAR MAJEED  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Florin Mihai  
Major Advisor: Dr. Keith S. Folse

MANOUCHKA PIERRE  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jerry Johnson

SAFIYA PRYSMAKOVA  
Public Affairs  
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas Bryer

JOSEPH ROBERT RADITCH  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas Cox

KIRK M. SAWYER  
Curriculum and Instruction  
Major Advisor: Dr. Charles Richard Hartshorne

JESSICA MARIE SCHOFIELD  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Suzanne Martin

RICHARD XICHAO THRIPP  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Charles Richard Hartshorne
College of Engineering and Computer Science

POOYA ABOLGHASEMI
Computer Science
Major Advisor: Dr. Ladislau Boloni

ASHAR AHMAD
Computer Science
Major Advisor: Dr. Abedelaziz Mohaisen

SAIF GHASSAN MOHAMMED ALABACHI
Computer Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Gita Reese Sukthankar

ABDUSALAM NASSER ALASGAH
Computer Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. W. Linwood Jones

MASOUDBAGHABAHARI BAGHDADBAD
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Aman Behal

SAMUELEVANBARAK
Mechanical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Subith Vasu Sumathi

MENGNNANCHEN
Industrial Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Qipeng Zhen

PRASUNKANTIDYE
Computer Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Murat Yuksel

ZHANGCHIDING
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Aman Behal

CHUANZHIDONG
Civil Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Fikret Necati Catbas

ZUHAIRJUMAEAEHLASSY
Civil Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Ahmed Essam Radwan

QUENTINPASCALFOULIARD
Aerospace Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Seetha Raghavan

JOSEPHPAULGARMON
Industrial Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Waldemar Karwowski

DENTONK.GIBSON
Industrial Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Waldemar Karwowski

CHRISTOPHEREDWARDGILES
Computer Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Mark A. Heinrich

CHATHIKASURANGANGUNARATNE
Modeling and Simulation
Major Advisor: Dr. Ivan Garibay

MARWANSAHALAHAMEED
Mechanical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Alain J. Kassab

KALPANAMADHUSHANHANTHANANARACHILAGE
Mechanical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Ranganathan Kumar

ANDREWCHARLESHOOD
Environmental Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Andrew A. Randall

IBRAHIMA.A. IBRAHIM
Computer Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Mostafa A. Bassiouni

MD MYDULISLAM
Mechanical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Robert L. Stewart Jr.

MD. ASHRAFULISLAM
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Yeonwoong Jung

FUADISMAVLOV
Mechanical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Yoav Peles

RAGHUVEERAMANIKAINTACHARIKANCHERLA
Mechanical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Subith Vasu

ENES KARAASLAN
Civil Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Fikret Necati Catbas

MOHAMMAD YAHYA KHAWAJI
Civil Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Boo Hyun Nam
SALMAN ANWAR KHOKHAR  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Mark A. Heinrich  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gary T. Leavens

NAJI KHOSRAVAN  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ulas Bagci

YONG JE KIM  
Civil Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Boo Hyun Nam

HAO LI  
Materials Science and Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Lian An  
Major Advisor: Dr. YeonWoong Jung

ANDREAS HENDRO MARPAUNG  
Computer Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Avelino J. Gonzalez

ROBERT A MICHLowitz  
Modeling and Simulation  
Major Advisor: Dr. Lori C. Walters

GREGORY MORSE  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kenneth Stanley

ALIASGHAR MORTAZI  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ulas Bagci

MOHAMMAD NOORANIDOOST  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ranganathan Kumar

HOSSEIN NOURKHIZ MAHJOUB  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Yaser PourMohammadi Fallah

MARCEL OTTO  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jayanta S. Kapat

MESUT OZDAG  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Sumit Kumar Jha

AMIR ROUHOLLAHI  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Olusegun Ilegbusi

SARAH SHAHRAINI  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Reza Abdolvand

AIDEAN SHARHI KARGANROODI  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Mubarak A. Shah  
Major Advisor: Dr. Niels J. Da Vitoria Lobo

ALI MOHAMMAD ALI AHMAD SHEHADHE  
Civil Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Omer Tatari

ANTHONY S. WEHRER  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Charles E. Hughes

JOSIAH MARK WONG  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Avelino J. Gonzalez

JUN XU  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Damla Turgut

GUANXIANG YUN  
Industrial Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Qipeng Zheng  
Major Advisor: Dr. Vladimir Boginski
College of Medicine

CANDACE ROSE FOX
Biomedical Sciences
Major Advisor: Dr. Griffith Davis Parks

College of Nursing

JACQUELYN ANDREA HOP
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Annette Bourgault

BARBARA JO SEYMOUR
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Diane Andrews

CHARLENE ELIZABETH KELL
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Diane Andrews

GLORIA VELEZ
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Nora Warshawsky

JESSICA ROYAL
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Veronica Decker

College of Optics and Photonics

MINA BAYAT
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Dennis G. Deppe

HUIYUAN LIU
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Guifang Li

JOSE RAFAEL GUZMAN SEPULVEDA
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Aristide Dogariu

YANGYANG SUN
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Shuo Pang

EVAN ROBERT HALE
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Leonid B. Glebov

College of Sciences

NATHANIEL ADJEI ADU
Mathematics
Major Advisor: Dr. Gary D. Richardson

TAO JIANG
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. Talat S. Rahman

PAWAN KUMAR GUPTA
Mathematics
Major Advisor: Dr. Marianna Pensky

SABRINA KATY MARKS
Sociology
Major Advisor: Dr. Elizabeth Grauerholz

KHALAF AHMED JASIM
Chemistry
Major Advisor: Dr. Andre J. Gesquiere

YASMINE MOUSTAFA
Chemistry
Major Advisor: Dr. Qun Huo
PARTH KAILAS PATEL  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. Karin Y. Chumbimuni-Torres

JEFFREY G. PAYNE  
Security Studies  
Major Advisor: Dr. Roger B. Handberg  
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas M. Dolan Jr.

CHRISTINA N. TOMS  
Conservation Biology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Graham A. Worthy

PRIYANKA VAIHYA  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Enrique Del Barco

SARAH E WILLIAMS  
Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Corey J. Bohil

Rosen College of Hospitality Management

SUJA CHAULAGAIN  
Hospitality Management  
Major Advisor: Dr. Abraham Pizam

JENNIFER LYNN REDDITT  
Hospitality Management  
Major Advisor: Dr. Alan David Fyall

MOHAMMED LEFRID  
Hospitality Management  
Major Advisor: Dr. Fevzi Okumus

JESSICA E. WIITALA  
Hospitality Management  
Major Advisor: Dr. Youcheng Wang
Candidates for Education Specialist

MARIELA LETICIA COX
Education Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Walter Doherty

DEBORAH ANN-DINGS IZZO LANSRUD
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Walter Doherty

RACHEL LYNNE RODRIGUEZ SCHRIMSHER
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Walter Doherty
Candidates for Master of Fine Arts

JUSTIN T. BROZANSKI
Creative Writing

MALCOLM EUGENE KELLY
Creative Writing
Candidates for Master's Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

Master of Arts

English MA-Literary, Cultural, and Textual Studies
- Derek James Estevez
- Ileia Marie Mooney
- Diego Alexander Villa

English MA-Technical Communication
- Karla Mercedes Orihuela

English MA-Technical Writing
- Ashlee Eileen Chmielewski
- Melanie Jo Downing
- Danielle Suzanne Johnson
- Alex Evan Lebhar
- Alessandra Zinicola Lopez
- Katherine Alison Shaw

History MA
- Luke A. Bohmer
- Colin Aaron Cook
- Brandon Paul Nightingale
- Carys Atlanta O’Neill
- Steven Craig Trelstad
- Kody Earl Whittington

Music MA
- Neal Faul

Spanish MA
- Hannah Nicole Frechette
- Fidel Enrique Rodriguez
- Florilde Salvador Rodriguez

Teaching English (TESOL) MA
- Isaac Carpenter
- Rosary Cordova-Lane
- Yulia Rohweder
- Scarlett Florentina Thomas

Theatre MA
- Elizabeth Fay Corsi

Master of Science

Interactive Entertainment MS
- Alina Alikhanyan
- Rebecca Claire Anisman
- Samantha I. Beigel
- Rene Bencik
- Richard Christopher Berry

- Christian Birkett
- Carter Jeffrey Blalack
- Joseph T. Bonura, Jr.
- Michael D. Carter
- Aaron Rafael Cendan
- Pratik Malagonda Chougule
- Adam Bach Cohen
- Samuel Richard Cole
- Alexis D. Danron
- Utsab K. Das
- Steve Michael Diezel
- Carol Marie Eastwood
- Vincent Duane Falls, Jr.
- Pamela Andrea Figueroa Peñaranda
- Michael I. Fisher
- Taylor James Gorder
- Rebecca Marie Gough
- Catherine Ting Ting Ha
- Jackson Hopcroft
- Alberto Yamil Huffman
- Jessica Cassidy Kammerer
- Joo Kim
- John T. Lascha IV
- Mark Ryan Lindemulder
- Karinne Chandler Lorig
- Brandon T. Macauley
- Thomas M. Malone
- Carolyn Andrea Marin
- Zachary James Meyer
- Joshua Michael Navarro
- Jessica Jean Neger
- Joshua Ryan Newell
- Zachary Louis Nimkoff
- Griselle Marie Oliva
- Alejandro Antonio Perez - Acevedo
- Luis Gerardo Pino
- Brenda Karena Raza
- Camilo Ruiz Casanova
- Ryan Anthony Rusian
- Jennifer M. Sarlo
- Ethan Robert Sartin
- Daniel Scott Selvia
- Kevin Alan Smith
- Mary Elizabeth Alta Sumner
- Kim Van Tong
- Jaime Enrique Tous
- Charles Andrew Vasquez
- Daniel L. Viruet
- Josh Lawton Wade
- Yixiang Xu
- Hongren Yan
- Junxiong Yang

Brittany Shea Young
Ziyou Zhou
Jacob Austin Zuch
College of Business Administration

Master in Sport Business Management
Sport Business Management MSBM
Jamaal May

Master of Business Administration
Business Administration MBA-Evening
Brittany Ashley Barber
Claude L. Bowman
Meaghan Alexandra Coleman
Victor Joseph Di Diego III
Virginia Nicholas Newman Dunlop
Katie C. Dunn
Yecheng Fan
Daniel Filipowski
DeAnna Lakay Glover
Kasimu Greenidge
Nathaniel Edward Harvey
Julian Felipe Henao
Amber Jalise Hutson
Chesley David Magruder
Daniel Joseph Martin
Marcus Harrison Momon
Miranda Murphy
Lexus Rose Nixon
Alex M. Noboa
Caleb Emmanuel Perez
Courtney Danielle Rotton
Madeline Kaye Schroeder
Jacob Thomas Slayton
Tesfaldet Kubrom Tesfazghi
William E. Thomas
Alize Laura Uyttenhove
David Louis Zimmerman

Business Administration MBA-Professional
Stephanie Renee Williams Burk
Olivia Nadine Ferguson

Master of Science in Accounting
Accounting MSA
Kaelan Patrick Arias
Desiree Lirie Astorquiza
Mehdi Amin Bennoua
Christopher Conor Bond
Steven Atkinson Brady
Justin Lee Buch
Esperanza Cid
Danielle Louise DeNicola
College of Community Innovation and Education

Master in Research Administration

Research Administration MRA

John Milton Mulcahy, Jr.
Jessica Darlene Svendsen
Sara Nicole Waugh

Master of Arts

Applied Learning and Instruction MA

Alyssa Marie Ali
Summer Raye Booth
Elizabeth Cornelio
Jackie Lea Norris
Rachel Lynn Reulbach

Career and Technical Education MA

Frank J. Fontanazza
Jenna Marie Fox
Tamalia E. Hancock
Eligio Marquez, Jr.
Lana Christine Sielski

Counselor Education MA

Devin Holly Becker
Alura Marie Bennett
Christine Mae Blackwell
Brittany L. Brockmeier
Ashley Noel Campo
Elizabeth D. Chambers
Nicole M. Connolly
Sarah Cynthia Cozza
Thomas John Daniele
Alexander M. Fields
Zachariah Z. Fikru
Lela Alexandra Geist
Laura Michelle Gerbec
Ashley Rachel Gersh
Robert Jacob Haynes
Justin Lee Hoeck
Nicole Taylor Jarman
Kalen Mary Koch
Jackeline Laura Lara
Sasha Ivette Lopez
Evelyn Lucia Martinez
Marie Kristine Oyler
Felicia Emily Peluso
Rochelle Perera
Andrea Lynn Pizetta
Kaitlyn Jean Shelp
Jillian Clark Sinnaman
Rhonda R. Stossel
Dimesha Raquel Suazo
Kaleb Alexander Thompson

Educational Leadership MA

Amber J. Chandler
Colby Rochelle Christiano
Cheryl Lasandra Cummings
Synithia L. Dowdell
Schemica Guedalia Elston
Denise Joy Harshbarger
Yaneht Francisca Lopez
Latisha Aisha Mosby
Saima S. Owens
Jennifer Michelle Padron
Mabel Taylor
Veronika Tomchuk
Corey Brooke Wall

Educational Leadership MA-Higher Education-College Teaching and Leadership

Stefanie Alexia Campbell
Andrew Robert Green
Lance Noel Lewis
Samantha Alexis Taran

Educational Leadership MA-Higher Education-Student Personnel

Melissa M. Hall

Educational Technology-Instructional Design and Technology MA

Carissa Anita Bass
Brittany Lynette Davis
Marcus Le'Okey Williams II

E-Learning-Instructional Design and Technology MA

Crystal Leigh Harper
Jeffrey Ryan Specht
Ryan Quinn Walker

Elementary Education MA

Sandra I. Prieto Rodriguez
Sabrina Saladrigas
Karleah S. Schroeder
Theresa Yvonne Tanios

Instructional Systems-Instructional Design and Technology MA

Emma Claire Barbato
Shane Jason Roopnarine
Brigitte Laurel Schutz

Marriage, Couple, and Family Therapy MA

Ismar Cristina Alburquerque
Alesia Nikole Albury
Joshua M. Allton
Madison Nicole Alvarez Brunk
Martin Avellaneda, Jr.
Meghan Maria Cromie
Kennedi Davis
Shirley Dorsainvil
Lauren Nicole Dunka
Jordan Leslie Frank
Kali Lynn Funk
Sebastiana Josephine Halpin
Callah M. Hennessey
Samantha Lynne Kalousek
Jennifer Lynn Kane
Justin Jeffery Martin
Stephanie Richard
Krista Rose Roehlig
Megan Elizabeth Ulrich
Christian Velez

Master of Arts in Teaching

Teacher Education MAT-English Language Arts Education ESOL

Nicholas Efrain Santos

Master of Education

Curriculum and Instruction MEd-Gifted Education

Anila Arif Khan

Curriculum and Instruction MEd-Intervention Specialist

Candice Marie Hamilton

Curriculum and Instruction MEd-Supporting High Needs

Rachael Dannell Mack
Crystal Nicole Rodriguez
Jessica E. Teasdale

Educational Leadership MEd

Nicollette Gayle Allen
Matthew Newman Barringer
Danielle Lovall Cain
Altamont Byron Coley III
Andrew Charles Frohmberg
Nicole Christine Fulton
Lauren Chrisman George
Raphaela Harkness
Tonny Harris, Jr.
Amanda Elaine Jones
College of Community Innovation and Education

Kathleen Kaunda
Barbara Ann Kelly
Mark A. Lemon
Justin M. MacDonald
Katherine Margaret Mahoney
Gabriela Omaira McConnell
Brittany Ann Mills
Craig Ronald Olson
Cheri Lynn Pollack
Rebecca J. Pucher
Dana Barwikowski Rowe
Megan Kornegay Sever
Marcella Zenda Smith
Simone Elizabeth Smith
Matthew Steven Thompson
Michael Gene Toliver
Kenneth Nelson Valentine
Jessica Marie Vasilisin

Elementary Education MEd

Kristin Michel Cowgill
Rebecca Janean Durham
McKenzie Marie Jimenez

Exceptional Student Education MEd

Corrine Ashley Azbart
Mario Luis Boza
Kimeche A. Carmichael
Yajaira Ortiz Carratala
Dana Michelle Christy
Sarah Elizabeth Clem
Yizette Ilian Colon
Jenna Marie Conn
Laura Rose Fogarty
Juan Diego Fuentes
Angelina Mercedes Gonzalez
Taylor Renee Keefer
Rachel Melissa Keene
Bridgette Lynn Matthews
Natalie Nickson
Alexandra Chantal Parvaz
Bryan Perri
Natalia Perry
Leighann Ashlee Pittman
Amanda Lynn Powers
Kristin Nicole Story
Rachel Leigh Van Buskirk
Cierra Louise Woods

K-8 Math and Science MEd

Kayla Nicole Blankenship
Nicole Elisa Curtiss
Yeidi Diaz Reyes
Jessica Alexis Granahan
Amanda C. Henleben
Janet Lynn Herrington

Emily J. Holcombe
Tasha Nicole Hunt
Amanda Leigh Maher
Nicole Marie McCarthy
Ronald J. Morrison, Jr.
Ashlie Marie O'Duor
Anabelle Pancorbo
Sarah Ellen Porcenausk
Alexis Danielle Potter
Priscilla Nicole Quinonez
Kristin Lee Rivera
Shenikka Rhondie Roberts
Kimberly Ann Rougeux
Treshonda Rutledge
Megan Elizabeth Venning

Reading Education MEd

Amy Worthington Ballentine
Rosemarie Christine Dejarnett
Melanie Franco
Min Jung Park
Tyra Janae Philpart

Secondary Education MEd-English Language Arts Education

Cavel Cassandra Austin
Madison G. Gannon
Ashley Antoniette Gecewicz

Secondary Education MEd-Mathematics Education

Bethany Diane Fralish
Lisa J. Presley

Master of Emergency and Crisis Management

Emergency and Crisis Management MECM

Christopher De'shaun Goodson

Master of Health Administration

Health Administration MHA

Jessica Alamo
Todd Joseph Condon, Jr.
Nour Ashley Ghahramani
Nora Helen Guerra
Kyle Curran Hopkins
Amrit Kaur
Ahsha Kamalak Konate
Thinh Phan
Nerissa Ann Rampersad
Dilpreet Kaur Sarasain
James Michael Scicchitano

Master of Nonprofit Management

Nonprofit Management MNM

Donald Ray Allen, Jr.
Kayla Marie Aragon
Jamie LeAnne Atkinson
Kendra Adora Castleberry
Liliana Escobar
Marian Silvia Espada
Cara Brooke Gillaspie
Michelle Paige Giordano
Brittany Elizabeth Haugen
Jean McCormick Imes
Ashley Jocelyn
Sarah E. Kacoz
Victoria Karla Martin-Nammour
Stephen John McDonald
Paule Kahyjie Kindershley Pierre
Tayyah Qasmi
Nicole Alessandra Rodriguez
Shelly R. Rose
Joshua Samuel Roth
Amanda Lisha Sabet
Brittany Elizabeth Smith
Kerry Ann Stafford
Marcia Lasshaun Washington
Eden Julia Weiss

Master of Public Administration

Public Administration MPA

Ema Avdic
Kendyl Leigh Bass
Craig Baumgardner
Jeneba Aminata Bayoh-Kamara
Johanna Alexandra Buitrago
Milena Belen Canete
Kendra Adora Castleberry
Terrance Lance Coakley
Luisa R. Fitzgerald
Brittany Fowler
Tamara Denisha Frazier
Shane Daniel Friedman
Stephanie Gayle Gaskins
Cara Brooke Gillaspie
Damani E. Harris
Jalisa Q. Harris
Krea Sabil Harris
Amanda Marie Hinz
College of Community Innovation and Education

Marthaly Irizarry
Candice Corrie Johnson
Kadie Lynn Lachiewicz
Logan Ladnyk
Victoria Karla Martin-Nammour
Stephen John McDonald
Susana Mejia
Jessica Raeann Mitchell
Shane A. Mullins
Miguel Angel Ortiz Burgos
Caroline A. Quintanilla
Jennifer Ritchie-Koss
James Michael Scicchitano
Jill A. Seale
Beth Anne Smith
Sara F. Smith
Jacqueline M. Stewart
Ashlee R. Thomas
Jena Michelle Thomas
Krystin Carol-Lynn Tufaro
Esmeralda Isabel Valdez
Yolanda Vila
Nicholas Blake Walsh
Lameitria Watkins

Jazmin Rembis
Mikaelia Mia Richardson
Jailyne C. Rodriguez
Shandrell Ceydrece Rolle
Miguel Santiago
Ashlee R. Thomas
Esmeralda Isabel Valdez
Andrea Lizeht Vasquez
Lameitria Watkins

Early Childhood Development and Education MS

Kimberly A. Nassoiy

Health Care Informatics-PSM MS

Jennypher Sesin
Saskia Singh

Urban and Regional Planning MS

Jacob Roy Cummings

Master of Science

Criminal Justice MS

Leidy Paola Alvarez
Samantha B.V. Angel
Jonathan Michael Banke
Emily S. Beauchamp
Tiffany Geovana Borrego
Milena Belen Canete
Dominique A. Davis
Brian Edward Foley
Brittany Fowler
Stephanie Gayle Gaskins
Christina Marie Grosso
Krea Sabil Harris
Amanda Marie Hinz
Erin Renee Jackson
Letha Marie Johnston
Kadie Lynn Lachiewicz
Mariana Machado
Daniel T. McCarty V
Susana Mejia
Samuel Edward Miller
Ian Bruce Mitchell
Emily Marie Moore
Alexis Dominique Morrison
Rebecca Louise Moses
Shane A. Mullins
Patricia R. Nielsen
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Master of Science

Biomedical Engineering MS
Joseph Cotto
Austin Myles Davis
Jinfeng Li

Civil Engineering MS
Salem Hamad N H Alnaimi
Juan Gerardo Calderon
Scott Leslie Castro
Morgan Margaret Morris
Annes Mohammed Saber II
Cody Alan Tutty
Ou Zheng

Computer Science MS
Michael Andrew Alexander
Malika Arif
Masoud Baggbahari Baghdadabad
Ity Bahadur
Joshua Crow
Jared Davies
Timothy David Garrett
Noel Darnley Gayle
Viraj Nileep Jagale
Aminollah Khormali
Naji Khorasan
Rodney D. LaLonde III
Logan Thien Lebanoff
Justin Thomas Mackenzie
Adrian Melendez
Alexander Reza Roustai
Brandon Jacob Royal
Mehrdad Salimitari
Tianzi Xie

Data Analytics MS
Andrea Bruere
Sudeep Kumar Datta
Mohammad A. Moreb
Yeshwanth Narayanan
Aditi Kishor Phopale
Rishi Nandhan Prasad Kavitha
Ahmad Sardar
Neha Kumari Singh
Nicholas Daniel Waddington
Sejal Sahadev Wadekar

Digital Forensics MS
Clayton Anthony Butler
Caden Christopher Calhoun
Andres Eduardo Cardona Ruiz
Vincenzo Cibra
Santanu Dessin
Adil Ezzahir
Marcos Fernandez
Willy Njopse Fotso
Courtney Elizabeth Laverdiere
Eric James Lord
Amanda Marie Schaad

Engineering Management MS
Joshua D. Allbee
Eric Alvarez
Matthew Ryan Berringer
Kevin Russell Bland
Benjamin Paul Jarmak
Rena Lewis
Alyssa Lauren Mahaffey
Hadwa Hassan Rakem
Shalal Dean Robinson
Bernie Justin Barrozo Rosario

Environmental Engineering MS
Abdullah KH M A Alqassar

Industrial Engineering MS
Mohammed Ahmed Baabdullah
Eva Marie Dohogne
Muhammad Humayoun
Kyle Michael Kloss
Adam Allen LaMee
Wendy Patricia Landaeta
Seyedmostafa Saedidakakhi
Shafer Sulaiman Shakori
Yeoneui Shin
Jean Enock Tiodace

Industrial Engineering MS-Healthcare Systems Engineering
Frederick Ajisafe
Kelsey Joanne DeLoatche
Melanie Anita Markes

Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering

Aerospace Engineering MSAE
Hardeo Matthew Chin
Andrew Thomas Copeland

Tommy Genova
Andrew John Gomez-Delrio
Blake Edward Lozinski
Sina Mosadegh
Aaron Kyle Murray
Matthew Philip Thomas Northam
Nikunj M. Patel
Shuoran Qu
Ahmed Elsadek Ahmed Seleit
Zacharia Samer Usher-Yasin
Andrew Travis Wolfson
Tyler Reed Worthington

Master of Science in Civil Engineering

Civil Engineering MSCE
Stephanie Ann Cleary
Furkan Luleci
Julio Cesar Moreno
Barbara Antonieta Nogueira Tirado
Asifur Rahman
Andre James Reaume

Master of Science in Computer Engineering

Computer Engineering MSCpE
Kripalakshmi Babu Venkateswaran
Divas Grover
Ilyas Keles
Luke Anthony Nabozny
Reamonn Norat
Jeancarlos Perez

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering

Electrical Engineering MSEE
Danny Aybar
Daniel Betanceurt
Mark Fenneth Guzman
Alamgir Hossan
Jonathan Obah
Anantapadmaaabhba Prasannakumar
Nicholas Ryan Stoll
Ahimanyu Veerappan
Lei Wang
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Master of Science in Environmental Engineering

Environmental Engineering MSEnvE

Hanan Kamal Elhakiem
Eric Michael Knoppel
Eranildo Lustosa Alves Junior
Diana Lorena Ordonez

Master of Science in Industrial Engineering

Industrial Engineering MSIE

Mohammed Hassan M Alsaadi
Abdulwahab Alyousef
Gilson Antunes Da Silva
Vasanth Bhat
Alexander Carballosa
Alec Romualdas Dulskis
Guillermo Garza
Estrella Gamba Gino Garza
Shahed Akram Mohammad Obeidat
Kenechukwu Polycarp Okoro
Shane Carlton Wilder

Master of Science in Materials Science and Engineering

Materials Science and Engineering MSMSE

Kowsik Sambath Kumar
Hayat Soufiani
Zhen Wei

Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering MSME

Jayden Joseph Beyrooti
Lokesh Raj Dhanasekaran
Nicholas Alexander Fernandez
Gaurav Gupta
Christopher Ryan Harrington
Tanvir Hassan
Ryan Thomas Jordan
Cesar Augusto Lopez
Tasbir Rashid
Erin Rose Shoemaker
Jonathan Tejewan Sookdeo
Daren Antonio Watson
Milinda Madhusanka Yapa Yapa Hamillage
College of Graduate Studies

Master of Arts

Interdisciplinary Studies MA
Siobhan Margaret Deering
Gabrielle Markia Durant
Dhanraj Kishan Durjan
Manase T. Etienne
Stephanie Marie Garcia
Christina Marie Khan
Raven Lacresha Killing
Grant Francis Schuermann
Alyssa Noelle Velez

Master of Science

Interdisciplinary Studies MS
Jenna Yvonne Brocchini
Sasha Jauregui
Rachel L. Shaw
Rachel H. Wimmer

Nanotechnology MS
Marc Richard Burrell
Ruginn Porce Pepito Catarata
Gabrielle Nicole Henson
Sydney Michelle Scott
College of Health Professions and Sciences

Master of Arts

Communication Sciences and Disorders MA
Sadia Akhtar
Genevieve A. Cintron
Shirley Coronado
Sharon R. Davis-Van Ness
Stephanie Helen Eaton
Gabriela Marie Fernandez
Dana Karen Zareno Fernando
Bethany C. Ferrari
Alexis Victoria Gedalovich
Breanna Channel Henderson
Natalia Messenbaugh
Mikayla Marie Oldham
Michaela Puglisi
Richelle A. Roberts
Brooke Gabrielle Rusoff
Carol Murray Russo
Jessica M. Saber
Nicole Lisa Springfield
Haley Alexandra Stotts
Nicole Ruthanne Triana
Kristi Ann West
Carly Westhoff
Jenny Lynn Wolcott

Jacquelyn Marie Cockriel
Janile Contreras
Elizabeth Cox
William John Dargan
Anthony Mark Darmiento
Natalie Dedes
Megan Lynn Denes
Stephanie DeWolf
Winzard Dieudonne
Amy L. Eicher
Shannon Rose Ellis
Ocean Stephanie Garcia
Joanne Deborah Gillins
Courtneylyn Hammock
Christina Elaine Rene Harding-Cruz
Pauline Honoré
Kenisha Florence Jackson
Aliya Shanaz Kamal
Bryan Anthony Llorente
Wendy K. Long
Lindsay Rebecca Mangione Ashley
Katelyn McCracken Nayely Padilla
Bethany Louise Parker
David R. Ramey
Amanda Michele Renz
Jasmine Nicole Rookard
Shanique Tiana Roomes
Abigail Hope Rose
Kaleigh Hope Ruppe
Treena L. Sather-Head
Catherine Savage
Katherine M. Seitz
Anna Catherine Sibilrud
Teresa Sims-Lawson
Chelsea A. Suriel
Wendi Summer Szafra
Michelle Marianela Turner Bello
Deanna Marie Vasquez
Anna Irene von Wodtke
Marcia Lashaun Washington
Raquel L. White
Jennifer C. Williams
Connie Lynn Yoerges
Camille Young

Master of Science

Kinesiology MS
Jonathan Michael Borsky
Cole Michael Cary
Cooper Deane Cassidy
Christian James Faircloth
Connor Ryan Lewellen
William Matthew McGalliard
Rachel LeighRae Mortinsen-Lazer
Tyler Bryce Welden
Jessica Dawn Ypulong

Master of Social Work

Social Work MSW
Amanda Michelle Alvarez
Bethany Joy Beaudet
Michael Robert Bowen
Maria Bowman
Jennifer Brandt
Svetlana Byrnes
Vivian Suzell Cabrera
Adrianna Justine Calle
Kyleigh Marie Camp
Tempest Jatora Carruthers
Samantha J. Circelli
College of Medicine

Master of Science

Biomedical Sciences MS
Amelia Rose Ballesteros
Yameley Bouquet
Stephen Joseph Brand II
Gabriella Castaneira
Braden S. Cathey
Heba Ghozlan
Christopher Phillip Lloyd
Yesenia Yannis Lopez
Katie Amelia McNall
Tina L. Pham
Johann Eduardo Roncal

Biotechnology MS

Houssine Ikhlef
Ayushi Singh
College of Nursing

Master of Science in Nursing

Nursing MS-Family Nurse Practitioner
Michelle Ivy Attar
Jessica Recio Madow

Nursing MS-Health Care Simulation
Austin Chase Bailey
Erin A. Lomas
Heather-Celeste Wahy

Nursing MS-Leadership and Management
Lova Renee Brunson
Beth Joy Marie Cartwright
Lauren Marie Coressel
Erika Nicole Dalton
Adriana Delacruz
Ashleigh Jordan Hall
Shazia Haq
Winston Hardison, Jr.
Haley Rose Hawkinberry
Abigail Suzanne Jordan
Maggie T. Major
Deana Marie Montella
Jennifer Lynn Rosario

Nursing MS-Nurse Educator
Iris Appenrodt
Sheyla DeMello Braddock
Angela Brown
Jillian Ehrhart Capper
Samantha Nicole Gonzalez
Christine J. Hellebrand
Jennifer Leigh Hill
Susana Masso
Holly Jo Nuttle
Amy S. Powell
Kimberly Dawn Sahagian
Alexander C. Schachner
Brittany Ann Utley
College of Optics and Photonics

Master of Science

Optics and Photonics MS

Alireza Fardoost
Isa Hatipoglu
Taiki Kawamori
Walker D. Larson
Samuel Tierso Nunez
Rachel A. Sampson
Shannon Stahl
Geng Yang
Kun Yin
College of Sciences

Master of Arts

Anthropology MA
Adam Joseph Biernaski
Ryan Enger
Lea Marie Harvey
Julie Rogers

Applied Sociology MA
Robert Franklin Hellmuth
Nathan Ross Jagoda
Estefany Londono

Applied Sociology MA- Domestic Violence
Kiara Lee Gonzalez Cruz

Clinical Psychology MA
Nicole Marie Valdes McClure

Communication MA
Jennifer Sugream Bhagirath
Cassandra Kroon
Eric Dean Michael
Jaisalyn Chariz Santiago
Ronisha J. Sheppard
Jonathan Winchester

Human Factors Cognitive Psychology MA
Ashley Marie Ercolino
James C. Ferraro
Nicolas Edward Uszak

Political Science MA
Molly C. Ambrose
Heidi Alline Beck
Salah Mohammed Benhammou
Jeremie Canton
Sixto Flores, Jr.
Parker Glenn Freeman
Kathleen May Sullivan

Clinical Psychology MS
John P. O'Donnell

Forensic Science MS
Taylor Ann Wood

Industrial and Organizational Psychology MS
Amanda Matioli

Modeling and Simulation MS
Sharlin Milliard

Physics MS
Chance L. Barrett
Andrew Ree Malfavon

Statistical Computing MS-Data Mining
Jordan Russell D'Abbruzzo
Patrick Allan Rachal
Ping Yu
Meng Zhang

Master of Science

Biology MS
Jason B. Hickson
Ariel Antoinette Horner
Philip Joseph Schadegg
David Lyle Sherer
Ryan C. Welsh

Chemistry MS
Kaveena Autar
Amhed Comas
Anthony Michael Santana
Shannon Marie Sestile
Nicholas Alexander Young

Forensic Science MS
Taylor Ann Wood

Industrial and Organizational Psychology MS
Amanda Matioli

Modeling and Simulation MS
Sharlin Milliard

Physics MS
Chance L. Barrett
Andrew Ree Malfavon

Statistical Computing MS-Data Mining
Jordan Russell D'Abbruzzo
Patrick Allan Rachal
Ping Yu
Meng Zhang
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Master of Science
Hospitality and Tourism Management MS

Shelby Elizabeth Buchanan
Dimitri Harry Chappas
Alexandra Nicole Douglas
Gabriel Antonio Emmanuelli, Sr.
Courtine Ellis Gilmour
Justin M. Grigull
Rebecca Sage-Levy Grossman
Michael Ching-Mai Kao
Trevor Mason Lowe
Sebastian Ludwig
Helen W. Maina-Mccourt
Ernesto Mejia, Sr.
Keshav Jayesh Patel
Alaina H. Pruitt
Adam Davis Reiter
Else Viviana Rodriguez
Kellie A. Rumptz
Rudolph Kenny Singh
Brittany J. Smith
Cody Smith
Michael Robert Stewart
Taylor Alexa Tennyson
Jaron Jamar Williams
Yijia Xu
Honors and Recognition

Order of Pegasus

Cavel Cassandra Austin

Baccalaureate Degree Honors

Top Honor Graduates

Layth Almamoun Alkhairi
Hibba Amer Awan
Guadalupe M. Barco-Garcia
Riley Steven Bergkamp
Malcolm N. Brown
Faith Burns
Austin James Cassels
Sarah Pierce Dalton
Bridgette Maria Dimonda
Farrah Justine Fontana
Stav Kaly Gare

Iryne Gural
Elisabeth Anna Hughes
Karina Farhad Irani
Marissa Rose Jennings
Katelyn Marie Kane
Jason Allen Leonhardt
Jordan Marie Makowski
Lisa Marie Martins
Michelle Katharine Metts
Christie Frances Miller
Erin Danielle O’Connell

Madison Alexandra Oakes
Hafeez Rahman Patel
Adam Joseph Perito
Lisa Robin Pitts
Emma Leona Pratt
Al Arash Rahrooh
Haley Alexandra Sauls
Makenzie Lynn Tomasovic
Sarah Jane Van Nosdall

University Honors – The Burnett Honors College

To graduate with University Honors, the student must complete 12 hours of Honors lower-division coursework, an Honors Symposium, and upper-division Honors course requirements in his or her college or major.

Fatima Alvarez
Arturo Annese Soto
Warren Atchison
Hibba Awan
Alex Balfour
Victoria Balkissoon
Olivia Batshon
Katie Beason
Julia Berger
Kaila Biberstein
Stephen Bowers
Eric Briggs
Kylan Brooks
Megan Cadden
Ashley Callahan
Jake Carter

Stephanie Castelin
Caitlyn Chong-Yen
Caleb Dobias
Holly Draper
Gabriela Flores-Cruz
Reed Forehand
Elena Fotiadis
Maegan Hershner
James Huff
Victoria Huffman
Karina Irani
Sean Isenberg
Adam Johnson
Katelyn Kane
Anna Kester
Jason Kuhn

Matthew Lammers
Joshua Laudone
Miranda Lee
Jacob Likus
Olivia Marchinke
Ashley Marshall
Forrest McClellan
Aidan McFarland
Julienne Miranda
Nestor Montejo
Margaret Morgan
Caleb Morrison
Madison Morrison
Monica Ortiz
Amanda Ortman
Chloe Quandt
Shane Rhoads
Megan Rizer
Addison Rothenbush
Mohammad Samy
Matthew Saucedo
Haley Sauls

Tatiana Savage
Alison Smith
Shayna Soares
Kayla Springmyer
Catherine Straughan
Madisen Tanchin
Kailyn Thomas

Zoe Thomas
Alexandria Trombetta
Abigail Warzeka
Katie Wiggins
Nasser Yousef
Natasha Zdravkovic

Honors in the Major

Andrea Alfonsi
Health Sciences

Francesca Feliciella
Art

James Langer
Psychology

Loren Alonso
Philosophy

Gabriela Flores-Cruz
Psychology

Gabriela Lozano
Sociology

Nathalie Amato
Spanish

Emmanuel Gabriel-Ohanu
Aerospace Engineering

Abigail McWhorter
Health Science

Emily Aspinwall
Political Science

Meleena Gil
English

Kaitlyn Montcrieff
English Language Arts Education

Demani Barnes
Sport and Exercise Science

Tiffany Green
Political Science

Margaret Morgan
Political Science

Auckland Burrell
Sport and Exercise Science

Iryna Gural
Psychology

Ahmad Odeh
Biomedical Sciences

Stephanie Castelin
Psychology

Curtis Helsel
Computer Science

Hajar Ouassari
French

Chloe Chase
Nursing

Robert Hill
Political Science

Emyli Peralta
Biomedical Sciences

Reina Chehayeb
Legal Studies

Jace Hovey
Mechanical Engineering

Cianna Piercey
Psychology

Sebastian Cubillos
Political Science

Andrew Hughes
Computer Science

Lulia Popescu
Human Communication

Christian Dantas
Integrated Business

Jordan Izenwasser
Economics

Samuel Pynes
History

Jacquelynne Dauk
Psychology

Oscar Jablon
Philosophy

Tijana Radojevic
Psychology

Eleanor Didden
Interdisciplinary Studies

Lawrence Kane
Computer Science

William Reed
Finance

Jessica Doyle
Elementary Education

Anna Kester
Art

Joseph Risdler
Biomedical Science

Rocco Fazzalari
English

Andrew Kishuni
History

James Langer
Psychology
Migdalia Rodriguez  
Criminal Justice  
Sean Skillings  
Political Science  
Megan Small  
Criminal Justice  
Shayna Soares  
Psychology  
Akanne Torres Beltran  
Anthropology  
Alexandria Trombetta  
Psychology

Michelle Verbitskaya  
English Language Arts  
Education  
Collins Yakep  
French

LEAD Scholars

Allison Arguello  
Fabiola Ayala-Cardona  
Kelly Boyle  
Faith Burns  
Alessandro Buzzetta  
Sarah Cavacini  
Elizabeth Cheung  
Caitlyn Chong-Yen  
Nada Chouikhi  
Monique Corea  
Frank Debesa  
Amanda Deoliveira  
Cami DiGiacomo  
Beth Eggen  
Olivia Finol  
Tyler Gary  
Rose Gelin  
Shashank Gidipally  
Briana Golding  
Taylor Gorder  
Fatheheya Iguel  
Raul Jimenez  
Janica Jones  
William Jones  
Yaqub Kassoo  
John Kewley  
Emily Kimis  
Isabelle Klein  
Joshua Kravitz  
Amanda Kukuk  
Sonali Lallu  
Tien Le  
Emma Leonard  
Lynsey Mael  
Maria Makar  
Karlie Mariano  
Giovanna Maroniene  
Akeliah Martin  
Connor Mayfield  
Natalia Medina-Moreno  
Theodoro Meza  
George Monjarretz  
Rachel Morgan  
Alexander Nicholson  
Ahmad Odeh  
Ashley Oliver  
Rakhil Patel  
Andrew Paz  
Emyli Peralta  
Amanda Petrey  
India Powers  
Emma Pratt  
Ana Recendiz Magana  
Gloria Regis  
Spencer Scheirer  
Thomas Smith  
Nicole Sorrentino  
Gillian Takais  
Jena Thomas  
Michelle Verbitskaya  
Connor Visser  
Josh Wade  
Marcus Williams  
Kadasia Wright
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Baccalaureate Honors

Baccalaureate Honors are conferred on those students who complete a minimum of 48 semester hours at UCF and attain an overall grade point average that falls in the top 10 percent of all graduating students in the same college over the prior two-year period.

Honors are distinguished as follows:

*** summa cum laude—students in the top 2.5 percent
** magna cum laude—students in the top 5 percent but not in the top 2.5 percent
* cum laude—students in the top 10 percent but not in the top 5 percent

The asterisk (*) appears as indicated above next to the name of each graduate who may qualify for Baccalaureate Honors.

Because records for the final term are incomplete at the time the commencement program is printed and final term grades may affect relative rankings and overall GPA, indication in the program of graduation with Honors is presumptive rather than conclusive.

Baccalaureate Honors list cut points are available at:
https://commencement.ucf.edu/2019/fall/resources
Candidates for Bachelor's Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

**Bachelor of Arts**

**Art BA-Art History**
- Francesca Jo Felicella
- Julia Catherine Henry
- Meghan Michelle Hopkins
- Kae Anne Lorentz
- Elaine Alexandra McDonald
- Samantha Marie Scarola
- Breanna Lee Simmons
- Therese Maya Smith
- Joshua Lakie Watson

**Art BA-Studio**
- Jessica Christine Daniels
- * Victoria Ruth David
- Elizabeth Annette Delay
- Tanisha Nadail Edmonds
- Katherine Elizabeth Fielding
- Cecilia Flowers
- Giovanna Angelic Garcia
- Shannon Lillian Hare
- Courtney Anna Hawthorne
- * Stephanie Hernandez
- Ryan Luke Holland
- Julie D. Jabouin
- Brittan Myeisha Jones
- * Jasmina Keserovic
- April Lewis
- Lorraine Malul
- Thomas John McKeon
- Cynthia Camila Miller
- Nicole Philippakis
- Angela M. Rodriguez
- Yexilenys Judith Rodriguez
- Kirsten Savannah Smith
- Joelica Maris Valles
- Shella Camille Van Atta
- Victoria Grace White
- Amanda Leigh Williams

**Art BA-Visual Arts and Emerging Media Management**
- Britney Heather Alabre
- Shayanne Auguste
- Amber Rose Guarino
- Rachel Lynn Jones

* denotes Cum Laude

**Bachelor of Arts**

**Art BA-Art History**
- Thomas Andrew Nejman, Jr.
- Emma Jeanette Pelfrey
- Olivia Rachael Ramsey
- Natalia Reina Rios
- Jacinto David Rjukeros
- David Eugene Wilkin

**Digital Media BA-Game Design**
- Elliott Drake Bailey-Wills
- Briane Xin Jie Ball
- Julie Arielle Barte
- Christopher John Couto
- Paul Wilbur Dale
- Jaquita Christine Darling
- Carly Marie Hasson
- Samir Hossain
- Daniel Joseph Maher
- Jason Arthur Ness
- Khoo Anh Ngoc Nguyen, Sr.
- Kevin Patrick Parker
- Frances Irene Rosa-Martir
- Ryun Banister Wheat

**Digital Media BA-Web Design**
- Carmella Ann Arroyo
- Shakir Geneve Atkinson
- Anthony Joseph Botto
- Astrid Camille Bullen
- Thomas Jackson Castelow
- Alexandra Rose Decker
- Maritza Isabel Dominguez
- ** Arantxa Kristianne Edwards
- Jacqueline Denise Fuse
- Rosmary Gonzalez
- Jonathan David Hall

**English BA-Creative Writing**
- Courtney Skye Bailey
- Jazmine Le'Che Bastien
- Taylor Louise Bengal
- Alexis Aiea Brown
- Wenonah Renee Burger
- Megan Taylor Burns
- Alana Leslie Campbell
- Kristina Rebecca Catlin
- John Michael Colon
- Yasmn Safiyah Bint Adul Latif Crum
- Catherine Marie Day
- Carolina Diazgranados
- Shawn Adam Fulmer
- Abigail Marie Gaboriault
- Samantha Arelis Garcia
- JoAnna Lynn Greathouse
- Casey Hannah Green
- Simon Henrich Grossman
- Casey Jade Hall
- Sean Michael Hanrahan
- Savana Lou Hardin
- Ricky Jean
- Brandon John Jopling
- Alexandra Brielle Kelly
- Tara Dain Kustermann
- Noah Maldonado
- Laura Lynn Manitta
- Ashlyn Rebecca McCain
- Sherry Jane McDermott
- Joshua Alton Miller
- James Michael Partain
- Jesus D. Perez
- Jeffrey Todd Powell
- John P. Reilly
- Shelby Nicole Reynolds
- Christina L. Rinaldi-McClelland
- Seychelle Rose

Alexa Poscic
Domenic Joseph Salema
Patrick Casey Shea
Christopher Logan Slick
Samuel Ellis Stewart
John Christopher Suarez
Christina Marie Vines
Rachel Yvonne Waag
Julien Antoine Wilson-Dodard

* denotes Summa Cum Laude

** denotes Magna Cum Laude

*** denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Addison Camille Rothenbush
Rachael Lauren Shimshoni Bury
Erik Kurell Smith
Nicholas Emanuel Snow
Daphne Elizabeth Storm
Daniel Sundara
Demi Elizabeth Taveras
Juan Francisco Touceda
Tiago Antonio Vieira
Shamon Williams
Isadora Furtado Zuidema

English BA-Literature

Nathaniel Paul Brennaman
Hannah Bucko
Natalia Burgos
Jenna Lynne Campbell
Sonia Vanessa Cristobal
Ethan Graham Duke
Rocco Salvatore Fazzalari
Brendan Michael Gavin
Meleena Gil
Jessica Lynn Giles
Giana Shanea Grant
Sera Elizabeth Griffin
Anamlyse Geneva Hambleton
Taylor Ann Hamilton
Amber Lynn Herndon
Angelica Elizabeth Hoffman
Zoe Irene Johnson
Sadiyah Khan
Michelle Anne Konopka
Victoria Ann Licata
Omar George McLeish
Samantha Mendez

Films BA

Taina Dominguez
Zachary Hunter Pile

Film BA-Cinema Studies

Michael Antonio Almanzar
Justin Michael Arena
Michael Walker Beute
Sabrina Nicole Broadbent
Daniele Elizabeth Bruchwalski
Brittany Alexus Bryant
Quiana Anthony Buckley
Cory Annette Callander
Catherine Louise Catanese
Emily Ann Diez
Joseph Andrew Ernst
Samantha Arelis Garcia
Kylie J. Hines
Tremaine Michael Jackson
Michela Symone James

French and Francophone Studies BA

Hajar Ouassari

French BA

Sara Isabel Gomez

History BA

Laurel Eve Abrams
Justin S. Allen
Jonathan Alan Arnold
Sean Morgan Arnold
Lauren Rose Askins
Elizabeth Anne Azevedo
Glenmore Pershing Bachman IV
Clifton Thomas Barnes
Sofie Joy Barrett
Anna Gwenn Bielefeld
Zachary Paul Brinkley
Andrew Taylor Clark
Rafael Eduardo Cruz Perez

History BA

Sarah Pierce Dalton
Fallyn Nicole Dempsey
Daniel Jose Fernandez
Abigail Leigh Ferreira
Dylan Fischer
Philip Ryan Frazier

Italian BA

Scott Alan Galloway

Italian BA

* Alan Salvador Gonzalez
Nicholas Scott Gottschalk
Monica Paige Griffith
Weston Michael-Julian Happy
Kyle Lee Harrison
Madison Marie Harte
Caitlin Marie Hester
Shelby Ann Hines
Caleb Hoover
Stephen Chase Johnson
Shayne Parker Kennison
Andrew Kishuni
Mackenzie Lauren Knapp
Enrique Gerardo Lara
Benjamin Max Leybovich
Kristian Alexander Malbooley
Richard Joseph Marchetti II
Ariel Asunta McCauley
Deborah Nicole Metz-Andrews

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

* Christine Marie Michel
  Andrew Douglas Mickelberry
  Sara Marie Nazarian
  Lauren Denise Nickerson
** David Oliu
  Sarah Joy Prause
* Samuel Travis Pynes
  Michael Jason Reyenga
  Mariela Lian Robles
  Jelisa Sanchez Ramirez
  Joshua Franklin Schwall
  James Michael Seleski
  Dwayne Robert Senn
  Elizabeth Noele Sheridan
  Elyssa Stephanie Smith
  Harrison Davis Smith
  Kenneth Thomas-Cariaga Stanek
  Sarah Stanley
  Guinevere Mae Swanson
*** Haley Rebekah Taylor
  Ashley Marie Thate
  Lori R. Throne
  Edwin Oscar Velez
  Kellen Grey Vincent

Humanities and Cultural Studies BA

Elisabeth Jimenez
Erin Elizabeth Lamb
*** Lindsey Michelle Williams

Latin American Studies BA

Andrew Steven Bonilla Perez
Gabriella Maria Coelho
Paola Guzman
Erin Danielle Harris
Taylor Raine Snider

Music BA

Joy Ramzi Abbad
Ryan Douglas Addison Goodwin
Joel Carlo Huaco
Stephen Bryant Jay
Jessica Lauren Leone
Andrew McPhail
Victoria Briana Polinsky

Philosophy BA

Peter Joe Amalbert
Jonathan Carvajal
Christian Alonso Cavallero
Victoria Deleoun
Cassandra Lea Humes

Bachelor of Design

Architecture BDes
Ryan Gabriel Betancourt

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Art BFA-Emerging Media
Michelle Agudelo
Anna Carleen Egnew
* Stephanie Hernandez
  Morgan Ashley Priem
  Julio Enrique Romani, Jr.
  Jessica Rae Welch

Art BFA-Studio Art

Maria Paula Camacho
Anthony Jay DeSanto
Gracie Anne Ferch
Johnathan Lawrence Gelzer
John Rafael Iznaga
Sara M. Johnston
Glenda Marie Velez
Julia Annette Wunschel

Emerging Media BFA-Graphic Design

Theresa Lee Dover
Angela Maria Fernandez
Joseph Giugno
Dyamon Graham
Marcela Londono
Morgan Alyssa Long
Amanda Rachel Lowitz
Shelbi Christine Nagel
Lauren Therese O'Neil
Daniel Lewis Schutt
Kurt Thompson

Film BFA

Victoria Bethany Gordon
Haley Lynn Tausinger
Dylan Alexander Thompson

Studio Art-BFA

Leonel Cordovi
Zoraye S. Cyrus
Natalie Elizabeth Fontaine
Rex Ryan Hammaack
Nicole Marie Kessler
* Anna Kathleen Kester
  Miranda Christine Kittendorf
  Anamaria Angelica Romero Acosta
  Titus Richardson Thomas

* denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Theatre BFA-Musical Theatre
Joseph Edward Herr
* Rachel Ann Larchar
Alexandra Lisette Nieto
** Hayley Renee Scott
Carly Amanda Ventura

Theatre BFA-Technical Theatre Design
Michael Paul Clossey
Seth Anthony Donaldson
Rosibel Hernandez

Theatre BFA-Theatre Acting
Shannon Keiley Burke
Paige Victoria Dawkins
Danielle Cristina Glenn
Jonathan Montes
Stephan Ismael Rosario

Bachelor of Music

Music Performance BM
Michael Anthony Crisafi
Matthew David Fackler
Adam Fimbres, Jr.
Brian Idefonso

Bachelor of Music Education

Music Education BME
Aidan Ross Amato
Breanna Marie Costa
Michaela Leona Mendoza
Kira Alexandria Touchton

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Bachelor of Science

Economics BS

Stephen Brendan Sean Beale
Patrick Julian Bonbrisco
Jaylen D'Andre Byrd
Dylan Covey Chapman
Hillary Abigail Dunkley
Jesse Joseph Evans
Andrea Del Socorro Flores
Ryan Scott Gibertini
Tiffany Lynn Hoffman
James Jeffrey Hulse

* Jordan Aaron Izenwasser
* Abigail Hope Marchetti
** Nicholas Ryan Meeker
*** Julienne Grace Miranda

Stephen Brendan Sean Beale
Patrick Julian Bonbrisco
Jaylen D'Andre Byrd
Dylan Covey Chapman
Hillary Abigail Dunkley
Jesse Joseph Evans
Andrea Del Socorro Flores
Ryan Scott Gibertini
Tiffany Lynn Hoffman
James Jeffrey Hulse

* Jordan Aaron Izenwasser
* Abigail Hope Marchetti
** Nicholas Ryan Meeker
*** Julienne Grace Miranda

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

Accounting BSBA

Christina Marie Acosta
Elizabeth Christina Adao
Marian Al Bayane
Joshua Aaron Baker
Matthew Joseph Balma
Allison Emily Barry

* Emily Landry Benedict
*** Jessica Kaitlyn Billups
** Stephen W. Bowers
* Cade Addison Brock
* Jaszma Iman/Ee Brown

*** Malcolm N. Brown
*** Mallory Nicole Buday
*** Steven Javier Burgos

*** Cheyenne Ferreira Cabral
* Ashley Callahan
Alesheia Campbell
Simone Vanessa Carreiro
Kevin Enrique Chavez
Jonathan Patrick Coelho
Isabelle Colon

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude

Brett Evan Costantini
Sondya Coupet
Ashley Eve Cristantiello
Luis A. Cruz
Tamim G. Daly
Eliane Davis
Nicholas Andrew Decker
Ami Abigail Diaz Oza
Claudia Alaisha Diaz-Granados
Luke Michael Drzata
Tracy Karin Dudley

** Savanna Nicole Dye
Eleonora Hany Elmalakh
Marianeles Escalona
Patrick James Farley
Ryan Edward Ferree

* Samantha Michele Fowler
** Spencer Randolph Gandolfi
Zachary Austin Gettis
Claudio Ignacio Gonzalez

** Lillana Nicole Granados
Mai T. Ha
Andrew Morris Hack
Brenden Andrew Hahn
Thomas Walker Houston
Terrell Jade Hobby
Kathryn Rene Hughes

** Faith Elise Jimenez
Taylor Delaney Jones
Noah Sutton Judiths, Sr.
Michael John Kelley
Jordan Scott Klein
Wyatt Edward Kolb
Alexis Elena Kowalkowski
Bradford Watts Kuebler
Jeselyn Nicole Labiste

** Stephanie Lynn Lafrenaye
Matthew Antonio Lammers
Bradley Landers

*** Jason Allen Leonhardt
Harrison Lance Leven
* Benjamin Max Leybovich
Jimir Merary Lopez
Chase William Major
Joana Mitkova Marinova

* Cullen Cody Martinez
Marco Enrique Martinez
Misty Dawn McNulty
Fariba Movassaghi
Joseph Maxwell Naas
Amy Nguyen
Anh Truong Nguyen

*** Jamie Seibert Niven

Veronica Ortiz
David Ortiz-Alvarez

*** Haifeez Rahman Patel
Samantha Erin Payne
Stassia Lin Petersen
Jean Carlos Pimentel
Pierce Anthony Plusk
Siri-Orn Poontreeratn
Christopher Robert Poore
Luke Matthew Ramer

*** Olena Ratushna
Gideon Eugene Ray
Josue Jiovany Rendon
Tyler Wayne Renfrow
Madelyn Stephanie Reyes-Mora

* Alexander Rivas

*** Grace Coletta Rohrer
Valeria Rojas

** Autumn Rose Scheer
Jakob S. Starks

* Kaitlyn Studdard

*** Madisen Lee Tanchin
Brandon Matthew Tatum
Naman Thackar

* Zoe Anne Kathleen Thomas
Grayson Ross Thompson

** Angus Tsun Sing To
Kathleen Elizabeth Trivison

*** Alexander David Valenzuela
Alexander Ryohei Walder
Kevin Wu
Peng Zhang

Business Economics BSBA

Andrew Larry Adams
Yaw Bonsu Appou

*** Andrea Arciniegas Lopez

** Wilson Almon Baker
Robert Jacob Barkett
Suzin Berman
Lessy Ann Cepeda
Colin Matthew Cleven
Brandon Javier Conoley
Chandler Reid Davidson
Alexander Wagner Denham
Robert Mitchell Earll
Ryan Robert Frimmel
Brock Harrison Gardner
Jonathan Christian Gardner
David Michael Giliberti
Ashley Nicole Gonzalez
Hunter Mackenzie Hickman
**College of Business Administration**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Honors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shaun Anthony Jones</td>
<td><strong>Elysia Farrah Delaney</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryn Robert Kelley</td>
<td>Danilise Diaz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Charles Legrand</td>
<td>Pedro Enrique Diaz Garcia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Belen Matijas</td>
<td>Nicolette Theresa Donovan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Michael Moye</td>
<td>Jose Dustin Dore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jalen Carter Ortiz</td>
<td>Victor Alfonso Dos Barros Vigil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Patrick Perrone</td>
<td>Holly Anne Draper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juan Jose Ramirez</td>
<td>Elijah John Dubra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Raza</td>
<td>Cory Lee Duhon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Juliana Rodriguez</td>
<td>Anthony Joseph Fabick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valeria Saavedra</td>
<td>Natalie Fernandez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariapaz Sandoval</td>
<td>Sarah Feyv</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunter John Schneider</td>
<td>Michael Joseph Florer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlyn Elizabeth Schafani</td>
<td>Arianna Maria Flores</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devan Patrick Sef</td>
<td>Eduardo David Flores</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Michael Slattery</td>
<td>Fabio Roberto Folchini</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miguel Andres Veras</td>
<td>Dayron Fonseca</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tommy Vu</td>
<td><strong>Spencer Randolph Gandolfi</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dante Richard Wilson</td>
<td>Matthew Alexander Garcia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Finance BSBA</strong></td>
<td>Bryce Thomas Gardner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Walter Adams, Jr.</td>
<td>Paul Brian Gresh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirza Mujeeb Ahmed</td>
<td>Cynthia Charlene Groves</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saifdean Almani</td>
<td>Garrett Richard Gruendel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tahnitia Amurzish</td>
<td>Colton James Haggerty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Renee Antoine</td>
<td>Brandon Ray Halbert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logan Randall Baker</td>
<td>Zahira Alima Haroon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaun Patrick Baker</td>
<td>Maslinia Hassan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Anthony Baldwin</td>
<td>Andrew Theodore Hellburg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickolas Timothy Balon</td>
<td>Matthew Wayne Henry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Barreto</td>
<td>Evan Stuart Hunnicutt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Katheryn Barrett</td>
<td>Hector Alfonso Hurtado</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drew Mikael Bengston</td>
<td>Nicholas Perry Inman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen W. Bowers</td>
<td>Anthony Deltorio Johnson, Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Michael Brennan</td>
<td>Timothy Victor Johnson, Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iziel Rafael Brookman</td>
<td>Brady Daniel Johnson-Schmeltzer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Jacob Brian Bulger</td>
<td>Noah Sutton Judkins, Sr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Megan Caroline Cadden</td>
<td>Jordan Scott Klein</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Mason Canin</td>
<td>Karli Ann Kolinchak</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Edwin Carter</td>
<td>Dmytro Laba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Angel Castro</td>
<td>Daniel Ryan Lascody</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Reina Emily Chehayeb</td>
<td>Andrew William Lawrence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Colin Michael Chou</td>
<td>Natalie Lefler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Nada Chouikhi</td>
<td>Yingjia Li</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrence David Chung</td>
<td>Eric Christopher Lint</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Clapperton</td>
<td>* Brandon Michael Long</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brett Evan Costantine</td>
<td>Sara Lopez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Mercado Craft</td>
<td>Sarah Ann Malone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Denzel Lee Creque-Aqui</td>
<td><strong>Joseph Vincent Martellaro</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Emil Cruz Vergara</td>
<td>Samuel Walter Marten</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Robert Dahlain</td>
<td>Franklin Roy Mathew</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francesca Rae Deem</td>
<td>Bennett Neal Metzger, Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** denotes Summa Cum Laude</td>
<td>Roosevelt Michel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** denotes Magna Cum Laude</td>
<td>Weston William Miller</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Willard Miyar</td>
<td>Priscilla Brooke Moffatt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Gonzalez Moncur</td>
<td>* Charles Isaiah Moore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan Morris</td>
<td>Julian Orlando Munoz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Musa</td>
<td>Joseph Maxwell Naas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josephine Maree Neeley</td>
<td>Savannah Khanh Nguyen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander William Nicholson IV</td>
<td>** Giovana Noguchi Potiens**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Ryan Norris-Owens</td>
<td>* Gavin Michael Oliver</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Parmanand</td>
<td>Colin M. Page</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rakhi Shah Patel</td>
<td>* Jose Daniel Paradel, Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travis Michael Peeples</td>
<td>Jameson Michael Parker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Mark Peyton</td>
<td>Brandon Parmanand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Cole Piner</td>
<td>Rakhi Shah Patel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian James Powers</td>
<td>Travis Michael Peeples</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Joselyn Quenaya</td>
<td>David Mark Peyton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juan Jose Ramirez</td>
<td>Jacob Cole Piner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Ernest Ramirez</td>
<td>Brian James Powers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra N. Ramirez-Otero</td>
<td>Mary Joselyn Quenaya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juan Jose Ramirez</td>
<td>Juan Jose Ramirez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Ernest Ramirez</td>
<td>Nicholas Ernest Ramirez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra N. Ramirez-Otero</td>
<td>Sandra N. Ramirez-Otero</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gideon Eugene Ray</td>
<td>Gustavo Jose Rios</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Benjamin Reed</td>
<td>Nicoolo Frank Russo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Salazar</td>
<td>Michael Salazar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dane Anthony Scavone</td>
<td>Emprey Shivers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan Alejandro Schmidt</td>
<td>Julian Dierick Silva</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Robert Schmucker</td>
<td>Luc Avery Smith</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Michael Seager</td>
<td>Trevor Shan Sreekrisenjee, Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Natalia Serrano Garcia</td>
<td>Frank Richard Strobl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shivam S. Shah</td>
<td>Aakash Pravin Thakor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emprey Shivers</td>
<td>Grayson Ross Thompson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julian Dierick Silva</td>
<td>Mark Vainsstein</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luc Avery Smith</td>
<td>Michael Vallejo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trevor Shan Sreekrisenjee, Jr.</td>
<td>Eduardo Enrique Villalta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Richard Strobl</td>
<td>** Danny Allen Visaggio**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aakash Pravin Thakor</td>
<td>Devin Drew Walsh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grayson Ross Thompson</td>
<td>Kevin Taylor Wright</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Vainsstein</td>
<td>Ronglin Wu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Vallejo</td>
<td>Santiago Zapata</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eduardo Enrique Villalta</td>
<td>** denotes Cum Laude</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Sulan Zhu
Katlyn Sierra Zielinski

**General Business BSBA**
Michelle Chavez
Anjhy Soraliz Marte
Thomas Garrett Thompson

**Integrated Business BSBA**
Ahmed Al Khalili
Azaz Abdul Malik Al Khalili
Anjelle Elizabeth Allen
Aleceia Jordyn Anderson-Burchett
Ruddy Afia Obuo An Assamani
Monica Andrea Arroyave
Shabana Rose Ashraf
Ryan Gregory Atkinson
Jason Taylor Babun
Scott David Baitinger
Arsalan Barooni
William Dario Bejarano Caicedo
Abel Santiago Beltran
Anthony Benitez
Steve Benitez
Willie Benitez
Jacob Kevin Aaron Bensinger
Jenima Bernadeau
Andrew Joel Bocci
Eric Michael Boss
Benjamin Francis Bride
Taylor Jeanne Brown
Nicole Christine Carlson
Evan Newell Carter
Hunter Wade Carter-Fredrickson
Jennilyn P. Castaneda
Javier Castillo
Brian Robert Chittenden
Dominic Paul Cianciolo
Brent Orrin Cole
Casey Logan Connell
Mason Corbin
* Patrick James Corcoran
Krizzia Michelle Cortes
Michael Joseph Cuva
Jose Dahruj III
* Christian Braggion Dantas
Abdul Karim Dawood
Valencia Semoine Dedolchow
Julia Della Valle
Giovonni Christopher Depierro
Kase James Deriesthal
Tapasya Amit Desai

Shelby Marie-Lynn Dobbrunz
Indda M. Donastorg
Edward Nicholas Dormady
Lucas J. Duell
Kaylee Marie Dunn
Jason Taylor Ebanks
Farah Elkomy
Stephanie Nicole Emmino
Christopher Chukwuemeka Ene
Sarah Michelle Ennis
Brenden Michael Falgijen
Jefferson Fernandez
Camilo Ferro
James Michael Ferrusso, Jr.
Jacob Firesheets
Paola Flores
Daniele Evan Fortunato
David Byron Foster
Ariana Michelle Franceschi
Megan Virginia Fuhrman
Alejandra Marie Garcia
Jonathan Garcia
Orion Nathaniel Garcia
Stephanie Paola Garcia
Matisse Celestina Zenobia Garnett-Young
Tyler James Gary
Azhar Arif Ghartey
Tristan Emery Goldman
Santiago Gomez Hernandez
Brittany Yvette Gonzalez
Iliana Samara Gonzalez
Luis Antonio Gonzalez
Emily Irene Griffin
Alexander Thomas Harris
Kevin Michael Harris
Jeffrey Anel Harvey
Ryan Anthony Hemgesberg
Robert John Hendrickson
Lemar Anthony Henry
Zachary Lee Hummel
Kacy Patricia Inglis
Stephen Bryant Johnson
* Patrick James Corcoran
Krizzia Michelle Cortes
Michael Joseph Cuva
Jose Dahruj III
* Christian Braggion Dantas
Abdul Karim Dawood
Valencia Semoine Dedolchow
Julia Della Valle
Giovonni Christopher Depierro
Kase James Deriesthal
Tapasya Amit Desai

Shelby Marie-Lynn Dobbrunz
Indda M. Donastorg
Edward Nicholas Dormady
Lucas J. Duell
Kaylee Marie Dunn
Jason Taylor Ebanks
Farah Elkomy
Stephanie Nicole Emmino
Christopher Chukwuemeka Ene
Sarah Michelle Ennis
Brenden Michael Falgijen
Jefferson Fernandez
Camilo Ferro
James Michael Ferrusso, Jr.
Jacob Firesheets
Paola Flores
Daniele Evan Fortunato
David Byron Foster
Ariana Michelle Franceschi
Megan Virginia Fuhrman
Alejandra Marie Garcia
Jonathan Garcia
Orion Nathaniel Garcia
Stephanie Paola Garcia
Matisse Celestina Zenobia Garnett-Young
Tyler James Gary
Azhar Arif Ghartey
Tristan Emery Goldman
Santiago Gomez Hernandez
Brittany Yvette Gonzalez
Iliana Samara Gonzalez
Luis Antonio Gonzalez
Emily Irene Griffin
Alexander Thomas Harris
Kevin Michael Harris
Jeffrey Anel Harvey
Ryan Anthony Hemgesberg
Robert John Hendrickson
Lemar Anthony Henry
Zachary Lee Hummel
Kacy Patricia Inglis
Stephen Bryant Johnson
Jacob Curtis Johnson
Maxwell Stirling Johnston
Alyssa Marai Jones
Noah Dimitri Joseph
Abdulah Shah Khan
Jin Kim
Christopher Kyle Kissam
Evon Zachary Klomp
Austin Lee Kohlman
Alexander Gabriel Krueger
Christopher Eugene Laabs
Adam Steven Lager
William Trenton Lanius
Matthew Vincent Laughlin
Carlos David Lazo
Kin Le
Lu Li
Christian Edward Linden
Ryan James Lockwood
Stefanie Alexandra Lopez
Katarina Elise Lowe
Edward Thomas Lowry, Jr.
Katonya Kala Maduro
Vashte Mannie
Erik Tyr Margetts
Bethany Lynae Marsh
Ghia Nicole Martin
Shyanne Paige Mathers
Kyle Jay Matthews
Walker Joseph May
Albert Jacob McManus
Sinisa Milojevic
Raquel Jose Miranda
Steven Michael Missana
Xavier Tirone Mitchell-Diggens
Michelle Paulina Mombioni Moncayo
Stephanie Ines Moreno
Garrett Ray Nash
Zachary Joseph Nauman
Phillip Thanhlong Tran Nguyen
Enzo Jose Oliva
Amie Lynn Olivo
Kevin Emmanuel Ortiz
Samuel Hill Oswald
Christopher Anthony Ottaviano
Gabrielle Elizabeth Painter
Ariane M. Pantin
Ivan Leslie Pastirak
Manan Dipesh Patel
Veeraj Dilip Patel
Vrajesh Anilkumar Patel
John Egan Peck
Jacob Tyler Pelkey
Viduth Tehan Perera
Cole Troy Pirozseno
Fabio Portugal Messarina
Jackson Avery Putnam
Robert Joel Ramos Morales
Zacharia Ryan Reddy
Ryan Sydney Remak
Xu Ren
Brett Thomas Richardson
Sabrina Cristina Rodriguez
Jason Peter Sanchez
College of Business Administration

Harley Michael Sanicky
Hunter Micheal Sanicky
Sasha Nicole Sarmiento
Emmanuel Satine
Christopher James Scenna
John Paul Schlueter
Anthony Joseph Schultes
Zachary Steven Schummer
Tianyoo Shao
Victoria Elena Shoaff
Matthew Thomas Smith
Ryan Zachary Sorenson
Alejandro Miguel Soteldo
Truth Abigail Stevenson
Ada Felipe Stival
Joshua Robert Stockdill
Erika Rose Stone
Nicholas James Stracchi
Lawrence Teng
Matthew Michael Tolentino
* Jeremiah Ashton Turcot
Victoria Aniella Velazquez
Alexandria West Vitols
Joshua Allen Walts
Destiny Mary-Diane Weiss
Dylan Weyuker
Chase Alec Williams
Sharka Dawayne Williams, Jr.
Cassie Lee Woodard
Kristen Olivia Zarantonello

Management BSBA

Jean-Marc Armand
Frank Battle
Robert Joseph Brabson
Nicholas George Brown
Sindy Elizabeth Bustillo
Jonathan Edward Catiller
Remy Jacques Cerutti
Windell Alexander Christopher
Petrice Cineus
Henry Manuel Collado
Nia Alwen Davies
Stuart Jordan Delgado
*** Brett Anthony Deoca
Elizabeth Grace Elliott
Christopher George Faber
Sheilna Fazal
Ernesto Figueroa
Jeffrey David Gilbert
Mitchell Taylor Graffy
Christopher Beckham Greene
Veronica Marie Hernandez
Nicolette Iannantuono
Brandon Kanhoje
Nelly Priscel Liranzo
Gerald Wayne Lucas III
*** Neesha Mahadeo
Camilo A. Marulanda
Samantha Mattos
Nichole Ashley McChord
Shabana Nesaraill
Isabon Bijoux Rasted
Christopher Rondon
Kevin J. Roseboom
Rashaun Danesh Sarabjit
*** Nicholas Jon Schaffer
Jacob Robert Sherrill
Wyatt Richard Swanson
Tyler William Thompson
Thomas Webb
Kylie Ann Wetzel
Matthew Robert Wheeler
Kieran John Whitehead

Marketing BSBA

David Edward Adkins
Matthew R. Banks
Dylan James Barnas
Gianni Bastien
Mark Alan Bell, Jr.
Mark Andrew Benson, Jr.
Andre Richard Bordelon
Alexander Scott Brook
Kelly Marie Burnick
Daylin Camacho
Alexandra Louise Carey
Cameron Darby
Frank Debesa, Jr.
Anastasia Dalaine Demico
Sarah Nikole Edwards
Matthew Michael Foix
Emily Erin Glenn
Jason Robert Gomes
Caroline Michele Greear
Corey William Heafner
Alexis Nicole Holmes
*** Sarah Elizabeth Kelliher
Isabelle Rose Klein
Sarah Grace Knight
Jason Andrew Kole
James Francis Koncar
Haley Nicole Kotke
Justin Dave Lalloo
Erika Michelle Lauriout
Bismark Nii Adjei Lomo
Carlos Salomón Lovo Jacir
Evana Mannan
* Emily Marín
** Ashley Marie Marshall
Justin David May
Ariadne Evangelia McDonald
Chelsie Jailene Mejia
Shannon Yon Miranda
Julissa Aracely Muralles
William Daniel Nieto
Jason Tyler Parigian
Chan Song Park
Chirag Patel
Erica Pierre-Jerome
Lucas John Prichard
Aaron Benjamin Ragnauth
* Tiffany Amber Reyes
* Gina Marie Russo
** Allison Renae Sabol
* Elizaveta Safronova
Zachary Evan Sculler
Jorge Fernando Sedano
Mackenzie Paige Simmons
Alison Julianna Smith
Corrado Enrique Spinato Altimore
Alena Theresa Stewart
Zachary Lee Taylor
Thao Nguyen Phuong Thai
Kayla Jasmine Tracey
Nishanth Vallabhu
Ravi Joseph Vargas
Brittany Ann Weinblatt
Iris Malave Wiseman
Mekleet Yeneneh
Andrew James Zappia

Marketing BSBA-Professional Selling

Sean Barkan
Kelly Christine Boyle
Jennifer Eglantina Cerna
Christopher James Chandler
Om Amrikumar Dabhi
* Andrew Alvin Gregory
Chase Austin Pendley
Cristian Emanuel Rivera Tapia
Joshua Robert Rone
Kristen Lee Stahl
Chad M. White
Robert Worrell, Jr.

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Real Estate BSBA
Austin Charles Becker
Patrick Allen Brass
Alexandra Stefania Carrillo
Shenel Cephas
Juan Carlos Chavez, Jr.
** Colin Michael Chou
Walder Cius
Jakob Rollan Degeare
Shantese Fashaw
Kristina Marie Grimsley
Autumn Rose Illes
Uibin Kim
Pedro Virgil Lamadrid
Melissa Lin
Yangfan Lu
*** Jordan Marie Makowski
Jose Gabriel Mancilla
Fernando Angel Mendez
Troy William Muller
Ariana Mercedes Puertha
Master Smith-Lott
Frank Richard Strobl
Matthew Edward Sturge
Nicholas Joseph Tarantino
Edward Vo
Christine Marie Williams
Jordan Jackson Wright

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Community Innovation and Education

Bachelor of Arts

Criminal Justice BA
Kym Robert Gray
Oxilise Jeannot
Elsa Alejandra Leiva

Legal Studies BA
Suzanne Michelle Alamina
Zamara Ariza
Tara Annabelle Bresky
** Natasha Marie Del Rosario
Ely S. Diaz
Joanna Diaz
Gabriella Noeli Diaz Sosa
Jennifer Lynn Ford
Nicole Ann Futia
Jencel Ibeliz Gonzalez
Joshua Alexander Levine
Douglas L. Murphy, Jr.
Chelsea Mullamey Nevius
Liliana Maria Ormonde
Louis Philmore IV
* Breanna Akia Reeves
Marisa Margaret Scartozzi
Patrick Charles Smith
Katherine Farrington Stokes
Melissa Tejada
Christopher Lee Wherry-Walde

Nonprofit Management BA
Kayla Je'Ree Gray
Junior Pierre Louis
Ashley Porter

Public Administration BA
Estrella Stefanny Alvarado
Julia Alvarez
Emily Anne Banister
Eileen Diaz-Lizardo
Anarquis Frias
Diana Valentina Lamas
Maya Lhaini
Jacqueline Ortiz
Josue Torres

Bachelor of Science

Art Education BS
Andrew Ward Boyce
Blaire Consuella Lawson
Emily Margaret Lopota
Macarena Marchetti
* Rleigh Elizabeth McDonald
Emily O'Neil
Britnee Danielle Parker
Kurt William Schuster
Natasha Lirarie Serrano

Criminal Justice BS
Arthur Joseph Abraham
Rebecca Aguirre
Jassem Ali Alawadhi
Brandon Amore
Kishia Lorraine Archer
Abdullah Arshad
Latoya Kamelle Austin
A'Daja Quanderia Brionne Autmon
Jarren W. Battle
Patrick Belance
Rebekah Lucille Blumstein
Farah Yasmeen Boodram
Dessane Kurena Bowers
Chase Allen Boyt
Sabrina Marie Branch
Carter Reilly Brown
Brandon Michael Bumgarner
Morgan Elizabeth Burns
Alexander Charles Butler
Tania M. Calderin
Adriana Geomar Calderon
Michelle Marie Canepa
Alison Jeanea Carter
Jameson Clerisier
Brena Elizabeth Cochran
Taylor Susannah Coffin
Sailany Colon
Erica Nicole Contes
Courtney Leigh Crowl
Chase Michael Cruz
William Warren Daniels
Brian Robert Davenport
Noel D'Avi
Candice Nicole Davis
Alyssa M. DeCosta
Zachary George DeCosta
Stephanie Marie DiScalfiani
Shirley Duran
Danielle Marie Eisfelder

Tareq Mohmoud El-Merhi
Nathali Fierro
Brittany Nicole Fitch
Andrew David Floering
*** Farrah Justine Fontana
James Joshua Foster
Travis Landon Furr
Raquel Isabel Garcia
Brittani Gibbs
Luis M. Goicochea
Kristopher Andrew Gomez
Luis Anthony Gonzalez, Jr.
Ryan Patrick Graves
Willie earl Green, Jr.
Zachary Dana Gustafson
Toni Olivia Hamilton
Erionna Venisha Harris
Marvin Jorge Hernandez
Julian Hinojosa
Alexis Terese Jackson
Ryan Mitchell Jamail
** Devin Matthew Jaramillo
Emily McHale Jeffery
John Paul Jockin
Jacqueline V. Johnell
Kathryn Elizabeth Johnson
James Raymond-Ricard Julien
Michelle Ann Keefer
Mariah Ann Kelly
Caitlin Rose King
Michelle Lara
Angel Caleb Laureano
Ben Vaelise Lealaitafea
Christian Michael Lilholt
Monterious Antwun Loggins
Ashley Elizabeth Loman
Jose Fernando Lopez
Jamie Sarah Loredo
Drita Luaj
Kendall Raye Lucius
Francheska Lugo
Raul G. Lugo
Kadisha Shamika Maduro
Kenneth James Mannino
Christina Yesenia Marrasquin
John Herbert Marshall II
Charlie Stone Patrick Martin
David Joseph Massey IV
Nicolas Vincent Mastromarino
Caldarone Martin Mazza
Joshua Wayne McMullen
Courtney Lynn McReynolds
Selena Marie Melendez
Kayla Louise Meli

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Community Innovation and Education

Opal Victoria Mello
Richard Brian Mercedes
Rachel Ann Miele
Gabrielle Alyssa Minoff
Carlos Morales
Wanda Lee Moya
* Tami M. Neel
Nelson Alexis Nieves
Sharon Noel
Richard Olan
* Madison Marie Oppolo
Peter Osterrieder
Valerie Elizabeth Owen
Joshua Owens
Annette Monique Parmley
Taylor Elyssa Parrish
Daniel Alejandro Patino
Anfernee Deonte Penson
Melissa Alaine Quesinberry
Scott Andrew Redler, Jr.
Mariella Mae Retig
Miesha Reynolds
Amanda Skye Richard
Susan Michelle Rivas
Angel Jesus Rivera-Nasser
Theodore Rodgers II
Alex Rodriguez
* Migdalia Angelique Rodriguez
Gabriela Ruiz
Amanda L. Rullan
Paola Alexandra Santiago-Crespo
Bailey Anthony Sarp
Tyler Armstead Scott
Megan Lydiana Small
Rodger Lee Smith III
Ryan David Smith, Sr.
Samantha Sasha Smith
Juliana Sotomayor
Kelly Ruth Stevenson
Cameron Streus
Gillian Nicole Takais
Joshua Daniel Tarafa
Nathan Tertulien
Sade Imani Thomas
Sean Anthony Thomas
Jessica Taylor Tinney
Karina Julianne Trappen
Edwin Turenne
Crystal Marie Vasquez
Yasamin Eve Vaziri
Jose Joelle Vazquez
Debbie Venant
Brian Alejandro Villegas
Melissa Villegas
James Phillip Waters III
Allyson Patricia Weis
Karen Patricia Wessin
Simoane Rose West
Antalisha Vanessa Williams
Nickalos Richard Wise
* Sophia Rose Woznick

Early Childhood Development and Education BS

Stephany Margarita Arreola
Kaitlyn Michelle Bowlin
Courtney Marie Breit
Taryn Simone Burke
Ashley Nicole Collier
*** Bridgette Maria Dimonda
Ivy Do
* Dominique Dorce
Kayla Simone Elmore
* Kalee Nikole Faris
Michelle Margaret Giddings
Ashlynn Kristin Hewitte
Destiny Janay Jones
*** Colleen Elizabeth Lay
Tabitha Lucidor
Hannah Lynn Martin
Carli Alejandra McCrary
Cierra Lanae Munford
Theresa Thi Nguyen
Abigail Lynn Riggleman
Jamie Louise Schwendeman
* Rachel Lynn Thomas
Meaghan Elise Wilson

Elementary Education BS

Kaely Adkins
Brooke Alexa Albaum
Lisette Nicole Albury
Emily Catherine Allberry
Amber J. Alonso
Hanna Elizabeth Asad
Pamela Marie Auer
Jenna Joelle Ballard
Tabitha Ann Barberich
Bailey Kay Barcome
Daniel Grant Barnard
Lexis Amanda Barreto
*** Olivia Erna Batshon
** Holly N. Beaucage
Megan Flannery Becker
Jenna Nicole Beswick
Emily Elizabeth Black
Shannon Marie Blake
Sarah Caitlin Boynton
Jasmine Nicole Brown
Lariee Bursey
Regan Michelle Byrne
Victoria Diane Carmenatty Jones
Gabriela Carrion
Kenya Nellie Casey
Kiara Francesca Castillo
Toni-Ann Alexandria Clarke
Deidra Richelle Conner
Susan Kerri Cruz
Kendall Ann Curry
Imani Nia Dantzler
Thamar David
* Kristina Elizabeth Davis
Alexa Cintia Davis-Payne
Alicia Deleidi
Victoria Marie DeQuattro
Vigil D'Haiti
Nicholas Dorsey
Anne Catherine Downey
** Jessica Kaelin Doyle
Kathryn Cottingham Duross
Erica Judith Gaskin
Morgan Paige Gebers
Katie Nicole Greene
Shayna Leigh Griffin
* Leanne Roslyn Gross
Macarena Angelica Gutierrez
* Sadiqa Haroon
Juliette Harris
Crystal-Jean Ann Harvey
Brittany Alexandria Heater
Morgan Nicole Hebner
Taylor Brooke Henderson
Jordan Cooper Hendren
Grayson Elizabeth Henry
Alyssa Holacik-Perez
Jamie Marie Hudson
Michaela Elise Irby
* Jessica Leighthann Jeffers
Jessica A. Johnson
Rebecca Nicole Johnson
Victoria Anne Johnston
Anastasia Jeanette Kanikovsky
Sarah Taylor Kennedy
Kelly Lynn King
Tracey Nicole Latchman
** Sarah Jane Latin
Gabriella Elise Laurel
Ahdiayah Teja Lawrence

* denotes Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
College of Community Innovation and Education

*** Caitlin Elizabeth London
* Katherine Margaret Magar
Samantha Marie Mailhot
Milannette Marin
Kayla Alexis Martin

*** Lisa Marie Martins
Kristin Beth McCue-Higgins
Serena Elizabeth McKeithan
Raiza Alejandra Mendoza
Devin Clare Mitchell

*** Darci Breann Moody
Ana Caroline Correa Moreira

** Julia Shelley Murra
Starr Marie Noguera

** Jocelyn Gwynel Nolton
Patricia Orta

*** Kila Selenia Ortiz
Taylor Mason Pascal
Rachel Renee Pieksarskie
Jasmine Renee Pierce
Debra Danielle Pollard
Jennifer Deloe Pry
Farah Meraj Quadri
Isabelle Giuliana Carolina Quinones Torres

Brianna Olivia Reid
Hannah Emily Reynolds
Adrianna Louise Rice
Audrey Anne Rineberg
Courtney Jessica Riner
Anika Tabassum Roshid

*** Sarah A. Rosso
Carlene Elizabeth Rubin
Nichola Austra Rumph
Sarah Saintil
Diana Isabel Salgado
Mackenzie Amber Scheu
Gabriella Alessandra Sciuilli
Jessica Ann Sedalor
Melissa Lou Sheppard
Doreen Danielle Shu

* Benjamin Matthew Skinner
Katherine Diane Skinner
Taylor Smith
Christine Spangler
Valerie Ann Sparkman
Alexa Muriel Sparling

* Jessica Barbara Stern

*** Haley Rebekah Taylor
* Jordan Rose Tell
Alaina Rose Tolland

*** Makenzie Lynn Tomasovic
Jessica Breanne Upchurch

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude

* Thalia Velazquez Rivera
Cynthia Villanueva
Jennifer Vu
Brittany Allison Ward
Sarah Miranda Washington
Karl John Webb
Katherine Anne Weisert
Emily Kristine Wilkins
Cheyenne Marie Williams
Sarah Anne Wynne
Ivlina Yumagulova
Elizabeth Marie Yuvienco

Emergency Management BS
Hannah Roxanne Kinnett
Jeron Charles Lloyd
Brent McFarland
Mary Louise Mitchell
Alicia Diana Storey

Health Services Administration BS
* Clarissa Aguilar
Alyssa Shaye Alper
Dulce Maria Alvarado
Katherine Melissa Arsic
Madison Noel Ash
Victoria Janae Astle
Saifullah Aswan
Diana Joany Ayala
Mackenzie Rain Aycock
Hope Elizabeth Badman
Victoria Dozzi Batalha
Daffney Beazlil Tido
Lauren Elizabeth Bittle
Keith Desmond Brooks, Jr.
Madison Vanderau Brown
Alicia Wonderlin Burch
Troy Tatiana Butler
Amani Tamia Cameron
Elin Camilo Cancel, Jr.

** Stephanie Carvalho
Lauren Georgeanne Casella
LaTasha Lee Castro
Michelle JoAnn Cearal
Gabrielle Ugena Charles
Courtney Brooke Chason
Stephanie Hope Coleman
Mary Grace Collins
Nehemie Conserve
Autumn Craft
Elexus S. Diaz
Natasha Vidya Doobay
Lauren Ashlee Dunn
Dounandjie Estime
Cianna Alique Fairow
Lorraine Jeanette Fernandez
Jacqueline Lane Ford
Molly Dawn Fox
Carlos Leonardo Garcia
Caitlyn Nicole Gergely
David Phillip Goodfellow
Mia Nicole Greeley
Bianca Danae Green
Kewin Greffin
David Alexander Grey
Keith Roland Guadagno
Kristina Marie Guzman
Angeline Harris
Nicholas Michael Hartwell
Kymberly Patrice Hawkins
Elon Basel Hazell
Ryan D. Heaton

Health Informatics and Information Management BS

Marie A. Forestal
Tiffany Amber Le

* Justin Loecke
Jean Robenson Pierre
Kaylee Ann Powell

*** Renae Allison Reid-Black
Cassandra Emmauela Sainvilus

English Language Arts Education BS
Colleen McKenzie Curtis
Isaac Martin Jacobson
Devon Lynn Mocilnikar

Exceptional Student Education BS
Christina Michelle Buckner
Kaitlyn Noelle Compton
Da’Dre Nycol Galloway
Katrina Maria Hernandez
Jennifer Tiffany Johnson
Darcy Louise Kranz
Shirley Diane Monge Rios
Sharlene Rivera
 Toni BooKe Zito
Elena Zolnowski

Emergency Management BS
Hannah Roxanne Kinnett
Jeron Charles Lloyd
Brent McFarland
Mary Louise Mitchell
Alicia Diana Storey

Health Services Administration BS
* Clarissa Aguilar
Alyssa Shaye Alper
Dulce Maria Alvarado
Katherine Melissa Arsic
Madison Noel Ash
Victoria Janae Astle
Saifullah Aswan
Diana Joany Ayala
Mackenzie Rain Aycock
Hope Elizabeth Badman
Victoria Dozzi Batalha
Daffney Beazlil Tido
Lauren Elizabeth Bittle
Keith Desmond Brooks, Jr.
Madison Vanderau Brown
Alicia Wonderlin Burch
Troy Tatiana Butler
Amani Tamia Cameron
Elin Camilo Cancel, Jr.

** Stephanie Carvalho
Lauren Georgeanne Casella
LaTasha Lee Castro
Michelle JoAnn Cearal
Gabrielle Ugena Charles
Courtney Brooke Chason
Stephanie Hope Coleman
Mary Grace Collins
Nehemie Conserve
Autumn Craft
Elexus S. Diaz
Natasha Vidya Doobay
Lauren Ashlee Dunn
Dounandjie Estime
Cianna Alique Fairow
Lorraine Jeanette Fernandez
Jacqueline Lane Ford
Molly Dawn Fox
Carlos Leonardo Garcia
Caitlyn Nicole Gergely
David Phillip Goodfellow
Mia Nicole Greeley
Bianca Danae Green
Kewin Greffin
David Alexander Grey
Keith Roland Guadagno
Kristina Marie Guzman
Angeline Harris
Nicholas Michael Hartwell
Kymberly Patrice Hawkins
Elon Basel Hazell
Ryan D. Heaton
College of Community Innovation and Education

Sarah Held
Robert Alex Holland
Bradley Micheal Hollis
Charlita Rae Huffman
James Christopher Hunt
Lindsey Nicole Irwin
Sancoyia Chante Isaac
Talia Bree Jackson
Alexis Tanae Jennings
Jessica Johnson
Marcus Christopher Johnson
William Gray Johnson
Janica Jessica Jones
Amanda Kettman
Madison Lynne Kushner
Yasmeen Labead
Joe Anthony Langston
Rachel Suzanne Loague
Charimar Loperena
* Analusse Joanie Lusma
Mauricio Andres Maldonado
Connor Bennett Marrich
Kathia Marie Matias Rosa
Ashleigh Morgan McDonald
Alyssa Danielle McGee
Karina Paola Meinke
Brittany Gabrielle Melson
Jessie Mergal
Savannah Lee Lee Montgomery
Anthony Raymond Morel
Karen Michelle Moreno
Nada Nasser
Dmitry Zakharovich Naumets
Ashley Marie Norton
Samantha Nunez
Maria OFlaherty
Ebiere Tamara Okoinyan
Alyssa Marie Olivo
Karen Julia Ortiz
Yoselyn Paz Oyarzun
Priya R. Patel
Sarina Kamlesh Patel
Julia Marie Picart
Kassidy Monique Puello
Cassandra Lynn Rafikalli
Alexander Mitumm Ragoo
Alia Anoessa Rahiem
Omadiw Ramawad
Josette Lynn Ramos
Amrita Karuna Ramsanahie
Kaitlin Nevaeh Reiman
Gabrielle Aubrey Riley

* Lacie Joy Riley
Haley Brianne Rinks
Amanda De La Caridad Robaina
Daniela Aundreina Robbins

** Cierra Lajoy Roby
Savannah Anne Rodamer
Christina Lynn Rodriguez
Heidy Rodriguez
Victor Manuel Rodriguez
Christopher Rondon
Kayla Shea Roney
Alexis Zhane Roulhac
Mitchell Lee Rouse
Andrew Steven Rudick
Ashley Stefanie Ruiz
Magdala Sant-Hillien
Sophonie Anne Sainvil
Luan Rigo Sarmento
Yasmine Amber Shakur
Suzanna A. Shazal
Sierra Rose Silva
Brianna Liz Simon
Donneisha Shantavia Smith
Carolina Massiel Sotomayor
Andrew Southammanvong
Ryan Gregory Stroemel
Amber G. Taylor
Bayina Tirogene

** Jordan Hunter Torrance
Elizbeth Tae Minh Tran
Lourdes Ivette Valdivieso
Tiffany Nicole Velez
Anna Alexis Voll
Kory Scott Wagner
Rachael Diane Walls
Samuel Charles Weber

* Brianna Ashley Williams
Kenecia Renee Williams
Shevaughn Dedre Williams
Michael Gregory Womack
Ronkerria Jerqueisha Woods

Legal Studies BS

Ayesha Alicia Ali
Christina Miyah Anderson
Emily Marie Antinucci
Melisa Erika Armoogan
Marissa Marie Balance

** Karina Irisha Barajas
Robert Gale Bedfor, Jr.
Ronnie Jube Bell II
Jake Anthony Berry

Alexis Lynnette Blizzard
Theresa Elizabeth Brewster
Brittany Leigh Brown
Sandira Kathleen Browne
Shy-Anne Burns
Naomi Cedeno-Jaquez
Morgan Lynn Chandler
Marie Claire Chavez

* Reina Emily Chehayeb
Nattamon Chintanadilok
Corey Shai Cohen
Evonna Marie Cooper
Cami Lau/Ren Digiacomo
Michelle Vu Duong
Shirley Duran
William Maxwell Ferris
Romina Gallo Moreno
Lisa Marie Garren
Chelsea Nicole Groullon
Toni Olivia Hamilton
Allison Emily Haynes
Elian Hernandez
Joanna Herrera
Courtney Paige Jackson
Sebastian Michael Thomas Jacober
Kid Tune Lai Tang
Erica Kenyanna Fesha McIntosh

Julienne Grace Miranda
Maximilian Gregory Mouradian
Jenny Lienen Nguyen

** Jacob Tyler Osoria
Nicolas Benito Pazo
Angelo Jesus Pereira
Megan Elizabeth Randazzo
Kevin Joseph Rodriguez
Kirsten Nicole Sampson
Michael Clifford Siegrist, Jr.
Shaun Avery Smith
Daniela Nicole Tapia Villarroel
Michele Anne Theodore
Norielys Emily Valdez
Marquise James Williams
Sarah Yacoob
Catherine Charleen Zukowski

Mathematics Education BS

Enzan Azari
Aaron Alexander Drexler
Sarah Elizabeth Muller
Annie Kathryn Roe

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Community Innovation and Education

Nonprofit Management BS
David Ayala
Kamaria Tanesha Campbell
Angelica Michelle Cotto
** Elisabeth Anna Hughes
Caleb Ray Jennings
Gabriela Alejandra Marquez
Kaitlyn Ann Niederstadt
Brett Jacob Sietsma
*** Victoria Elizabeth Thress
Dianja Delisha Williams

Public Administration BS
Samuel Antonio Camp
Rachel Nichole Dickinson
Natalie Marie Fisher
Jennifer Marie Galan
Justin Garber
Kathryn Elysha Garcia
Benjamin David Gregory
Matthew Michael Grimmer
** Joshua Daniel Holder
Berry Jewell
Charlotte Virginia Joiner
Bryce Raymond Jones
Danevsky Joseph
Leigha Marie Lamotta
Akelia D. Martin
Brent McFarland
Valerie Mena
Brandon Tran Ong
Richard Anthony Rodriguez
Amber Torres
Moses Urena, Jr.
Judith Esther Weber
Matthew Bailey Weiner

Science Education BS-Biology
Jeremy Tien Yeh

Science Education BS-Physics
Russell Fredrick Singley

Secondary Education BS-English Language Arts Education
*** Arielle Nichole Kirsch
Gilat Baht Israel Smith
Misha Noel Smith
*** Michelle A. Verbitskaya
Micaela Rose White

Secondary Education BS-Mathematics Education
James Edward Glowacki
Joseph Paul Glowacki
Patricia Torres

Secondary Education BS-Science Education-Biology
Margaret Claire Porter
Hayley Kristian Sirosi

Secondary Education BS-Science Education-Chemistry
Halley Nicole Wilkerson

Secondary Education BS-Social Science Education
Kori Brook Dunn
Emma Frances Leonard
Mallory Isabel Portacio-Sowa
Cesar Luis Real

Social Science Education BS
Nicholas Anthony Berardino
Kaitlin Nicole Morosky
Aubrey Elyssa Pettifer
Andrew Javier Rivera
Miranda Rae Walker

Teacher Education BS-Art Education
Ana M. Gisbert
Giedre Parrado

Teacher Education BS-Physical Education
Joseph Angelo Genovese

Teacher Education BS-World Languages Education
*** Nathalie Antonia Amato
Kayshlee Marie Reyes

Technical Education and Industry Training BS
Beverly Hunter
Desirae Lyn Jones
Lauren Skipper Keen
Kirsten Lan Rousell-Rodriguez

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Bachelor of Science

Computer Science BS

Soliman Alnaizy
Abigail Hannah Alperovich
Noah Amin Al-Shihabi
Kevin Douglas Anderson
Lisa Armenteros
Warren Oliver Atchison
Ethan Paul Bainbridge
Devin Matthew Barron
Baran Mert Barut

* Katie Anne Beason
* Julia Berger
Shawn Chris Berkley, Jr.
Jarumi Amin Bonner
Connor James Boutin
Michael Lynn Braddy
Vincent Edward Brusco

* Jeremy Leigh Burns
Ayleen Cabrera Ordaz
Tito Calasans Portugal De Oliveira
Steven Calderon
Daniela Alejandro Canas

* Jacob Jahziel Caraballo
Angel Luis Castillo

* Selena Castrolopez
Jacob Daniel Chaulk
Phillip Cheng
Jasper C. Chong
Tyler James Clark
Brandon Joseph Cook
Monica Del Valle
Jacqueline Elizabeth Desanto
Haniel D. Diaz

*** Christopher Sukram Dowlatram
** Ryan Mabry Dozier
David Dwayne Durkee, Jr.
Samuel Francis Ervolino
Boyce Gail Estes III
Matthew James Fraley
Christopher Michael Gardner

*** Bradley Paul Glaser
Camilo Andres Gomez

*** Manuel Angle De La Trinidad Govea Malandrinro
Christopher Granholm
Isaac Rodrigo Granja
Aaron Lucas Hadley
Sean Patrick Hall
Sulaiman Hamouda
Michael Matthew Patrick Harris

Brett Nicholas Hausman
* Curtis Donald Helsel
Sean Lawrence Hernandez
* Ryan J. Hidalgo
Andrew Grant Hughes
Mychal Xavier Hurley
Terrell Ramos Ibanez
Jonathon Matthew Irigoien
Kalonte Dupree Jackson-Tate
Franztico Emmanuel Joseph
Lawrence Charles Kane
Conner Joseph Kaye
Nadia Khederoo
* Daniil Klishin
Gavin Wolfgang Knopp
* Emily Hoang Lam
Wen Tian Lam

*** Philip Jason Lang
Chandler Gregory Lattin
* Jacquelyn Tao Law
Thanh Dat Le
* Joshua David Lecas
* Lauren Elizabeth Lederer
Samuel Clay Lewis

** Lili Lin
Jose Manuel Luis
Graham Jeffery Lupton
Brendon Stratton Lallemant Lyra
Salwa Marzan
Sami Masry
Jacob Ryan Massaro
Davidson A. Mauricette, Jr.
Derek Raymond McCrae

*** Nestor Javier Montejo
Christian Monteverde
John Edward Punchio Muchovej
Sydney Anne Munro
Rolando Rafael Murillo III
Jonathan Amado Navas
Zachary Newsom
Matthew Jeremiah Nipper
Bryan Charles Oehlina
Andres Julian Olano
Esther Onema
Audrey Luis Ortiz
Kevin Raj Parisapogu
Nil Manoj Patel
Stephen Michael Powell
Maryam Ramezanizadehmoghadam
Kyle Asher Reid
Luis Fernando Reyes Madrid

** Shane Rhoads
Stephen William Rigdon

Jordan Christopher Rowland
Justin Alexander Rudisal
* Colin R. Russell
Andres Felipe Santamaria
Akane Amelia Sato
Matthew Manuel Saucedo
Rachael Genevieve Sera
Marcus Dalton Sooter
Jordan Douglas Starkey
Carlos Edward Staszeski
Zachary Scott Steinberg
Kimberly Nicole Stevens
Sandra Faye Straw
Richard James Sweetman
* Joshua Hernst Sylvestre
* Keira Brooke Taylor
Sarah Jane Thompson
Jonathon David Towne, Jr.
Randy Kit Tsui
Areeb Ahmed Vaid
Frank Sebastian Volk
Ross Charles Wagner
Bailey Grant Waldorf
William Tyler Webber
Brian Jeremy Wengier
Thomas Powell Whitaker III
John Andrew Yang
William Russell Young
Timothy Yu

*** Natasha Zdravkovic
Jiya Zhang

Information Technology BS

David Jose Almeida II
Trevor Leigh Arnold

*** Chandler Jacob Barton
Gabriela Alejandra Bauza Ocasio
Julia Grace Bell
Andrew James Bence
Xavier Omar Calderon
Tyler Dean Carouthers-Childs
Deamonte’ Shayon Carroll
Samuel Alexander Cary
Joe Farid Castell
Fatima Chawdhury
Kunning Chen
Terrence Reginald Courtneyn
Alexander Matthew Dalton
Joshua Dooling
Karen Elise Dorvil
Robert Ramiro Felipe Castell
Jimmy Garcia

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Kevin Daniel Garcia
Derin George
James Michael Gibson
David Eric Giesler
Michael Lee Glaspey
Andrew Brian Haecker
Nathan James Hartnett
Brenan Spencer Holmes
Austin Edward Hughes

*** Shahab Humayun
Carlos Alberto Izquierdo
Michael Shane Jolly, Jr.
Justin Nicholas Kardach
Thomas Anthony LaBella
Clinton LaVardera
Dominic Walter LaVardera
Lindsay Rae Lawrence
Daniel Lee
Cameron Robert Lohr
Jacob Lora
Sterling Sverre Lovelady
Skye Alane Martin
Scott Alexander Mathis
Jacob Lee May
Hunter Thomas James Meloche
Dan Christian Merino
Stephane Gilmus Mesidor
Ian Montgomery Miller

* Sampada Mishra Rana
Odell Moreno
Carter Joseph Muntean
Hadiya Elizabeth Najm

** Alexander Joseph Onishenko, Jr.
Sean Nicholas Outan
BrijeshKumar Jayendra Patel
Sagar Chandreshkumar Patel
Luis Daniel Pena
Wesley Austin Pierce
Caleb John Pough
Robert Keith Pringle
Timothy John Richert
Austen Javier Sallent
Jonathan Henry Sassatelli
Joshua Scioville
Jamal Ifikhar Sheikh
Brandon Nicholas Simms
Rachel Laura Slater
Robert Anthony Stevens Olmo

*** Andrei Madalin Szabo
David Anthony Tamayo
Kyaw S. Thwe
Delano Thiel Tomlinson
Brandon Alexander Van Slyke

Parsa Daniel Vaziri
Adam Angelo Vazquez
Clay Garrett Williams
Kyle James Wilson
Roger Zarco

Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering

Aerospace Engineering BSAsE

Andrew John Allen
David Andres Arguello
Luis Daniel Aristizabal Hernandez
Brian Richard Arndt
Kevin John Basila
Matthew Daniel Beideman
Nicholas Michael Berman
James Bieneme
Joshua Keenan Cafiero
Mitchell Kelly Caudill
Calvin Cole
Sabrina Danielle Deleuze

* Marcel Edmund Enguerra
Pedro Minoru Esaki
Reed Forehand
Derek Thomas Freese
Emmanuel Chimka Gabriel-Ohanu
Luisa Fernanda Garzon
Kadi Shaina Gashlin
Nicolas Michael Grayford
Jurgen Javier Hidalgo
Renjie Hu
Robert Wallace Hughes III
Thomas Michael Johnson
William Garrett Jones
Hanna Kouatli
Nikkolas Steffen Krush
Joshua Paul Laudone
Sylvain Julien Gottfried Alfred Le Henaff
Dashon Jahmel Legette, Jr.
Harrison Kyle Leung
James Wood Macdonald
Madeline Sheryl Mapes
Ian David Martinez
Jemuel Stephen Maysonet-Geigel
Daniel Kadeem McLean
Ayman Terrence Moore
Marissa Isabel Moore
Rachel Mackenzie Morgan
Marcus Arman Morin
Jacob Toy Moss

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Civil Engineering BSCE

Amna Ali
Ashley Nicole Backert
Micaela Barzallo Davila
Albert Daniel Bauman
Zachery Alan Beiler
Cooper Hamilton Beverley
Joseph James Brehney
Christian Jasiel Cardoza
James Cherubin
DeQuan S. Conway
Wade Fenton Daniels
Amanda Victoria Deoliveira
Jamie Diaz
Taryn Ann Dilorenzo
Samir Javier Farra, Sr.
Eugene Smith Garrick
David Darius Irvani
Adrian Gabriel Jones
Sameen Majumder
Eric K. Mason
Forrest Joseph McClellan
Ericka Taylor Moran
Juan Daniel Ortiz
Mala A. Persaud
Kelly Danielle Polink
Edgar Gael Ramirez
Dexter Lane Rodriguez
Christopher Patrick Ruiz
Kunjan Amit Shah
Benjamin Hyatt Spaulding III
Robert William Taylor

Omar Xavier Negron
Alejandro Jose Ramos

* Stephen Rey
David Josiah Rollins
Johnny Wilson Rue
Clayton Donovan Sigler
Kyle Jeff Smith
Ying Yin Tan
Samuel Walter Thies
Chase Ryan Townsend
Anne Elizabeth Tran
Jordan McDowell Travis
Tori Burch Vermette
Bao Quoc Vo
James Bryan Winfrey

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Christopher Robert Tornello
Kevin Tran
Matthew Wayne Wansor

Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering
Construction Engineering BSConE
Micaela Barzallo Davila
Jack Kellen Ditmyer
Eric K. Mason
Benjamin Hyatt Spaulding III

Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
Computer Engineering BScpE
Claudio Leandro de Sousa Afonso
Matthew Carl Allen
Richard Karl Almaro
Victoria Indy Balkissoon
Hubert Williams Barrantes, Jr.
** David Michael Booth
Mardochee Cajuste
Guilherme Amorim Andriolo Costa
* Anshul Deepak Devnani
Monica Lin Eisinger
Ajay Emmanuel
John Paul Farriss
Jonathan Daniel Gilbert
Felix Guillermo Henriquez
Triston Anders Hernandez
Travis Thomas Hughes
Suvarat Jain
Alex Thang Lam
Matthew Robert McHenry
Jose Antonio Medina, Jr.
Pranay Jay Patel
Matthew N. Peterson
Noor Pirzada
Edward Myrdies Plummer, Jr.
Terrell Marcus Richardson
Cory Grant Ricondo
*** Kyle Matthew Rits
Alexander Gregorio Rosado
* Mathew Raymond Schneider
Bernardus Raymond Swets
Clayton Thomas Szoke
Don Quy Vo

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering BSEE
Idoko Felix Abuh
Ethan Ahrens
*** Ali Al-Hajiri
Jason Lee Carlisle
Jose David Castano
Justin Daniel Couch
Sarmad Mahdi Doulan
Kamal El Fagrich
Ryan Alexander Ellis
Elmiloud Emmemar

** Anthony Joseph Eubanks, Jr.
Conor Gorman Ferring
* Brian Thomas Glass
Harold Alexander Grafe
*** Brandon Matthew Gross
Laura Hoshino
Christopher P. Jordan
Dorothie Laguerre

*** Jaday Natasha Lalich
Alex Thang Lam
David Patrick Lizzio
Tristan Joseph Macdonald
Francisco Jesus Martinez
Dany Muhieddine Mazboudi
Megan Kathleen Morris
Melinda Diana Ramos
Kevin Rhu
Gabriel Rodriguez
Mark Anthony Rodriguez
Kevin Michael Ruzich
Lauren Marie Tyler
Thomas Alexander Vilan

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering
Industrial Engineering BSIE
Vivian Fraiser Abreu
Eric William Alsing
Gretha Arrage-Chico
Abdullah Abdulmajeed Bakeer
** Kaitlin Grace Bell
Kayla Storm Brigan
Hannah Louise Bryan
James Benjamin Buddendorff
Daniel Eduardo Castro Krauter

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering BSME
Wasuthep Akkawinnet
Julian Joshua Alexander
Ahmed Adam Alli
Matthew Peter Amarante
Christopher Carl Angelis
Brian Richard Arndt

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Janet Baez Perez
Tyler Dean Baggett
Morgan Philip Baker
Kaitlin Leighton Banfield
Derek Alan Beard
George Robert Benson
Samuel Josue Betancourt
Juwan Bobb-Duberry
Christine Bralich
Eric Stephen Briggs
Peter Lewis Brigham
Eric Mitchell Brooks
Kylan Jon Brooks
Zachary William Bruckner
Caleb Thomas Bundy
John Richard Busch
Tyler Morgan Carolino
Cody Lee Carr
Craig Michael Carrier
Caden Lane Carter
Jake Thomas Carter

*** Austin James Cassels
Sean Julian Castle

** Collin Robert Chandler
Neil Anthony Chang
Darren Antonio Chisolm

** Karen Edna Clifford
Quinlan Armand Connor
John Lee Cook
Ian Joseph Cormier
Alexander Michael D’Angelo
Nicholas Sameer Danni
Douglas Cameron Davis
Dwight Lamar Davis
Samuel Arturo Deane
Nicholas Austin Deban
Bryan Troy Dexter
Zachary Steven Diamand
Daniel Randolph DiDomenico
Samantha Elizabeth Dodsworth
Lucas A. Doranth
Jeffrey Hunter Dugard

* Megan Marie Elliott
Joseph Caleb English
Johnny Escobar
Hector Rafael Fernandez, Jr.
William Aubrey Flowers
Jordan Owen Francis
Jonathan Eduard Freier
Josue Alexander Fuentes
Alejandro Rei Gamez

* Alexandre Garcia
Robert Alexander Garcia

Fernando Gil Quinchia
Kevin Michael Gilhooley
Steven Gomez
Peter Martinez Gonzalez
Guilherme Gottsfritz
Dallas Ian Graves
Michael Kendrick Greenwell
Carlos H. Guerra
Luis Arturo Guzman-Pacheco
Christina Brianna Hagarty
Travis Alexander Hale
Daniel Harold Halpern
Adrian Pahila Hanlay
William James Hardy
Amanda Johanne Hazinski
Logan Michael Headrick
Shane Thomas Heindl
Silas Jefferson Helbig
Michael George Henderson
Ronald Gordon Herbert
JuanCarlos Hernandez
Khai Dac Ho
Jace Gregory Hovey
Shawn Thomas Hudson
James Michael Huff
Thinh Huu Huynh
Nicola Adam Gabriel Janev
Woochul Jeong
Caley Johnson
Durrell Austin Johnson
Thomas Michael Johnson
William Garrett Jones
Jordan Daniel Julien
Gillianne Kim B. Kattiria
Kalin Ashley Keiser
Brandon Nicholas Kent
John Paul Kewley
Sabrina Elisha Khan

*** Yakym Khlyapov
Samuel Anthony Kleespies
Joshua Andrew Kravitz
Madison Kreitner
Justin Joseph Kreuzpaintner
Brenden Michael Kuhn

* Jason Matthew Lunsford
Caroline Joy Little
Hunter Tyler Losturnau
Chase Alexander Lunsford
Soren Merideth Luxton
Aditya Mahendru

Munatsi Mutindiza Major
Tyler Anthony Maramba
Jeanpaul Alex Marrero
Gregory Stenio Martins

** Ian Green Maynard
Christopher Michael McFall
Collin Russell McGowen
Matthew Sebastian Medosky
Elizabeth Savannah Mehaeffey
Jonathan Lee Mejia

** Christian Leonida Mendoza
Rachel Christine Mentzer
Kaelin Michael Mohabir

*** Caleb Wesley Morrison
Joshua Brandon Morrow
Braden James Mould

*** Keegan Avery Muller
Michael Daniel Nelson
Elizabeth Marie Nogues
Jared Hershel Notkin
Daniela Belen Ojeda
Jeffrey Hanlon Olsen
Sean Patrick Onus

* Reiner Ortega
* Stephen Pablo
Christian Alexander Padron
Andrew Robert Paz
Joseph Stephen Pensante
Keanu Antonio Peralta
Steven A. Perdomo
Julian Alejandro Pereira
Lucretia Lorraine Peterson

* David Andrew Piskula
Vicente Alfredo Porcar
Cesar Anthony Prado
Nicholas William Puglisi
Rebekah Rose Radebach
Luis Javier Ramirez-Deya
Bradford Thomas Rayborn

Zain Syed Raza
Chad Adam Rebovic

** Karen Rivas
Rafael Mario Rivera III
Paul Rodrigues
Juan Jesus Rodriguez
Victor Rodriguez, Jr.
Justin Arthur Roetting
Katherine Elizabeth Rohe
Chad Alexander Marcus Rose
Rafael Angel Rosendo
Austin Charles Rotz
Julia Marie Samels
Christian Alejandro Schagen

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Ryan Michael Schale
Kristen Elaine Schneble
Kaleb William Scott
Shiv Vijay Sharma
Juliet Emily Marie Sharpe
Sean David Shetlerman
Edgar Bashir Simon
Anthony Singh
Panteli Nicholas Skaroulis
Maren Marie Smelski
Thomas Carrington Smith
Erick Solis
Alan Michael Sorsdal
Andrew John Spiewak
* Raymond Paul Stewart
William Kirkland Stokes III
Bryan Suarez
Allan Kin Takabatake
Stephen John Tassinaro
Kevin Michael Taylor
Ryan Anthony Terrelonge
Samantha Lynn Terry
Sean Michael Terry
Sabrina Yamilet Torres
Sebastian Abel Torres
* Taylor Raye Tubberville
Connor Alan Turley
Moses M. Vani
Daniel John Vergheese
Luis Enrique Villa
Edward Vipatasilpin
Ulysses Viruegas
Connor Tjeerd Visser
Ethan Elijah Von Seelen
Dale Westley Wagner
Ethan Wayne Wagner
Joel Jeremiah Wakley
Christopher Douglas Waldo
Hongdong Wang
Tyler James Ward
Michael Kieran Weigley
Bradley Michael Wherley
Lance Reed White
Jaret Ray Whitney
Garin Wickliffe
Lucy Marie Wilk
James Michael Williams
James Bryan Winfrey
Romina Macarena Zeine
Victor Arthur Zielinski

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering

Environmental Engineering BSEnvE

Ricardo Rene Elizondo
Samir Javier Farra, Sr.
Joshua Spearen Frary
Devon Jacob Higgins
Daisy Mercedes Lopez
Hunter Wallace Lubin
Mary Jessica Moore
Andrew Ray Olivas
* Richard Perez
Zachary Scott Protas
** Kelsey Lee Rodriguez Doran
James Timothy Van Alstine
David Veloza

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health Professions and Sciences

Bachelor of Arts
Communication Sciences and Disorders BA
Sumia Sam Adely
Grayson Alexa Bishop
Madison Camille Renate Buford
* Lydia Erin Burch
Jonathan Junior Cruz
Sonide Dentius
** Amanda Gail Garza
Shai Del Carmen Gazga
Briana Yarixa Golding
** Maegan Kristine Hershner
Jazmin Nicole Lisena Houston
Nila Amelia Iluzzi
Krizia Marie Ketchum
Melody Shaunna McAfee
Andrea Montanez
*** Emma Leona Pratt
Tasllyn Rivera
* Megan Elaine Simons
Nicole Darder Swafford
*** Jordan Wiselogel

Bachelor of Science
Communication Sciences and Disorders BS
Carlos Rene Alicea, Jr.
Iman Joline Al-Shabibi
Elanda Rose Andre
Ariana Gabriela Aponte
Aqelah Ayoub
** Cassandra Grace Barron
Destiny Penelope Batista
Iqra Asif Bhatti
Alyssa Faye Blunk
Kaitlyn Elaine Buddemeyer
Helen Mary Casey
Elaine Hope Cohen
Alexia Irene Davila
Kaitlin McKenzie Dhue
Jullie Garcia Dias
Danielle Dormevil
Raina Maude Edmonson
** Courtney Lynn Eyma
Megan Elizabeth Fisher
Miriam Angelica Garcia-Ferrada
Diamond S. Garrett
Liz Mary Gomez

Iman K. Grant
Kaycee Lynn Gray
Lillian Jean Guerin
* Samantha Ren Hasmi-Delgado
Erin Nichole Hiesinger
* Leanna Carol Higgins
* Katherine Elizabeth Houle
Sophia Hrassnigg
Iajaire C. Jaramillo
Jaclyn Keats
Alexandra Nicole Kelley
Alyssa Marie Lamberti
Madison Lenee Larch
Sean Victor Linardich
Taylor Nicole Long
Yariles M. Lopez
Jennifer Marie Lynn
Danielle Leigh Marciniak
Angela Marie Mautino
Michelle McLeod
* Sarah Brooke Milligan
Francesca Julda Munice
Natalie Marie Ochoa
Karen Enid Paulino
Paola Andrea Perez
* Alexis Maria Powell
Payton Michael Provo
Ashley Payne Punay
Chloe Elizabeth Quandt
Kaylyn Paige Richmond
Marisol Rodriguez
Rashme Tulsadai Singh
Zaray Sosa
* Gabriella Angelina Spadaro
Morgan Alexandra Thompson
Na’Leah Nandy Tamoah
Marissa Torres
Evelyn Sonia Velez
Kirsten Lee Ward
Kaley Elizabeth Whisonant
Betsy Jolene Yates
Jennifer Michelle Zelaya

Health Sciences BS
Alexandra Kate Adair
Oluwaseunmiayo Agbejule
Salomonique Albery
* Andrea Belen Alfonsi
*** Layth Almamoun Alkhairi
*** Kendal Nicole Allen
Petra Nori-Ann Allen
Salwa Mohsen Alsharif
Alexandra Marie Alvarez
*** Fatima Alvarez Rico
Anitha Anbalagan
Grace Marie Andrade
Jessica Hailey Angel
Rachelann Apolaro-Sudol
Analia Daniela Aquino
Julissa Alexandra Aquino
Kimberly Amber Archbold
Allison Marie Arguello
** Chloe Anne Artrip
Crissy Hardine Auguste
Allyah Adrianna Austin
* Haya Awad
*** Hibba Amer Awan
Fabiola Nicole Ayala-Cardona
*** Alexis Nicole Bailey
Rebecca Danielle Baque
Joana A. Barbu
*** Guadalupe Macarena Barco-Garcia
Casey Jordan Barnette
Kelly Quinn Bender
David Alberto Bermudez, Jr.
Rachael Madeline Bernardo
Shakayla Marie Betz
Anjali Ajaykumar Bhatt
Kenny Ravindra Bholanauth
Kathryn Renee Bhlaniik
Jesse Reaves Blount
Lloyd Lawrence Blythe
 Tayona Allysia Boddren
Alexa Borrero
William Thomas Bowling
David Alan Bradley
Grace Evelyn Brinkley
Logan Ray Brown
Agata Simone Bruzzo
Brenda Ashley Budha
Khaliyyah Kelly Buissereth
Annie Cabrera
Myrtha Cajuste
Nicholas Michael Calandrino
Nicole Michelle Cannella
Lizbeth Casiano
Fabienne Casseus
Stephanie Gabriela Castillo
Hoanganh Chau
Shaunna Elleise Chestnut
Elizabeth Pui-Mun Cheung
Jennifer Grace Childers
* Caitlyn Chong-Yen
Nkiruka Christina Chukwueke
Kaylee Ann Colley

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health Professions and Sciences

Salvador Corona
Jailene Amarilis Correa
Joseph Alexander Cover
Neisha Angelica Crespo
Kelcey Marie Cumella
Zachary George Dalfonso
Emily Dao
Alexis Charu Dass
Gianni Michael Dattolico
Shirley Davis
Samantha Megan DeBell
* Camelia Mariana Del Valle
Janie Alexandra Delcid
Melinda Catharina Delimon
Cassandra S. Delve
Bijita Devkota
Zane Thomas Dickinson
Dominick Anthony Diomede
Kelley Morgan Drosgey
Andra D. DuPree
Jatisha Lance Easterling
Justin Mark Edgil
Germina Nabil Elgeuidi
Johnny Waghil Elmakakh
Victoria Danielle English
Andrea Marie Faison
Nicholas Christopher Faulkner
Zamira Yvette Feliz
Mohamad Anas Felo
Carlos Javier Ferrer, Jr.
Kaila Ruby Fives
Virginia Raye Fleming
Alyssa Bryana Fonseca
Shelley Fontal
Ronnika Shantae Fountain
Cailey Ann Frederick
Eliezer Frias
Carla Arely Garcia
Maria Eugenia Garcia
*** Stav Kaly Gare
Janeen Ahamad Garib
Derrick Khambril Garland
* Christina Marie Georgi
*** Nicole Gerds
Heidi Mohamed Ghazall
Shashank R. Gidipally
Robert Myles Giller II
Nickolas Trevor Godley
Tori Riana Golston
Fillyp Gonzalez
* Sofia Gonzalez
Yanelis Indira Gonzalez
Cashari Mharissa Grant
Janet Guelmes
Isabel Alexandrea Gutierrez
Meghan Hacker
Mina Hakim
Surna Hakimian
Stephanie Anne Hand
Megan Claudine Handscombe
Alexandria Nicole Hankins
Ronnica Charlene Harris
Thomas Richard Heagle-Wright
Rachel Marie Hemsath
Andre Henao Fernandez
Claire Jean Hendrickson
Cassidy Marie Herbert
Tatiana Isabel Hernandez
Nicholas Michael Hetzel
*Brenna Lexanne Hogan
Winnie Huang
Katherine Elizabeth Hughes
Fathehaya Hassan Iguel
Chad Everett Irey
Romie-Laure Jean
Guivelie Jean Baptiste
Raul Andres Jimenez III
McKenzie Josue Jimenez-Pena
Keira Victoria Johnson
Rudi Michelle Johnson
Brooke Marie Jones
Logan Brandt Jones
Kelly Bray Kealty
Kelli Nicole Kennedy
Monica Manami Kerby
** Intiaz Ali Khan
** Tasleema Rabiah Khan
Jemalee Dana Kissoon
Elizabeth Anna Kovaes
Christine Karen Krimmer
Yashika Harish Khatriya
Jacob Aaron Kutcher
Michael Anthony Laezza
Jeannie Marie Lago Cuevas
Marilyn Denise Lagunas
Maria Gabriella Landis
* Brendan Clay Langford
* Sophia Marie Langheier
Morgan Ashton Larkin
Julia Marie Larsson
Tien Le
Kalee Lenehan
Ashlee Ann Levin
Haley Nicole Levin
Jackson Grey Likens
Alexander Nathaniel Lindas
Karen Ling
Tayla Rodrigues Lira
Sadie Layne Lizarraga
Janessa Breann Lynch
Mudzimu Albert Macharaga
Alexis Magee
Claire Olivia Maher
Sarah Mansy
Jose Marquez
John Scott Matthews
Garrett Mackenzie May
** Gabrielle Francesca McCann
Jasmine Faith McGowan
Cassidy Lynn McManus
Abigail Lynn McWhorter
Natalia Sofia Medina-Moreno
Lauren Eileen Menke
Devyn Amber Mercer
Christopher Gerard Moceri
Jillian Nicole Monjure
Christopher Montague
Zena Mostafa
Ajda Muhamedagic
** Noor Alain Ramzi Mutawe
Nicholas Jerry Narwold
Selim Adewale Nassirou
Elizabeth Nava
Noe Navarro
Solange Elizabeth Negron
Tina Louise Nelson
Cindy Tu NHi Nguyen
Thien Ngoc Nguyen
** Vinh Quang Nguyen
Abby Elizabeth Nicks
Riley Marie O'Connell
Sean Patrick Oldham
Jose Ignacio Oliva Valle
Royce Ivorie Oliver
Megan Cecile O'Reilly
Matthew John Orlando
David Orozco
Giella Dominique Hernandez Ortiz
Andrea Karla Pagdanganan
Serena Punita Pancham
Anay Anish Patel
Shayonna Marcia Pender
Andre Perales
* Emly Peralta
Ana Laura Perez
Makala Quinn Perko
Amrita Narishma Persaud
Amanda Marie Petrey
Tammy Pham

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health Professions and Sciences

Eliya Phan
Sheila Polynice
Andres Miguel Porras
Natalie Yvonne Pursglove
Julian Fernando Quinones
Sabrina Rutbeilny Ramirez
Neena Devi Ramjit
Celeste Ramos
Nia Alexandrea Ramsay
Melissa M. Real
Mariette Lisa Remy
Cara Haley Resch-Smart
Melanie Reyes-Vicens
Jacob Wesley Reynolds
Kristen Aaliyah Richards
Gabriel Ramon Rivera
Sandra Paola Rivera Galindo
Mira Maged Rizkalla
Weyda Giovanna Roberts
Jennifer Rodriguez
Zaria Bjorna Rogers
Hataitaya Ellen Rohan
Samantha June Royer
Camila Rubiano
Gizelle Nabil Salama
Martin Rolando Salgado
Brooke Allexa Saller
Danny Nidal Samad
Samir Sanchez
Carlos M. Santana
Andreina Santiago
Bradley David Schmidt

**Tillie Celeste Schumann

* Karianne Anita Joyce Schwartz
Stacey Michelle Sestile
Ahmed Ali Shaikh
Tyler Matthew Shannon
Shakerah Pamella Shaw
Basel Shibib
Erica Lauren Shives
Katelyn Ashley Siebert
Jocelyn Nicole Silvey
Hannah Lynn Skarbek
Rebecca Anne Skaryd
Nicholas James Skuban
Chanakarn Smitasin
Edgar Smith IV
Kacey Alex-Zandria Smith
Monica Nicole Smith
Romini Dashae Smith
Austin Richard Snowden
Deneise Elizabeth Soltau
Chloe Gracen Sommer

Aratina Nicole St. Victor
Alea Renee Sterling
Brenden Steele Sternbach
* Alexis Ashton Stikeleather
Shantoria LaRosa Sumlin
Jordan Danielle Summerfield
Micaela Renee Swann
Haaris Ali Syed
Chantal Tatis
Jessica Danielle Taylor
Mansi Mayur Thaker
Arpana Natalie Thalluri
Issaiah Allen Thomas
Logan Cole Thompson
Daniel Robert Thornburg
Sara Danielle Thorne
Desiree Anne Tilly
Satesh Toolsie
Van Khanh Tran
Jordan Nam Truong
Autumn Rae Tussing
Chukwuebuka Great Ubochi
Lauren Elizabeth Umhoftz
Sydney Victoria Ung
Brittany Elizabeth Urre
Mohammad Usman
Nicolette Renee Ut
Reina Marmita Vanlow
Arielle Denise Vaughn
Daniela Alejandro Vega
Lily Gwen Veith
Daniela Velez
Sandra Verger
Jessica Verneuil

** Valentina Villegas
Quinn True Vo
Vanessa Lorren Von Dreel
Jasmine Nicole Wade
Chelsea Alexa Walden
Travis Kyle Runkis Weidner
Sarai Milan Welch
Kimiera Tayani Wesley
Ju'cole Carolyn White
Brittany Nicole Williams

** Rony Scott Williams
Ta-Mayka Sha-Linnette Williams
Zachary D.K. Wilson
Aaliyah Renee' Wise

Sport and Exercise Science BS- Coaching

Josef Abraham Alleyne
Alexander Ananchenkov
Matthew Robinson Arnold
Louis Abdel Arroyo
Jordan Thomas Averill
Colton Cason Bates
David Matthew Bends
Christopher Alan Copeland
Tyler John Daly
Quentin Murphy Davis
Jordon-Lee St. Michael Depaul Dixon
* John Curtis Donaldson
Cody James Horn
Sheldon Gregory Lovelace
Johnathon Justin Martinez
Daryl S. Menner
McKenzie William Milton
Trey Michael Murray
Tyler James Normington
Emma Lauren Paul
Emmanual Lewis Ramirez
Renaldo Riggins
Christopher Jonathan Rivera
Patricia Diane Schermerhorn
Connor Allan Silvey
Emily Lynn Storms
Dylan Robert Sugg
Blake Thomas Trelaxer
Matthew Angelo Utile
Tyler Daniel Valley
Jon Mark Wilburn
Journey Wilt

Sport and Exercise Science BS- Human Performance

Amanda Grace Aiken
Anne Alce
Bryan Aldarondo
Antyon Kenns Almonor
Ashley Aponte
Louens Areus
Kendall Tereza Attwood
Gracyn Sue Baldwin
Quentin Thomas Ballentine
Lee Alexander Barbee
Demani Barnes
Chase Andrew Baruch
Dimitri Jude-Alain Bellande
Jonah Christopher Benoit
Shelby Victoria Borders
Nicholas John Borodach

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health Professions and Sciences

Brianna Christine Borowski
Jake Andrew Bressler
Malik Ladarius Brown
David Ryan Burns
Auckland Joseph Burrell, Jr.
Jazmyne Amber Linette Burroughs
Ivonne Marie Camacho
Jennifer Lynn Cicero
Eldrick Malik Clapp
Jacob Benjamin Coldren
Nina Alexa Correa
Cory Clyde Crain
Gina Rose Crittenden
* Brenee Naqia Cummings
Kimberly Jacquelyn De Leon
Jeremy Allen Debaere
Hannah Seay Eddy
Marion Columbus Embry, Jr.
Kyle Leroy Fahie
Jose Fernandez
Breno Figueiredo
Hunter Kyle Figueroa
Irene Samantha Gacutan
Gabriel Eduardo Gallardo
Leana Kelley Giron
Juan Anronio Gonzalez, Jr.
Jessica Joi Green
Kayla Marie Gruttadauria
Kevin Guevara
Nicholena Louise Hamilton
* Saralea Tilton Hammond
Fiaz Hanif
* Brittany Elizabeth Harrison
Kyle Edward Heckman
David Alejandro Hernandez
Kayla Chanelle Hobbs
Ralph Jaboin
Kemberly Jean Pierre
Tatiana Marie Jefferson
Rubyn Gracion Christian Johnson
Scott Dennis Kenney
Kayla Nicole Kierst
Brandon Lee Klaffka
Alfred Connor Labrie
Tyler Brock Lamb
Dontae Vann-Roy Landley
Aaron Joseph Lange
Caleb Austin Letson
Austyn William Locastro
Delaney Nichole Lomicka
Trevor Brandon Loudermilk
Wanda Lubin
Martynas Lukosiunas

Arianne Tolentino Macavinta
Dedra Dorothy Magee
Bianca Rose Maito
Jessie Liz Maldonado
Troy Dwite Mason, Jr.
Kristina McCain-Perez
* Gabrielle Francesca McCann
Carrie Margaret McClelland
Luis Fernando Medina
Shekia Nicole Merrell
** Jose Armando Molina-Lopez
  Jhoan Sebastian Moreno
  Vo Linh Nguyen
  Leonardo Nunez
  Yan Christopher Ortiz
  Gerardo Ospina Pinto
  Eric Christian Pasawicz
  Martha Rose Paskiewicz
  Fritzner Paul
  Arturo Aaron Paula
  Ezequiel Hector Pedraza
  Jake Austin Pedraza
  Angel Luis Perez II
* Remington Everett Pimm
  James Brian Potter
  Justin Alexander Pozo
  Christina Lee Pratt
  Roxanne Proenza
  Richard Matthew Quinn
  Nandy Jesus Reyes
  Tyler Dean Rhoney
  Hannah Elizabeth Richards
  Isaiah J. Rivera-Colon
  Kenneth Patrick Riviezzo
  Brianna N. Rodriguez
** Nicholas Alexander Rothstein
  Santiago Salaraz
  Kathleen Ohanna Schweiger
  Matthew Robert Scira
  Brandon Basri Selcuk
  Brittany Le-Ann Skipper
  Diamond Jhane Smalls
  Jessica Rachel Smith
  Kyle Christopher Taylor
  Joaquin Ian Teano
** Valeria Sofia Torres Pérez
  Nuri Atiya Troy
  Alexander Uribe
  Griffin Michael Urraro
  Hamilton M. Vargas Guerra
  Mark Christopher Vassallo
  Kayei Evelyn Wagenhauser
  Edwin Biko Wiley
  Dakota James Willey

Bachelor of Social Work

Social Work BSW
Samantha Ann Conrad
Dominique Isabelle Giraud
Nidia Antonia Sinclair
Nicole Roxanne Smith
Fabiola Marisa Urbina Diaz

---

** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Medicine

Bachelor of Science

Biomedical Sciences BS

* Nouha Achouri
Adrienne Rae Adkins
Taye Oluajuwon Akinbi
Gorkem Ashley Aksu
Farheen Ali
Karoline Alves Araujo
Dave Pascal Ambroise
Maiah Chanele Araujo
Arturo Daniele Annese
Alexander Salvador Antonio
Musa Azhar
Seema Azim
Bastien Alexander Barclay
Luis Roberto Benitez-Ramos
Damian Lloyd Boothe
Julissa Burgos
Malu Caballero
Emily Ann Chenoweth
Josel Cid
Matthew Gael Cinq-Mars
Philip Steven Cockerham
Ryan Jacob Cole
Juan Jose Cordoba
Luciana Costa Barros De Oliveira

* Lilibeth Cruz Lozada
Ruben Alexander Culebro
Jaycee Kristine Cureton
Leandra Donnareen Davis
Sarah Nicole Davis
Adriana De Gennaro
Andrea Nicole Diaz
Darian Alexander Diaz
Douglas Raymond Dittmer
Jeffrey Scott Domingo
Corinna Sun Donnelly-Martin
Sabrina Ataides Dos Santos
Dallas Nicole Dwire
Jonathan Elioraga
Nicole Alexandra Escudero
Liris Neily Estevez Pena
Natalia Janell Figueroa
Elena Anna Fotiadis
Robert Adam Fuller
Callan Reese Gamache
McKenzie Paige Ganong
Ivan Felipe Garcia-Diaz
Amanda Michelle Gerhart
Patrick Allen Gilbreath
Cameron Parker Gill

Nicholas Gonzales-Portillo
Naomi Kathleen Gossett
Kenzie Sierra Grondahl
Nathalie Gutierrez
Haseeb Afzirda Habibi
Evelyn Joanne Harrison
Kevin David Healey
Andrew Brian Herson
Aj Grant Hussein

*** Karina Farhad Irani
Andjie Jeudy
Alana Juliann Jongco

*** Katelyn Marie Kane
Yaqub Bilal Kassoo
Steven Alex Katz
Baylee Rain Kimmel
Shane Yin Koo

** Jasmina Kovacevic
Stephanie Marie Lang
Miranda Grace Lee
Samantha Lee
Jacob Anthony Likus
Giuliano Jeremias Lobos
Natasha Mahaise
Emilee Sarra Mangold
Lauren Camille Martin
Maryann Joseph Mathai
Casey Shawn Mercado
Theodoro Edward Meza
Melek Brandom Mizher Abboud
Antonio Augusto De Moura Monteiro
Joshua Aurelio Munoz
Colby Neal
Ashley Jamila Nettles
Alayna Sorah Nicholson

* Valeria Nieri
Austin Baker Nipper
Ahmad Khaled Odeh
Laura Oliveira
Stephany Nicole Parker
Anay Anish Patel
Shikha Janak Patel
Emily Peralta
Valeria Quinones
Samiyah Rahaman

*** Al Arash Rahrooh
Sydney Alexandria Ralph
Monica Marie Rame
Joseph Campbell Risler
Rafael Antonio Rivera
Megan Nicole Rizer
Alexa Rene Rodriguez
Paula Michelle Rodriguez

Laura Annette Roth
Jason Ruiz
Ariana Vanessa Rydelek
Sibiyba Sabu
Mohammad Osama Samy
Jeovanna Saned Sanchez Gordon

* Anny Mercedes Santana
Zachary Brett Schneider
Mary Susan Shinaberry
Mariam Sleem
Rachel Marie Sorrentino
Nicole Anne Strang
Holiyan Shine Suresh
Emily Anne Svara
Paul G. Sylvestre
Joy Taazieh
Idania Tejera Garcia
Itea Thomallari
Julia Leigh Vanderlaan
Melinda Nhi Van-Nguyen
Austin Joseph Vaughn
Ana Maria Vega
Alejandra Velasquez Perez
Joseph Anthony Vilasi III
Isabella Vitaliano
Georgian Doris Walkin
Karishma Sunil Warrier
Abigail Katherine Warzeka
Sarah Brasil Welter
Felicia Werbylo
Anson Pi Yeow
Nasser Nabeel Yousef
Alexandra Janice Zirkle

Biototechnology BS

Farzon Danesh
Abigail Andrea Forbes
Julia Freitas Orrico
Muhammad Ahsan Ul Haq
Jon Joseph Klubak
Matthew Andres Koenig

* Aidan Daniel McFarland
Peter Dominic Mekwinski
Anthony Myles Nelligan
Alyssa Diana Ramharrack
Sergio Caleb Solano
College of Nursing

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Nursing RN BSN

Paola Aguado
Keydi M. Aldas
Emma Lynel Allende
Frances Yadomi Alvarez Correa
Stevanna Stacia Leora Ames
Kendall Marie Anderson
Attley Appleton, Jr.
Patricia Marie Arenella-Kelly
Tiffany Danielle Arias
Diego Fernando Armas
John Nathanael Matias Arnaldo
Allison Marie Ashby
Belanda Auguste
Jessica Augustin
Jason Samuel Ayrett
Mariel Arden Baker
Ciara D. Barcellano
Jacqueline Nicole Baue
Kyle Darien Palabrila Beloria
Henry Ben
Jessica Leigh Bethel
Kristina Lynn Birkner
Christine Joy Blackstone
Yesenia Bossano-Garcia
Nicole Yesenia Brana
Susan Larae Breckenridge
Melissa June Buchel
Amy Ann Bulfin
Ian Robert Bumgarner
Antoinette Charmain Cadenhead
Rachelle Balthazar Caillot
Kelly Annette Callion
Shelby Alexis Carlson
Thomas Anthony Casella
Maria Alejandra Castro
Austin Jay Chadwick
Chloe Anne Chase
Jeetendra K. Chaudhary
Nikki Carrera Cobb
Chelsea Burdette Coffey
Samatha Ann Cohen
Samatha Jade Coniglio
Ethan Derrick Coyle
Brett Stevenson Dalziel
Regina Amy Dao
Garrett Kipp Davis
Yariliz De Jesus
Rachel Elizabeth Debole
Makeda Medina Dennis
Kaylyn Marie Dere
Preslie Desrosiers
Katelyn Michelle Devlin
Erica Noel Devost
Megan Elizabeth Dillard
Eric Anno Diparine
Maline Angelique Dominguez
Chau N. Duong
Kaleigh Nicole Dycus
Jennifer Marie Dyshuk
Aaron Michael Edwards
Donald Alan Evans
Kirsty Elizabeth Evans
Megan Alessandra Evets
Gracelle Ferro
Dereccia Flemming
Sonya Olivia Foster
Carlos Gabriel Fragoso
Samantha Fuller
Leslie Garbayo
Alvaro Ivan Garcia
Gabriela Marie Gaspar
Marisa Grace Gaudiel
Natasha Gerdes
Katherine Lynn Geshel
Taffy Irene Gesse
Carmen Mercedes Gonzalez
Amber Ruth Grant
Karen Gregory-Lattin
Deja Simone Griffith
Jessica A. Gurumendi
Lisa Maria Gutman
Mariah Paige Hardy
Goldha Andre Headley
Naysa Louise Heffler
John Mickle Carillaga Hernandez
Ariel Hershkovitz
Mason Robert Hupalo
Sheeba Itty
Reiya Iyub
Jenna Lynn Jackson
Tazzariyah Auriclle Jackson
Natalie Jaimes
Jaime Danielle Jones
Bibi Tasleema Juman
Anisa Karic
Darla Evamee Kelley
Cameron Ryan Kelly
Kristin Noelle Kestner
Michael Lang Kinnett
Kameron Noah Knight
Anne Hawthorne Krabbe

Megan Britteny Lance
Natasha Mae Lavender
Wan-Tzu Lin
Christine Nicole Lorenzo
Samantha Catherine Maguire
Alexs J. Marchione
Raisel Martin
Mercedes Melina Martinez
Jocelyn Anne Mathies
Kristy Grace Maynard
Maria Elaine McBrien
Jacob Scott McDuffie
Ross Earl Meadows 111
Sara Michelle Meadows
Ericka Charrisse Medlock-Dunn
Libby Paige Medrano
Ruth Jasmin Medrano
Meghan Lynn Meo
Kelly Messenger
Jennifer Mae Mitchell
Christopher Michael Montanez
Natalie Rachel Moore
Karen Nicole Moore-Caton
Wilfredo Vicente Morales
Josie Leigh Moreland
Jennine Theresa Muela
Haley Jean Mulligan
Marriane Leigh Mumford
Courtne Nguyen
Luisa Marie Noble
Megan Ann Norman-Rusnak

*** Erin Danielle O’Connell
Joy Laurel Oliver
Ana Gabriela Ortez
Glorianise Otero
Malika Ouazhra
Michelle R. Owens
Emily Rose Pagnotta
Roscel Macchio Pantalla
Caroline Grace Parr
Gabriella Maria Perdomo
Ruben Antonio Perez
Amanda Lee Peter
Tammy Anna Lena Pfeifer
Alena Mae Phillips
Shanice Fredline Pierre
Trevor Clinton Piper
Jerrica Jen Pittaway
Adam Wayne Pless
Samantha Pod
Henry Pouerie
Nickolaus R. Prejido
Allycin Justina Rajasaari

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Nursing

Frederick Briones Ramos
Giebiam Nicole Reveron
Elizabeth Deguzman Reyes
Juanita Z. Rhynes
Alyssa Marie Rivera
Judy Rivera-Martinez
Rachell Nicole Robbins
Anthony Jacob Rodriguez
Rachael Carmella Romano
Ivy Rosado
Lauren A. Rudakas
Gianna Francesca Ruggiero
Adrianna Christen Sahebi
Maite Amaya Saltarelli
Kimberly Savariau
Rose Celeste Savvoir
Alexis Rhea Schlotter
Megan Elise Schrack
Stephanie Seidler
Raymie Junior Serrano, Jr.
Allison Lyline Sharkey
Sydney Dakota Shepherd
Alexias Nicole Sinclair
Monika Christine Sirju
Julie Elizabeth Smith
Pamela Denise Smith
Danielle Alexandria Spence
Alyssa Tracy Stewart
Corey Alexander Stewart
Amanda Nicole Stone
Sydney Lynn Sullivan
Malisa Taing
Melissa Anne Tavarez
Anthony Lee Torres
Zeidi Michelle Torres
Sarah Elizabeth Travis
Julie Anna Turgeon
Lauren Ashley Valentine-Florin
Valisha Angeline Vassel
Jumee Rae Verbal
Kelsey Villanueva
Kelly Renee Walter
Rachelle Marie Walteros
Natalie Claire White
Alix Nichole Williams
Antoinette Jacqueline Williams
Michelle Marie Williams
Erica Lucille Wright
Kristine Marie Wright
Natalie Maureen Yocum
Brooke Cecilia Zolnowski
Stefani Michelle Zunino

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Optics and Photonics

*Bachelor of Science in Photonic Science and Engineering*

Photonic Science and Engineering BS
Caleb Joseph Dobias
*** Christie Frances Miller
Avery Carl Stevenson

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

Advertising-Public Relations BA
Casey Kathleen Brown
Maria Alejandra Cardona
Talisee Reid Carpenter
Brannon James Cloy
Tiffany Colston
Emily Ann Diez
Barbara Gipp
Natalia Tiara Glover
Elmer Gordon Grade
Hannah Leigh Harman
Samantha Leigh Holt
** Rachel Ann Ilardi
Catherine Marie Kleinkopf
Hannah Joy Latchman
Tara Kathryn LeVangie
Lynsey Marie Mael
Kristin Ashley Martinez
Victor Samuel Martinez Rivera
Rachel James Mattingly
Sydney Jennelle Meiklejohn
*** Alondra Montelongo Ordaz
Anthony Joseph Morelli
Myrical Lynn Morrison
Kylie Brooke Nixholm
Kamila Orzech
David D. Pena
** Evan Quesada
Morgan Danielle Rash
Annie Michelle Rein
Christina Rose Rodriguez
** Lindsay Elyse Silver
Delaney Leslie Speer
* Kayla Marie Springmyer
Sandra Faye Stawn
Kenneth Theodore Tyas
Tamara Vasquez
Gabriela Vazquez Rodriguez
Chloe Patricia Viesins
Clarissa Eileen Wente
Lucia Zapata

Anthropology BA
Leah Faith Archer
Madison Renee Atwood
Gabriella Angelica Boodhoo
Valerie Megan Bordas
Teresa Michelle Brown
Tori Kiana Bumgarner
Jacqueline Nicole Cedatol

** Jennifer Lee Cheshire
Alejandra Maria Curtis
Kyairla Kayla Davis
Anna Carmela De Feo
Laura Lynn DeBoy
** Alexandra Rose Fernandez
Kelly Elizabeth Finck
Paige Renee Harbaugh
Brooke Delane Harris
** Emily Jo Harszy
Madison Marie Harte
Lindra Kate Higman
Kayla Lee Johnson
Jessica Lane Kovanis
Jesse Luis Lopes
Lia Rose McFerrin
Devin Ashleigh Melin
Brianna Danise Mosquera
Caroline Oliver
Samuel David Pachito
Jonathan Aaron Renderson
Thomas Alexis Doumel Seck
Cory Allen Smith
Helen Elizabeth Sparks
** Akanne Shaori Torres Beltran
Jardyli Javier Valentin
Shiloh Perez van der Laan
Migezi Zurita

Communication and Conflict BA
Brittney Nicole Acoff
Anamaria Aleman
Zachary David Antonmarchi
Brandon Colin Ashe
Medna DaFkey Bien-Aime
Victoria Marie Cannon
Kyra Marie Clayton
Katie Elizabeth Conyers
Colin James Crabtree
Tennille Daniel
Ly Kim Dow
Nolini Deen
Mollie Grace Dunn
* Lars Karen Elmqvist
Joey Escolano
Rachel Diane Freeman
Alyssa Marie Goolsby
Jami Elizabeth Huddleston
Erica Natasha Kilgore
Shelby Lynn Kirk
Kristina Arnell Lawrence
Alyssa Marie Lydting
Melissa Machin Machin
Adrian Sean Manalo
Stephanie Martinez
Christina Emem McKinney
Lisa Lahleet Morris
Cassandra Natalie Neal
** Amy J. Piscitelli
Alan James Potter, Jr.
Kimberly Angela Powell
Cierra Sivohan Pryor
Emily Catherine Ragusa
Kaylen Ramos
Christopher Robert Rasmussen
Julia Allen Reich
Hanna Leigh Render
Gabriela Marie Ruiz Cruz
Bradley Luvert Thomas
Dishema Dyanna Thompson
Alduy Rosa Tortoriello
Anna Teresa Vanho
Flavia Dayana Varela
Stephanie M. Vargas Rodriguez
Raquel Christina Velasquez
Lannette Michelle Wolfe

Human Communication BA
Amanda Precious Adawi
Marie Angeline Alatorre-Carr
Patrick O’Neal Allen-Lewis
Eric Alejandro Alvarez
Jany Arbos
Stephen Michael Barrett, Jr.
Christian David Benshould
Nathan Edward Boice
Austin Craig Bottoms
Jennifer Leigh Boyer
Carsen Lyn Boyle
Jessica Brennan
Bryon N. Brown
Raynard Antwan Brown
Leanne Phanen Bui
Karina A. Buitrago
Tiffany Nicole Burzynski
Alexander James Butler
Breanna Danielle Butler
Hannah Alexandra Cabral
Aisha Linnette Camejo
William Daniel Cepedes Camargo
Joseph Nicholas Coca, Jr.
Maureen Cohen
Rosario D. Columbia
Bryan Mitchell Costa

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Celine Phey Davis
Taylor Jo Ann DeMott
Kelly Lynn Downs
Jessica Ann Epper
Madison Claire Faulkner
* ** Gabriella Costa Galbiatti
Jermy Gedeon
Jordyn Elisabeth Gibson
Jaryd Michael Giorlando
Elena Amber Gonzalez
Collin Malik Graham
Alison Marie Hale
Melissa Jill Hatfield
Demi Raine Heinemann
Suzanne Lydia Henderson
Tiffany Geneva Herd
Nicole Hermann Zonzinski
Benjamin Lennon Holmes
Samantha Danielle Hoo
Isabel Marie Hugh
Abrella Hughes
Samantha Nicole Hunter
Adam Charles Huth
Rheadeen Skye Jackson
Kelton Jordan Johnson
Amber Karni
Hallie Joy Katzman
Anna Caitriona Kelly
Josh Andrew Kelly
Rachael Jasmine Kennedy
Deborah Jean Kenyon
Jesse Nigel Kewere
Meghan Marie Kirkland
Spencer James Koch
Katherine D. La Madrid
Alexandra Marie Little
Emma Marie Lombardi
Nicholas Frederick Lutz
Murphy Marie MacKenzie
Samantha Mandig
Andrew Justin Maurer
Noah Storm McClannah
Gabrielle Francesca McLeod
McKenzie Danielle McNeil
Takeem Mitchell
Joel Mock
Brooke Michele Morrill
Alejandro Javier Naranjo
Nicholas James Nasuti
Kaitlin May Nielsen
Kasey Carmen Nunez
Keasy Sherlie Ortiz, Sr.
Nicholas Brendan O'Shea

Michael Anthony Ostrowsky
Stephen Trent Owen
* Vianca Paola Patiño Aguirre
Claudia Patricia Perez
Robert Joseph Peterson
Caryna Marie Peterson Perez
Eboni Rose Poe
Julia V. Popescu
Andrea Camilla Quiroz
Yana Michelle Rankine
Giancarlo Rivera
Jodikei Ann-Marie Robb
Anthony Lee Roberson
Tatiana Rodriguez
Shekinah D. Rogers
Kristen Marie Rosso
Makayla Lynn Rujano
Elizabeth Paige Schramm
Emily Carole McNair Scott
Alexander David Scruggs

* Randy Adam Shannon
Joseph George Sheridan
Daziarie Simmons
Veda Victoria Singh
Arianna Michelle Soto
Makenzie Ann Spittler
Cameron Alea Stewart
Erica Nicole Stoner
Laura Paola Teran
Justin R. Thicklin
Cameron Alec Thomas
Gabrielle Christine Tonova
Andrea Tripodi
Raven Sierra Troyer
Bryce Austin Tucker
Annamarie Lenore Turner
Bryson Tuttle
Natalia Valencia
Yvette Amill Velez
Monica Michelle Virgen
Elisa Mae Wagner
Mikel-Ann Adayne Williams
Jacob Eli Wolfe
Kaela Leann Wyche
Eleanor Thompson Yawn

International and Global Studies BA

*** Majid Salim AlKetbi
Caleb Adam Archie
William Paul Benard
Marisela Beatriz Briceno Estrada
Sarah Elizabeth Caoli

Nidy Michelle Castillo
Gabriella Maria Coelho
Lorena Olympia Francis
* Sthefani Gallardo Martinez
Sara Isabel Gomez
Tamara Laurette
Marissa Adele Levy
Adriana Paola Morales
Dana Spencer Nielsen
Gianna Paniagua Torres
Alessandra Perez

** Ana Laura Recendiz Magana
Ashley Rivera Mercedo
Adriel Johan Sauri
Sean Thomas Skillings

*** Catherine Lynn Straughan
Lahbiba Toumi
Kerry S. Toussaint
Terriana Louise West

Journalism BA

Jacob Anthony Galvin
Megan Nicole Turner

Journalism BA-Electronic Journalism

Meneida Monique Bailey
Tanesha Carol Bridenback
Mackenzie Thersea Drigo
* Nicole Marie Gonzalez
Paola Guzman
Erin Danielle Harris
Milan Marina Martinez
Edward Kyle Messel
Caitlin Sarah Pickens
Christopher Edward Tran

Journalism BA-Print/Digital Journalism

Tyler J. Andreala
Natasha Boschetti
Natalia Angela Caballero
Stephen Thomas Cardinal
Sarah Jane Cavacini
Alexis Laittrease George
Rahma G.K. Hassan
Linzie Lawton IV
Lauren Dana Lee
Ross Irving Nobles
Andre Armando Rodriguez

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Political Science BA
Beverly Ann Shiver

Political Science BA-
American Politics and Policy
Cecilio Manuel Almonte
Astrid Gabrielle Apollon
* Matthew Richard Baize
Nicholas Merrick Beatty
Robert Daniel Clough
Kadejah Joyce Courtney
Brendan M. Derrig
Daniel Jose Durazo
Cameron Douglas Ehnmig
Chad Matthew Goldstein
Justin Keith Goodman
Austin Michael Guilde
Akeele Hughes
Valentina Dubis Jimenez
Thomas Reed Kelker
Cassie Eve Kennedy
Jinwei Liu
Alexis Marie Martinez
Bethannie Josephene Michel
ESSAM Mourine
Leisha Shakira Murray
Edgar Negron
Stephanie Michelle Nesmith
Martin Perez, Jr.
Javier Geovanni Salgado
Leslie Elizabeth Seitz
Matthew Joseph Shalna
Allison Nicole Sheppard
Jordan Matthew Silverstein
Connor Francis Snow
Gabriel Ismael Soto
Travis Alexander Steward
David Veloza
Chad Steven Word

Political Science BA-
International Relations
Maria Camila Abdalla Gomez
Alexandra Leigh Abrahams
Emily Maria Aspinwall
Rebecca Belvin
William Michael Brown
** Avi Paul Bryan
Anthony David Bucco
Natalia Angela Caballero
Karen Paola Caudillo Roman
Ashley Marie Coker

Ashley Nicole Cox
Mark Justin Franks
Deanna Sophia Fullerton
Allakhverdi Gusseinev
Carolina Hernandez
Emily Morgan Hitaffer
Noah Alan Edward Jacoby
Linzie Lawton IV
Nathanial Jacob Lytle
Jordan Brian McGrath
** Margaret Agnes Morgan
Michael Ander Neville
Elianny Ojeda
Taylor Sidney Olafson
Kelsea Taylor Perreault
Emily Jane Schroeder
Deon Geovany Velasquez
Brandon Lloyd Wilson

Political Science BA-
Political Science-Prelaw
Jamal Akram
Carolina Amesti
Ariella Ashely Basdeo
Bobby Austin Bernstein
Alejandro Jose Calderon
Tyler Daniel Carmichael
Lucas De Almedia Carvalho
Sebastian Cubillos
Angelica Anna Duran
Victoria Garcia
Sofia Anais Garduno
Barbara E. Gil
Tiffany M. Green
Samantha Lynn Griffin
Robert Thomas Hill
Cassandra Lea Humes
Naomi Jhane James
Aristeus Ernest Johns
Mikaela Nicole Johnson
*** Brook Francis LaBounty
Bianca Lopez
Kjayla Zoe-Siobhan Martin
Ariana Julieta Melo Mojica

Joshua Preston Mowery
Megan Melanie Noa Costa
Lindsay Danielle Ocuto
Clayton Michael Oller
Joshua Taylor Orton
Alessandra Perez
Tristan Andrew Raimundo
Sydney Camron Ring

Leana Jane Rothberg
Rachael Diane Shock
Taylor Raine Snider
Christina Lou Siddham
Maxwell Doyle Stork
Zachary Austin Williams

Radio-Television BA-
Broadcast Generalist
Leopoldo Emilio Gonzalez
Raven Erica McCre
Shaun Finley Richardson

Radio-Television BA-Media
Management and Operations
Kristen Elizabeth Aubin
Logan Tyler First
Brian Cameron Jackson
Vanessa Manalo Quillao
Natalie Marie Rivera

Radio-Television BA-Production
William Tyler Andrew
Daniele P. Bui
Natalie Amber Chernacov
Alexandra Nicole Crump
Kevin Vinh Doan
Francisco Franco IV
* Melissa Gocay
Chandler Dylan Gomis
Cimore Alexis Girrino
** Daniela Alejandra Guada
Stephen Joseph Guild
Zachary Lee Jackson
* Rachel Ann Kennedy
Kenneth Kung
Jonathan Leonard
Allan Joseph Light
Jesse Morgado
Kevin Ryan Munoz
Vanessa Rodriguez
Torrie Catherine Roscher
Matthew Salavarria
Katherine Anais Vethencourt
Justin Joseph Wilson

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

**Sociology BA**
Julia Alvarez
Mysheela Danice Atwater
Nhaomie Claudia Blaise
Nicole Leigh Bracken
Cynthia Jean Cianchini
Amanda Natalia Clarke
Gladimy R. Coffy
Maria Christina Deangelo
Alexandria Grayce Engle
Staci Ace Frederiksen
Ricardo Manuel Garay
Randy Douglas Goebel
Stephanie Anne-Marie Gould
Faith Nicole Hagen
Larissa Jacques
Crystal Nicole Lopez
* Jamie Lynn Lopina
Gabriela Jean Lozano
Melanie Ann Magazine
Rachel Marie McGarry
Latoya Catrice Miles
Arielle E. Morgan
Bryant Huy Nguyen
Yasmine Lee Plantilla
Anissa Marie Pratte
Jasmine Nicole Reddick
India Irene Rodgers
Letricia Chontel Smith
* Amber Lynn Stich
Jennifer Dawn Stickley
Jacob Michael Trapani

**Biology BS**

**Biology BS-Ecology, Evolutionary and Conservation Biology**
* Jeffrey Thomas Gammon
  Ana Gabriela Guada

**Biology BS-General Biology**
Dorian Betancur

**Biology BS-Marine and Aquatic Biology**
Abigail Marie Lomason
Alissa Leili Lopez
Christian Javier Marrero Otero
Dominique Beatrice Meilinger
Solange Naranjo
Nicholas Jerry Narwold
Jake D. Nicol
*Sameer K. Patel
Maria Fernanda Quevedo
Brianna Michelle Santamaria
Sarah Ann Shaver
Jasmine Lasha Sutton

**Biology BS-Zoology and Pre-Veterinarian Science**
Abigail Marie Epley

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Jamie Mau Ling  Cheyanne Brandy MacNeill  Diana Marcela Martinez Sanchez  Soni Moon  Pamela Mulkay  Ashley Danielle Oliver  Christina Nicole Sanchez  * Rebekah Katherine Sartori  Kathryn Elizabeth Winningham

Chemistry BS
Grant Teed Biehler  Dirk Michael Emde  Mark Gaspich  Steve Lloyd Lindsay  Erica Ashley Mancinelli  Mac McHale  Ben Andrew Pearson  Tiana Lashawn Stewart  Martin Topps  Ismail Turkser  Samuel Reece Turner  Megan Marie Vance

Forensic Science BS
Lillian Brooke Bethel  ** Kaitlyn Alexis Bonilla  Kaynecia Deandra Keith  Jonathon Alex Kross  Michael James Markley  Monica Michelle Ortiz  Karlon Christopher Quarrie  Kate Reynolds  Oriana Victoria Rojas  Katie Danielle Wiggins

Mathematics BS

Physics BS  
Joshua Keenan Cañiero  Sarah Elizabeth Mulier

Physics BS-Astronomy
Patrick John Baranek

Physics BS-Optics and Lasers
Claudia Marie Ragosta  Adam Christopher Wise

Psychology BS

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
**College of Sciences**

Lillian Elijah Hampton  
* Jonathan Josiah Hanley  
*** Victoria Harripersaud  
Cody John Haycock  
Nisa Heerawan  
Carleigh Opal Elizabeth Heriaud  
Jelisse Nicole Hernandez  
Lisa Minelly Hernandez  
Dezlyne Boneyv Hernandez-Rivera  
*** Natalia Giuliana Herreman  
Tiffanie Michelle Hidle  
Sarah Lynn Hilton  
Joshua Neil Holcombe II  
Christopher Diante Howard  
Stephanie Grace Howell  
Kirsta Taylor Hunt  
Jamie Lee Hupfer  
Elizabeth Carol Hurley  
LaLoni Lynn Irvin  
Tyler Randall Jackson  
Taylor Marie James  
Paulthanaela Jeantry  
Kelsea Jeannine Johannes  
Veronica Ann Johnston  
Nicole Lynn Jorge  
Andrew Scott Justice  
Leslie Kadlec  
Ani Gabriella Kamajian  
Diana Audrey Kehoe  
Mir Azam Khan  
Jonathan Cody Killon  
Emily Renee Kimis  
Molly Ann Klabik  
Amanda Danielle Kukuk  
Alisa Maryann Lalchan  
Sonali Lallu  
Chelsea Jessica Lane  
Alyssa Marie Langan  
Georgia Shay Lantzy  
Ashley Anne Lardizzare  
Amanda Michele LaViolette  
Sabrina Nicole Lawrence  
Marie L. Leger  
Madeline Estelle Lewis  
Daniel Shizhi Li  
Caelin William Linaja  
Julisa Lopez  
Robert Kenneth Lovegren  
Brooke Ashley-Marie Lowe  
Nicole Ashley Lugo  
Marisa Kate Lukacs  
Estephany Monserral Luna  
Gisselle Madero  

** Tatiana Danielle Magri  
Natasha Mahaise  
Mikaila Anne Mahoney  
Meagan Rose Marasco  
*** Daniela Guadalupe Marcano  
* Karlie Ann Mariano  
John Herbert Marshall II  
TyReka L. Martin  
Sara Dafael Mavromatis  
Brenna Nicole McCain  
Amanda Michele McDonald  
Miracle Alberta McKinon  
Emily Grace McVety  
Lindsey Michelle Mears  
Jessica Anne Melvin  
Alexander Zameer Mohammed  
Manuel Alejandro Mojica  
Patrick Chase Monahan  
Jazmin Dion Montgomery  
Kevin Morales  
Meggy Alexandra Morejon  
* Iman F. Moslehy  
Danielle Marie Mount  
Sonny Mwendwa Muli  
Hannah Tiffany Munshi  
Quaneshia Martina Murphy  
Kristina Lynn Mutter  
Corey James Myers  
Mary Josephine Myers  
Eric John Needs  
McKenzy Nicolas  
Erin Liv Nordqvist  
Julissa Iliana Novo-Disla  
*** Madison Alexandra Oakes  
Joslyn Ochoa  
Janelle K. O'Neal  
Amanda Ortiz  
Mittie Selena Osborne  
Jenna Cammi Ostwald  
Katelynn Nicole Paradyz  
** Alexandra Elizabeth Parker  
Morgan Leigh Patipa  
Alexis Brianna Patterson  
Trevor Donatse Peacock  
Alejandro Antonio Pena  
Megan Taylor Pena  
Laci Kay Benton  
Elvira Peralta-Pena  
Melvina Anne Pfiefer  
Samantha Sue Pickren  
** Cianna Jayne Piercey  
Daniel Vincent Polish  
Ashley Polo  
Randolph Emmanuel Pруд’Homme  
Nadia Rahman  
Lauren Marie Ramirez  
Paola Nickole Ramos  
Sarah Luisa Ramos  
* Ayesha Taj Razack  
Gloria Regis  
Jordari Jd Rene  
Coral Antoinette Rezza  
Joseph Charles Richardson, Jr.  
Casandra Ashley Ricketts  
Jennifer Rivera  
Melodie Ann Rivera  
Julia Nicole Roberts  
Nah-Yomi Mia Rochester  
Fabiana Rodi  
Camila Maria Rodriguez  
Lisa Marie Rodriguez  
Stephanie Rodriguez  
*** Ileana Dominique Romero  
Amber Renee Roseman  
Jessica Sabal  
Evalena Antoinette Sabella  
Jeanie-Alexis Ancheta Sales  
Camila Salinas  
Jamie Marie Salvador  
Nicole Marie Santiago  
Robert Joseph Sarra III  
Nicole Jacqueyn Scannell  
*** Donald Francis Schmidt  
Affggahha Belmung Sejour  
Thomas Reid Shafer  
Jenna Nicole Shorten  
Charles Lynn Simms  
Veronica Marquita Simpkins  
Hannah Michelle Singer  
Megan Lydiana Small  
Courtenay Michele Smith  
Jillian Eve Smith  
Sha’kara Smith  
Vashti Devi Sookram  
** Nicole Lynn Sorrentino  
Gabriel Ismael Soto  
Danielia Souverain  
Zoe Rebekah Spencer  
Dominic Michael Stout  
Eileen Renee Stremming  
Donna Marie Strickland  
Eline Tanis  
Sara Theresa Taras  
Jessica Jeanette Taylor  
Megan Foster Terseck  
Youlenise Tervencia Thelusma  

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude  
** denotes Magna Cum Laude  
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Christina Maria Thiebauth
Lea Rebecca Thomson
Catherine Tomrey
Daniela Andrea Toro

** Samantha Nicole Totty
Jeanna Susanne Townsend
Afton Trett
Emma Mary Tukdarian
Kathleen Grace Lynn Vahey
Gema Varona
Deyanceira Vega Morales
Lisangeelee Velazquez-Muniz
Cayla Elizabeth Villegas Maldonado

** Nikayla Simone Wilkins
Ashley Chantrell Williams
Chelsey Roseanna Williams
Christopher Charles Williams
Shamon Williams
Spencer Evan Winer
Harry Michael Wolfe

* Tiffany Lynn Yelvington
Alexandra Young
William Raymond Ziolkowski
Hafa Zuberi

Psychology BS-Clinical Psychology

Philippe Alvarez
Sydney Cheri Annas
Marissa Rita Anton
Stephen Aragon
Emerald Q. Armstrong
Barbara Mae Atencio
Melanie Gabriella Baca-Conlan
Felisha Sophia Baez
Kristina Marie Baranowski
Linette Alejandra Barreras
Gissel Maireni Benitez
Tiffany Marie Blanco
Brionna Denice Blunt
Stephanie Bolanos
Hector Harold Cabrera
Tania M. Calderin
Alejandro Xavier Candelaria
Julia Marie Cardellini
Jonathan Carvajal
Gabriela Carolina Cerrada
Josalyn Chavez Gonzalez
Kathryn Dawn Clark
Misti Rene Cole
Shefly Rae Czagas
Jada Laronique Dailey
Danee Nichole Damore

Katelyn Grace Davis
Kelly Stephanie Delgado
Sonide Dentilus
Jylise Dominique Diaz
Taylor Nichole Dinkins
Sophia Denise Dominguez
Sherline Elen
*Candice Lauren Escandon
Jessica Ann Fleming
Shawna Marie Foster
Megan Nicole Fowler
* Brianna Tonibeth Friese
Michelle Ivette Fuentes-Carballo
Jorge Michael Garcia
Katherine Gerena
Samantha Paige Goldfarb
Samantha Danielle Gongre
Massiel Gonzalez
Shannon Lee Grande
Matthew Alexander Guerra
Kim Diane Hale
Tranieece Dominique Harris
Abbigale McCall Hastings
Austin Robert Haworth
Crystal Lea Helms
Gabrielle Ann Holcombe
Alexis Celeste Ingram
* Oscar Brandon Jablon
Vaughn Audwin William James
Terri Denise Johnson
Fania Juste
Melissa Lynn Keller Jacquay
Aliya Nicole Landi
James Robert Langer
Lina Laraki Elhoussaini
Kamila Alexis Latson
Savannah Caroline Linn
Samantha Damaris Lopez
* Lukas Losiak
* Joreimy Maldonado-Rolón
Courtney Joann Marshall
Naula Grace Marshall
Sharnaye Lakrya McCray
Sarah Beth McManus
Justin Stephen Messier
Leslie Nicole Meza
Anahi Munoz Martinez
Nicole Marie Murciano
Fatimah Ismail Musa
Alexis Nicole Noroski
Jason Omar Nuwayhid
Obinna Desmond Oguike
Djena One

Jamie Caitlin Pappa
Alicia Anne Parks
Shivani Janaki Patel
Cristina Paternina
Rodnika Leondra Patterson
Kathryn Louise Perez
Melanie Maritza Perez
Sebastian Eduardo Perez

*** Lisa Robin Pitts
Joshua Paul Pizzi
Sabrina Gabrielle Plaza
Lisa Marie Poon
Taylor Erin Proper
Alexandra Carolina Pulido
Jacob Douglas Pylant
Tijana Radojevic
Ghanisha Rampertaap
Angela Rose Rimany
Zaide Rivera Medina
Marissa Amber Rodrigues
Sylvette Rodriguez
Yamuna Bella Romero
Bianca Lauren Rucker
Keirstin Lynn Radl
Elihu Daniel Salas

*** Haley Alexandra Sauls
Alexis R. Seoggin
Jade Nicole Sears
Taylor Marie Sievert
Jordan Elizabeth Signor
Faith Laurel Siwek
Kayla Anne-Marie Smith
* Michelle Ann Stachura
Emma Nichole Tatro
Kendra Alisha Thomney

** Alexandria Trombetta
Tara O'Neal Uhlich
Eliotte Marie Utset
Siulmarie Vazquez
Janie Nicole Vigil
Angelica Villa
Veronica Villaverde
Lydia Vincent
* Allyson Marie Wedlick
Hailey Elizabeth Williams
Jazmine Williams
Minaeshia Xavia Williams
Alexis Taylor Wilson
Keshawn Roderick Wilson
Arto Woodley III
Michelle Jessica Wright
Samantha Zayas Samantha M. Zelaya
Alexander Lee Zepp

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Psychology BS-Experimental Psychology
Elyssa Noel Coultas
Fallon Killeen Locke

Psychology BS-Human Factors Psychology
Gabriela Flores-Cruz
Eviana Le
Lauren Ashley McCurdie

Psychology BS-Industrial/Organizational Psychology
* Lisa Alina Britto
  Andrew Hungyi Chang
  Mary Elizabeth Clark
 Ashlee Monique Coleman
Alyssa M. DeCosta
Tiffani Ann Farnam
Michelle Denise Feliberti
Jennifer Lynn Garver
Fay Gershman
Lanecia Nichole Harris
* Danielle Marie Higginbotham
Junior Jean Louis
Caitlyn Ashleigh Jones
Genesis M. Lenis
Nicole Ashley Manzi
David Michael Oswald
Rina Ariane Perez
*** Adam Joseph Perito
  Dominique Deonte Roundtree
  Kenny Surjan
  Michael Tate, Jr.
Pamela Tejeda
 Roman Volynets
 Rachael Diane Walls
 Alexis Mari Wilson

Psychology BS-Neuroscience
Bepsy Omar Aguasvivas
Jessye Bertoni Bertoni
Stephen Benjamin Bridges
Amy Nicole Burgos Susana
Victoria Burton
Ashley Caliste
Cinthya Michele Colon
Hannah Renae Crandell
Breana Lee Davey
Dalton Lee Doyle
Frances Gabriella Feliciano

*** Diana I. Garcia Villanueva
Alexandra Nicole Rose Jordan
Zuheid T. Ortiz
Rahi Hiren Patel
Shayna Ruth Soares
Robert Spinelli

Social Sciences BS
* Talbot Jones Taylor Allen
  Catarina Marie Everington
  Cheyenne Armenteros Hailey
  Isabel Rose Hernandez
  Justin Ty Lopez
  Justin David Martens
  Gloria Ivelisse Santos
  Austin William Vogt
  Gabrielle Nicole Wiska
  Christine Alexandra Youmans

Sociology BS
Morgan Lynn Chandler
Brittany Ashley Merced
Katherine Paola Velez
Emilie Joudi Vick
Haley Renee' Warren

Statistics BS
Pretema Mala Dharampaul
* Austin Tyler Doyle
  Alexandria Isabelle Eugster
  William John Morath
  Bianca Nicole Robinson
  Nicholas Robert Snyders
  * Stephen John Testa
  Amelia Jade Vinalon

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Undergraduate Studies

**Bachelor of Arts**

**Interdisciplinary Studies BA**

Salem Saeed Abdullah Alfeel Alyammahi
Tyler Wayne Andrews
Taylor Lee Bacon
Chelsea Monet Baker
Ashley Bianca Balkaran
* Kamilla Begani
Madelaine Shannon Brick
Joanna Leigh Brown
Angelica Francesca Bryan
Drew Thomas Cheatham
Wendy Jean Chicoye
Jacquelyne Alexandra Dauk
Michelle Danielle DeJesus
Jeremy Diaz
Rafael Antonio Diaz
Samantha Robison Doneff
* Joelle Marie Falcon
Tyrene Filer, Jr.
Jacquelyn Marie Fitzpatrick
* Jasmin Florian Suero
Keila Aura Gallego
Isamar Amanda Gonzalez
Rhyan Allen Grant
Samuel Michael Green
Reagan Lynn Grochala
Kaelyn Elizabeth Hamilton
Blake James Harpold
Catherine Elizabeth Jalsoviczky
Jenna K. Kinker
Kassandra A. Laines
Tristan Howard Laravea
Samuel Obed Lopez
Laysianette Lugo
Ryne Michael Lundman
Kaitlyn Taylor Masterson
Jade Elizabeth Matthews
Connor Wade Mayfield
Alexandria Francesca Mays
Kwami Lee Merzier
Carolina Elizabeth Milbourne
Robert Emerson Winter III
Zachary Matthew Mitchell
Alexandria Perpetua Molinari
Marilyn Nicole Nicholson-Sosa
Marlon Alain Nunez
Robert Scott Petroino
Katharine Ann Pittman
Ryan Murphy Rico
Crystal Luzhadit Rodriguez
Sandra Sabin
Erick Raul Sanchez
Liditize Sanchez
Rosalia Santos
Constantine Aristotelis Savvidis
William Michael Smolinsky IV
* Jessica Faust Stoner
Stephanie Marie Stroupe
Cassidy Michelle Sutton
Noah Wyatt Swor
Nicole Marie Taggart
Bettina Thomas
Paula Figueiredo Ursu
Luis Roberto Viveros
Nisreen Wahieb
Daniel Joseph Walker
Brooke Erin Witherow
* Sydney L. Wolf
Sarah Wollaston
Jorge Eduardo Zarta Andrade

**Bachelor of General Studies**

**Integrative General Studies BGS**

Vanina Lorena Achille
Gloria Mireya Aguilar Molina
Mackenzie Taylor Anderson
Brendha Anilus
Charles Wesley Anthony
Tonaysha Elia Askew
Dedrion Cecilio Bacote
Zhengkai Bai
Simon Lowell Barnett
Logan Michael Bellantoni
Jonathan William Bird
Michele Naika Blanc
Abigail Ann Booth
Jamil Imran Broadnax
Afton Nicole Brown

**Alessandro Antonio Buzzetta**

Christine Elaine Calderon
Teysha C. Camilo
David Val Cano
Gregory Stephen Carles
Ian Malcolm Carter II
Martil Casseus, Jr.
Rakhi Chhabra
Eric Gordon Christiansen
Mariah Kayann Clark
Aaron Malik Cochran
Mariah Adriana Cooper

Jamie Lee Cruz
Tori Amanda Deronvil
Casady Clarke Draper
Shelly Rae Edmonson
Kenyoda Laquan Esters
Michael Alexander Eyma
Ruth Marie Figueroa
Taylor Denise Ford Joseph
Steven Christopher Forte
Andre Cleon George
Jonathan Mark Gonzalez
Kimberly Rodgers Graham
Ryan Taylor Griffiths
Courtney Amber Iglesias
Ashlee Bangari Isaac
Muhai Minul Islam
Michael Isaac Kimbley
Juvanni Lafleur
Matthew William Lafleur
Robert Stephen Lane
Jalen Cade Ledger
Michelle Itzel Leon Tepetate
Shannon Leigh Lewis
Elicia Willie Librun
Sonya Elizabeth Lindfors
Jerica Paige Loeprich
Margaret Estelle Loomis
Tanya Lusararian
Danielle Nicole Masi
Justine Masluk
Adam S. McCracken
Taylor Henry McManus
Kerysten Oriana Mendez
Brittany Lee Morris
Jacqueline Taylor Paret
Lavel Lorrice Payne
Ariana Raffaella Peluso
Jordan Audrina Pennant
Anna Gabriela Perez
Lamia Sasha Pierre
Bryce Davonne Powers
Dillon M. Ragin
Charles Keene Ragland, Jr.
Alexandra Marie Restrepo
Brooke Lynne Retherford
Jordan Craig Rice
Matthew James Rigsby
Elizabeth Marie Rivera
Jonathan Rivera
Julia Maria Romanyszyn
Rachel Elizabeth Rufo
Andrew Thomas Schulz
Amber Lee Sear

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Undergraduate Studies

Lauren Shoenberg
Natasha G. Singh
Niko Esa Paavo Smith
Samarth Thomas
Tina Mary Van Schaik
Amanda Marie Vega
Anais Catherine Villedrouin
Elizabeth Patricia Walsh
Khirsten Leigh White
Drew Jackson Wilkins
Jaylen Rae Williams
Cherry A. Williamson
Keyn Edward York
Chelsea R. Young-Lindsey
Fei Zhuo

* Alyssa Marie De Jesus
  Carlos Gabriel Delgado
  Christopher Malek Lamont Deloach
  Jesse Raymond Dion
  Dushan Mihailo Djukic
  Marie Evelyne Dorcelia
  Danielle Anna Mae Duffy
  Trevor Lee Elbert
  Blythe A. Cull
  Ruth Clayton Dalesandro
  Richard David Dasilva
  Dina Bradt
  Stacy Lee Brandenburg
  Kingson Synth Brianvil
  Alexis Rashon Brooks
  Kennedy K. Broom
  Ronshard Deonte Brown
  Keisha Christina Cadet
  Jhane' Elliora Carter
  Jisselle Angelina Castillo
  Derek James Chemin
  Avery Chrupcala
  Zachary Austin Clovis
  Joshua Clarence Collins
  Lynette Kianna Correa
  Ranesha Ka Allen
  Hana Musleh Fahrma
  Alondra Farinas
  Tawana Tiffany Ferril
  Tracy Lyn Fitzgerald
  Dylan Joseph Fleming
  Chelsea Jade Fletcher
  Natalia Giron
  Dalia Jessica Gomez
  * Kristen Marie Gonzalez
  Gregory Graves
  Steven Scott Gruber
  Ellys Elizabeth Hellwig
  Aimie Leigh Hock
  Wilerson Jean Charles
  Cantor Kaumatale
  Zachary Alexander Keeley
  Paige Jennifer Kelley
  Francis Joseph Kett
  ** Hina Khan
  Scott Alan Kirkland
  Malka Paige Klein
  Aksel Peter Knudsen
  Viktoria J. Koskovich
  Keira Lynne Kraus
  Kathrina Ona Johanna Kaoks
  Anthony Michael Lanza
  Maria Sofia Lengua Faillace
  Wendy Thet Hut Lun
  Wanting Ma
  Jarrod Steven Madonna
  Maria V. Makar
  Mercedes Denise Malcolm
  Nirwan Malla
  Michael Walter Malone
  Minor Raul Mata
  Ricardo Andres Matias
  Megan Alyssa McElenathan
  Alyssa Lauren McCoy
  Marc Nathan McIntyre
  *** Michelle Katharine Metts
  Saimanu Howard Miranda IV
  Oyinniebi Michael Miriki
  Erin N. Mitchell
  Tristan Hunter Moore
  Lamonte Cortez Munns
  Tre Anthony Nixon
  Rose Mireille Ojo
  Pamela Renee Otis
  Ashley Marie Elizabeth Pardee
  Jordan Daniel Pederson
  Samantha Alexis Pena
  Lori Ann Perez
  Yesenia Elizabeth Perez
  Jena May Peruche
  Daniela Posada
  Mary Faustina Prevosk
  ** Robert Joseph Prociak
  Samantha Cristine Quezada
  Yesibel Ramirez
  Ashley Alea Ramlochan
  Ashley Marie Rivera Rosario
  Alani Ayanna Robinson
  Jesus Javier Rodriguez
  * Alyson Nicole Rutherford
  Candace Rutledge
  Jordan Matthew Saez
  Andrew Paul Safron IV
  Masaru Pumarada Sakata
  Summer Elizabeth Sakowski
  * Tami Hull Salter
  * Rodelina Santana
  * Noel H. Shah
  Nicole Margaret Shenmanske
  Deborah Yunjung Shin
  Marina Oliveira Silva
  Victoria Ryanne Smartt
  Samantha Rae Smelko
  Alton Smith, Jr.
  Sara Elizabeth Smith

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Undergraduate Studies

Michelle Diane Solano
Autumn Nicole Stapleton
Matthew Robert Steckel
Cali Michele Stropoli
Joseph Austin Sweeney
Joniqua Marquesha-Lashae Taylor
Sean Michael Timkee
Ravyn Makenzi Torres
Zachary Ryan Turner
Santiago Fernando Ugolotti
Kimberley Michelle Valentin
Steven Daniel Van Gaasbeck
Jeanny Louiza Variste
Kiara Liz Vazquez-Hernandez
Breanna Nicole Vergara
Tyler Leslie Wall
Makeba Sarah Walters
Chandra Nicole Ward
Nickolas Drake Wheeler
Erin Kathleen White
Ajari Trevon Winfield
Brian Karl Wittel
Kadasia Samone Wright
Jonathan Reb Yancey

** Interdisciplinary Studies BS-Environmental Studies **
Jessie Quinlan Atchison
Ashley Noel Burditt
Logan Christopher Flint
Carolyn Ann Mitchell
Samuel David Pachito
Katrina Ann Wille

Bachelor of Applied Science

** Applied Science BAS-Information Technology **
Laurie Marie Agosto
Gerardo Bonet
Phillip J. Ellis
Karl Lee Fortenberry
Brian Jay Kessler
Angelo Tim Mejia
Frenkli Nico
Travis Ojeda
Mikkel Andrew-Victor Ranglin
Miguelina Reyes
Isaias Rodriguez
Kenneth Charles Tyson

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

**Bachelor of Science**

**Entertainment Management BS**

Berk Kemal Alkanat  
Eliza Maria Barberena  
Emily Jeanne Baugher  
Shelby Marie Beckman  
*Amanda Buitrago*  
Gabriel Francisco Burgos  
Marissa Estelle Caraballo  
Kailee Breamn Carroll  
Nicholas Todd Choppe  
Dillon John Dalilondis  
Kaylee Daniels  
Kathryn Susan Davis  
Natalia Francesca De Jesus  
*Anna Marie Douglas*  
Brooke Lovett Dunwoody  
***Ashley Nicole Edwards*  
Nikolos Anthony Fazio  
Gabriel Antonio Fernandez  
Jeremy Daniel Francis  
Nicole Francine Freij  
Abel S. Gaibort  
Jenae Ronita Gay  
Skyeler Ann Geib  
Christian Alexander Gil  
Emily Nicole Gorey  
John Joseph Gottfried  
Jeffrey Alex Grill  
Daquon Jarquiese Harris  
Zachary Stephen Hyland  
Alexis Dawn Illes  
Blanca Elena Jimenez  
Christian Robert Kleinsmith  
Tiffany Amber Ladeira  
Kristin Caroline Linn  
Olivia Faith Marchinke  
Haley Lee McBride  
***Kelsey Madison McClellan*  
Mikaela Camice Moore  
Robin Leah Proveaux  
Gabrielle Ellise Rey  
Emily Danielle Rhodes  
Salvatore Raymond Rodriguez  
Christopher M. Rybicki  
Emily Lane Samples  
Nicholas Dimas Sentoso  
Michael Dimitri Silva  
Daniel Frances Skibicki  
Jessica Louise Stewart  
Jennifer Lynn Sweeney  
Sheneil Ashley Thomas  
Maria Victoria Tolzmann  
Jared Torres  
Mariana Rita Vivas  
Thomas John Wallner  

**Event Management BS**

Kaitlyn Kelly Adams  
Jorie Kathleen Allinson  
Phillip Salvatore Arrigo  
Valeria Ayala Maeso  
Leslie A. Barr  
Meggann Ela Bautista  
Alexis Ayanna Bender  
Christopher Barrett Boire  
Fabiola Nichole Bonilla Rivera  
Lindsey Grace Brangaccio  
Joshua Roman Carraway  
Caitlin Michelle Cochran  
Lindsey Marie Cochrane  
Elizabth Nicole Condon  
*Samantha Marion-Kaitlyn Coville*  
Ashley Diaz  
Rebecca Ashli Dirks  
Hope Mae Doherty  
Alexa Marie Downey  
Jordan Mary Downs  
Tess Marie Garner  
Jessica Marie Gravatt  
Bradley Glurol  
Megan Elizabeth Haydel  
Toni C. Henry  
Kimberly Ann Hodges  
Taylor Lindsey Jacobs  
Noah Reuben Jacobson  
Jamie Foster Jamieson  
Kellie Lynn Jensen  
Megan Marie Jones  
Alexis Marie King  
Noel Ally King  
Jodi Christina Kirk  
Nathan Evan Kluger  
Mei Kwan Law  
Madeline Christine Lee  
Jazmin Arleen Liranzo  
Jessica Marie Lockwood  
Amanda Marie Mallette  
William Daniel Mehler  
Nancy Mejia  
Jaci Hannah Nicholson  
Samuel Patrick Orrell  
Kaylie Petree  

Tiffany May Phouangphrachanh  
Kimberly Alexis Pickler  
Kelsee Noel Remondino  
Madison Elaine Richards  
Sabrina Ann Robinson  
Karelys Rosario  
Katherine Marie Rose  
Kayla Denise Ross  
Taylor Nicole Scalora  
Caitlin Nicole Schnell  
Amanda Jaye Short  
Rogette AB Simons  
Jordyn Kristine Sleek  
Ashley Nicole Spalding  
Mikayla Elizabeth Thomas  
Samantha MacKenzie Tiernan  
Anna Maria Torres  
***Sarah Jane Van Nossal*  
Christopher K. Walmach  
Demi Caitlin Webb  
Lindsay Aja Weita  
Mikaela C. Wernimont  
Gloria Anel Zapata Zelaya  

**Hospitality Management BS**

Saba G. Akbar  
Tatiana Michelle Amadeo-Florit  
Michael David Amaro  
Stephanie Christine Anastasi  
***Scott Collin Anderson*  
Phillip Salvatore Arrigo  
*Ayana Ashimbayeva*  
Medjina Jennifer Bastien  
Tatyana Victoria Beaird-Torres  
Shelby Lynn Bielefeld  
Connor Alain Blue  
Emily Cullen Blumetti  
Emily May Bowes  
Asanti Javier Brizard-Josephs  
Austin Lane Brown  
Kelsey Shea Brown  
***Olivia Maria Camp*  
Aldomer Canton  
Zhengyu Cao  
*Henssry Carrascco*  
Erick Josue Cevallos-Rodriguez  
Kenneth Mathew Clawson  
Samantha Lyn Cornwall  
*Samantha Marion-Kaitlyn Coville*  
Judson John Cresssey III  
Ana Esther Cruz  
Juan Sebastian Cruz  

***denotes Summa Cum Laude  
**denotes Magna Cum Laude  
* denotes Cum Laude
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

* Geena Marie Desai
  Darviecka Corinne Diaoen
  Marchline Vanessa Elie
  Kennedy Noelle Forbes
  Antonio Giovanni Forte
  Alexandria Marshaye French
  Victoria Gabrielle Furnari
  * Catherine Anne Galluzzo
  ** Shuroq Talal Ganbou
  Jiechao Gao
  Destiny Marie Garcia
  Chelsie Marie Giedraitis
  Sean Thomas Goulden
  Victoria Ellen Gracey
  Austin Leigh Tydings Grant
  ** Haley Brooke Greene
  Jordan Rae Gruber
  Amanda Victoria Gutierrez
  Sarah Ann Hamp
  Erin Marie Hancock
  Edna Harlac
  Samantha Marie Harris
  Fawn Eecoe Helton
  Adrian Alberto Hernandez
  Madison Nicole Holmes
  Marissa Michelle Honka
  Erin Paige Howard
  Cyndie Ilerand
  Courtney Renee Ja
  Esther Jean-Louis
  * Caite Frances John
  Christopher Anthony Joya
  Roshan Deen Juman
  Cody Kaleskas
  Ashley Nicole Kinder
  * Lia Carly Korzeniowski
  ** Kayla Elise Kurmakie
  Heather Danielle Lazar
  Aimin Li
  Aiyanna Fredrica Little
  Cristina Juliana Llave
  Minerva Lopez
  Tahnee Rae Lucier
  Viet Quoc Luong
  Karla M. Malave
  Jacqueline Victoria Mantilla
  Sara Elizabeth Mark
  Marina Gambrelle Martin
  Daniel Alvin Masih-Das
  Sean Gregory McCarrol
  Kyle Michael McCaskill
  William Earl McDonald
  Clement Preston Ramon McIntosh
  Jessica Joy McKinney
  * Jovanna Marie Mendez
  Michael Vincent Miliante
  Mariella D. Montoya
  Megan Renee Moretta
  Doreen Musyawa Muasa
  Jack Denis Murphy
  Timothy Eugene Ness
  Tu Cam Nguyen
  Allison Nicole Nicotero
  Morgan Kelly Osborn
  Christopher Patrick Palko
  Atal Bipinkumar Patel
  Kassandra Ann Pawuk
  * Samantha Marie Pena
  Besa Pepsii
  Juliana Pereira de Carvalho
  Amanda Maria Perez
  Erica Linette Perez
  Presley R. Peterson
  Carolina Piedra
  Julia Paige Prosen
  Marlee Rose Randall
  Marcella Grace Richardson
  Philip Samuel Rieckhoff
  Dylan Michelle Rivers
  Karelys Rosario
  Jeffrey Mitchell Rosen
  Kayla Denise Ross
  Matthew Edward San Juan
  Jake Gabriel Sanchez
  Spencer Divine Herington Scheirer
  Mallory Claire Schneiderman
  Tiffany Joyce Segre
  Gabrielle Victoria Serrano
  Afrah Shahid
  Micaelia Katrina Roque Sibayan
  Bryan Leigh Siebecker
  Ayana Maia Sirmans
  * Olivia Mei Lin Smith
  Miranda Jane Spacone
  Alyssa Jaclyn Stephens
  Tiffany Denise Stermer
  Darsie Jeanne Strother
  Tyler Lawrence Sullivan, Sr.
  * Spencer Casey Szada-Daubert
  Laura Elizabeth Telson
  Sydney Ann Thompson
  Emileen Marie Torquemada
  Lynn Tran
  Daniel Christopher Trien
  Kariannes Lisselot Urena
  Javier Valle
  Mireya Juanita Vega
  Regina Marie Vera
  Kean Benjamin Vonada
  Jiayi Wang
  Jonathan Wesley Ward
  Demi Caitlin Webb
  Brianna Welton
  Tyler Benjamin Wilcox
  Stephanie Elise Winterstine
  ** Krysten Nicole Wolaek
  Jorge Alberto Zapata
  Xinrui Zhang
  Hospitality Management BS-
  Lodging Management
  Patrick Elivos Rodgers, Jr.
  Hospitality Management BS-Theme
  Park and Attraction Management
  *** Maya Alexandra Betancourt
  Chloe Anne Gaber
  * Devany Aleah Bree Green
  Timmon Wayne Hall II
  Victoria Marie Huffman
  *** Chloe Emma John
  Brooklyn Miranda Lilley
  John Michael Ortega
  Celia Grace Roule
  Restaurant and Food
  Service Management BS
  Lillian Mae Ann Bell
  *** Maya Alexandra Betancourt
  Alayna Claire Colacecco
  ** Shuroq Talal Ganbou
  Atal Bipinkumar Patel
  *** denotes Summa Cum Laude
  ** denotes Magna Cum Laude
  * denotes Cum Laude
The Commencement Ceremony and Academic Regalia

The Academic Procession has descended from religious processions that came to include teaching faculties when universities were closely associated with the medieval church. The presence of a piper in American academic processions has become popular in recent years. The pipers for UCF’s ceremonies are David Enzfelder and Reg Lyle.

The procedure followed for the awarding of degrees is based on a practice developed at the University of Paris almost 800 years ago. In those days, the bishop of Paris, like every other bishop, was responsible for local educational curriculum and degree granting. His authority in these matters, however, soon came to be disputed by the teachers. They asserted that only they could be the proper judges of the qualifications of the students. This threatened impasse was resolved by a compromise under which the teachers, or masters, judged the merits of the students and then recommended them to the bishop for their degrees. Today’s ceremony includes a secularized version of that procedure. A representative of the Faculty Senate certifies that the student candidates are qualified to receive their degrees. The president then authorizes the awarding of the degree.

Academic heraldry in the form of academic dress reaches as far back as the earliest days of the oldest universities. Formal directives concerning the correct and proper wearing of academic regalia date back to the early 14th Century. In the United States, as a result of our English heritage, caps and gowns have been used since colonial times.

As heraldic devices such as shields, coats of arms, and standards could identify a knight and his individual heritage, academic regalia can describe the academic origin and accomplishments of the wearer. Easily recognizable are holders of bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees. With the same glance, the trained eye may identify the university that conferred the degree as well as the individual’s field of learning.

The shape and decorations of the gown are the keys to the highest degree earned by an individual. The gown for bachelor’s has long pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed only. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve and is open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, and the front part has an arc cut away. The master’s gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has bell-shaped sleeves, may be worn open or closed, and may be most readily identified by its velvet facing down the front and by three velvet chevrons on each sleeve.

It is the hood, however, which is the most important and distinctive feature of American academic pageantry. Chevrons enable those attending an academic function to distinguish at a glance the wearer’s academic heritage. The bachelor’s hood, seldom seen in American academic circles, is three feet long with a two-inch edging of velvet. The master’s hood is three and one-half feet long with a three-inch edging. The doctor’s hood is four feet long with a five-inch edging.

The color of the hood’s velvet edging represents the field in which the wearer earned his or her degree. Although black may be used for any area, colors denoting selected fields of learning are as follows at UCF and American universities: all Ph.D.s are edged in dark blue, while professional doctorates, such as the Ed.D., are edged in the color of professional discipline.

The hoods used by American colleges and universities are lined with silk in the official academic colors of the institution that conferred the degree. UCF graduates, for example, will wear hoods with linings of black and gold. Generally, a school’s academic colors are identical to its athletic colors.

The academic regalia you see before you today can be traced directly back to the beginnings of the oldest colleges and universities. In 1885, there occurred a widespread student movement in America to wear caps and gowns at commencement ceremonies. The graduating students seemed to feel a need for significant and dignified apparel for the occasion. By 1895, widespread adoption of a uniform code by 95 percent of colleges and universities in the country gave America its own distinct academic regalia. At UCF, the baccalaureate tassel colors are representative of the college. In most cases it represents the discipline of each college below.

However, at any academic gathering, there usually appear regalia which cannot be fathomed by these guidelines. Some of these may be from foreign universities; others are from those American institutions that have preferred to remain with the European tradition of allowing each school to determine its own costume. The result is the academic regalia you see before you today. The colors of the master hoods are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creative Writing</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Media</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerging Media</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Languages</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive Entertainment</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching English as Second Language</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theatre</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Theatre ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................... Brown
Teaching English as Second Language ............................................................................................................................................................................   White
Spanish ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  White
Music ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. White
History ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  White
Interactive Entertainment ......................................................................................................................................................................................... White
Foreign Languages .............................................................................................................................................................................................. White
English ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. White
Emerging Media ................................................................................................................................................................................................. Brown
Digital Media ............................................................................................................................................................................................... Brown
Creative Writing .......................................................................................................................................................................................... Brown
College of Arts and Humanities
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College of Business Administration</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accounting</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Administration</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Business Management</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College of Community Innovation and Education</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Navy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Administration</td>
<td>Kelly Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Care Informatics</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonprofit Management</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Administration</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban and Regional Planning</td>
<td>Blue-Violet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College of Engineering and Computer Science</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Forensics</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeling and Simulation</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College of Graduate Studies</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conservation Biology Professional</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdisciplinary Studies</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanotechnology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College of Health Professions and Sciences</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication Sciences and Disorders</td>
<td>Sage Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Sciences</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Citron</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College of Medicine</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biotechnology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College of Nursing</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College of Optics and Photonics</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optics and Photonics</td>
<td>Aqua</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College of Sciences</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Crimson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic Science</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical Sciences</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeling and Simulation</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Dark Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rosen College of Hospitality Management</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hospitality and Tourism Management</td>
<td>Pineapple</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The University Mace

During the Middle Ages, the mace was an effective weapon in battle, but as newer and more powerful military arms developed, it was transformed into a symbol of authority.

The earliest ceremonial maces were borne by bodyguards of 12th Century English and French kings. By the end of the 16th Century, they were used widely by officials of English cities and towns. Today, the ceremonial mace is found in the British Houses of Parliament and is frequently carried in ecclesiastical processions and in university convocations and commencement ceremonies.

The mace incorporates two symbols identified with the University of Central Florida. The top is cast in the shape of the star found over the Pegasus in the UCF emblem. Inside the star is a reproduction of the “Flame of Hope” sculpture near the John C. Hitt Library.

The mace is cast in bronze with three bronze UCF emblems inlaid at the crest of the rosewood staff. The center of the staff is engraved with the names of the presidents of UCF.

The creation of UCF’s mace was a collective effort by UCF art professor Jagdish Chavda, sculptor David Cambia, and wood craftsman David Conway.

The Presidential Medallion

The gold medallion worn by the university president at formal and ceremonial occasions marks the president as a distinguished scholar and administrator, the highest officer of the university, and one who strives to uphold the twin tenets established by its founders: Accent on the Individual and Accent on Excellence.

The medallion is embossed with the university seal showing the mythical Pegasus ascending toward a single heavenly star and the motto, Reach for the Stars. The seal serves as a visible reminder to each member of the university community to strive to reach individual goals. The president has been entrusted to maintain and develop an atmosphere in which these creeds can be realized. The presidential position represented by the medallion epitomizes the foundations and aspirations of the university that the president has pledged to uphold.

As the only university official who can formally award a degree, the president recognizes the graduates for meeting the standards of excellence set by the university and for reaching the point from which new ventures begin.

From the presentation of the first medallion in 1968 to charter President Charles Millican to the one worn today, the Presidential Medallion has remained a symbol of academic leadership and the legacy of those pioneers who launched a unique experiment in higher education.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March 1973</td>
<td>John W. Young, Doctor of Applied Sciences</td>
<td>May 1997</td>
<td>Maxwell C. King, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 1974</td>
<td>Louis C. Murray, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td>Joe R. Lee, Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 1980</td>
<td>Thelma Vivian Jackson Dudley, Doctor of Humanities</td>
<td>May 2002</td>
<td>Lotfi Zadeh, Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 1982</td>
<td>Andrew Duda, Jr., Doctor of Agricultural Service</td>
<td>October 2002</td>
<td>Albert Burnett, Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1984</td>
<td>George J. Becker, Jr., Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td>May 2009</td>
<td>Rita Bornstein, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1985</td>
<td>Walter O. Lowrie, Doctor of Engineering Science</td>
<td>December 2012</td>
<td>Howard Lance, Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1990</td>
<td>Frank M. Hubbard, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td>August 2017</td>
<td>Phyllis A. Klock, Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1990</td>
<td>David Albertson, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td>April 2017</td>
<td>Alan Ginsburg, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1990</td>
<td>Helen Harris Perlman, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td>August 2016</td>
<td>Alan Eustace, Doctor of Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1990</td>
<td>Thadeusz Seymour, Doctor of Letters</td>
<td>April 2017</td>
<td>Mohammad bin Fahd bin Abdulaziz Al Saud, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1991</td>
<td>Roald Hoffman, Doctor of Science</td>
<td>December 2017</td>
<td>Kareem Adbul-Jabbar, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1993</td>
<td>Buell G. Duncan, Jr., Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
<td>May 2018</td>
<td>Jeb Bush, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1995</td>
<td>Jesse Stone, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td>May 2019</td>
<td>Martha Halstead Hitt, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1995</td>
<td>Teresa Jacobs, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td>May 2019</td>
<td>Thomas G. Kuntz, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Degrees Conferred

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B.A.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.A.B.A.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.A.S.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Applied Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.Des.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Design in Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.F.A.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Fine Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.M.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.M.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Music Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.As.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.B.A.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.C.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.Cp.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.ConE</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.E.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.E.E.T.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.Env.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.I.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.M.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.N.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.P.S.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Photonics Science and Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.W.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.N.P.</td>
<td>Doctor of Nursing Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.P.T.</td>
<td>Doctor of Physical Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ed.D.</td>
<td>Doctor of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ed.S.</td>
<td>Education Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.A.</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.A.A.E.</td>
<td>Master of Arts in Applied Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.A.T.</td>
<td>Master of Arts in Teaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.P.A.</td>
<td>Master of Public Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.B.A.</td>
<td>Master of Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.D.</td>
<td>Doctor of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Ed.</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.F.A.</td>
<td>Master of Fine Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.N.M.</td>
<td>Master of Nonprofit Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.A.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.A.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.B.M.</td>
<td>Master of Sports Business Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.C.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Civil Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.Cp.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Computer Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.E.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.Env.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Environmental Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.I.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Industrial Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.M.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.M.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.M.S.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Material Science and Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.N.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.R.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Real Estate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.T.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Taxation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.W.</td>
<td>Master of Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Diploma Distribution Information

Approximately 6-10 weeks after commencement, all baccalaureate, education specialists, and master’s degree diplomas will be mailed to the address indicated on the student’s Intent to Graduate form. Students should log into MyUCF to update their diploma mailing address if the diploma mailing address changes after filing their Intent to Graduate.

For additional information, undergraduate students should call the Registrar’s Office at 407-823-3100. Graduate students should contact the College of Graduate Studies at 407-823-4132.

Congratulations, graduates!

Lost and found items may be turned in or claimed at Guest Services, located at the main entrance on the second level. All University of Central Florida campus activities, events, programs, and facilities are available to all students of any race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, disability, marital status, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, and veterans’ status with due respect to law and the university’s philosophy of respect for individual and personal dignity.
UCF ALMA MATER

All hail to Alma Mater whose banner black and gold,
Will wave in fame and splendor as the passing years unfold.
May loyalty and friendship, within our hearts unite,
And light the star to guide us ever upward in our flight.
With honor and affection our friendship will renew,
We sing of thee our Alma Mater ever true.
This commencement program will be available at commencement.ucf.edu/2019/fall/archive for download as a PDF beginning Monday, December 16, 2019.